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Letters

Re the O'Herlihy House

[noconl,

mid-April 1987, pages 10&1131:
I am glad Mr. O'Herlihy
acknowledged Luis Barrag6n.
Oh, the difficulty of translations!

Frank D. Wind.er
Douglas Om, Winder and
Associates. Arc hitects
New Haaen, Connecticut
How would one describe the house
by Roger Ferri in the REcoRD
HOUSES issue [enCnItnCTURAL

mid-April 1987, pages ?0'
791? What is this house about? It s
far too "refined" to be about
REcoRD,

experimentation. Obviously, it has
nothing to do with proportions,
since there aren't any. Could it be
about living well, about finally
having made it? If it is, it represents
an empty affiuence at best and an
empty victory at worst.
The author of the accompanying
article for this house seems to know
what it's about, or so he thinks. Can
he really believe that any part of
this place "evokes more archaic,
European precedents"? Are his
standards of appropriateness and
plausibility this easily satisfied?
The author also states that this
"villa eludes conventional art
historical typology." Well, that's
true. but this house tries so hard to
be unconventional that it simPly
cannot maintain control. The
boldness of those overhangs
disintegrates into utter shallowness
when one gets around to the
courtyard and realizes that they are
tackons. The bay windows at the
front of the house appear to be
hanging on by their fingertips,
begging for resolution.
How, I wonder, does one come uP
with Minoan influence? I suPPose
that has to do with being
unconventional. And why should
one use an Art Nouveau-like
interior and a historical exterior?
Art Nouveau sought to do awaY
with specific historical references,
among other things. Are we to
assume that Mr. Ferri is emPloYing
a subtle contradiction? No, I think
not, since there is nothing subtle

about this embatrassing little
house.

If the writer had not spent so
much time decorating his article
with those trendy foreign phrases,
he might have seen the devastating
emptiness of this house.
Frank L. Irete, AIA
Charlotte, North Carolina

A comment, I feel, may be in order
on "The Villa Tbansformer"
[REcoRD, mid-April 1987, cover and
paees U4-1211.

'

Without any vituperative design
remarks, the photography was
sreat!

eraig B. Kelford, Sr., AIA
CEL Architects

Lomita, California

4
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It

is understandable that our entry
in the Arizona State University
School of Architecture Competition
[ARCHITEcTURAL RECORD, January
1987, page 4?l "appears the least
regional of the three finalists" if
one looks only at the north elevation
presented in your recent news brief.
Ironically, our parti is based almost
entirely on indigenous planning
principles of the arid Southwest, but
using today's technology.
To be built of local materials, it is
an inward-looking courtyard
building of densely planned wings
grouped around cool, shaded
gardens with water elements. The
courtyards provide natural light,
protected views, and natural air
circulation to all parts of the
expanded building. Wooden lattices
control the passage of light and the
flow of air, reduce the temperature
ofthe air current, increase the
humiditv of the air current. and
provideiecurity and privacy, all in
the manner of traditional
architecture for hot, arid climates.
Almost all circulation corridors
are outdoors, are naturally cooled,
and overlook the courts. All glazed
openings face north or south. All
studio spaces face south and are
naturally daylighted. East and west
facades have no openings.
The main commons courtyard is
based upon the indigenous north-

south courtyard that allows entry of
the welcome low winter sun but
excludes the high summer sun.
Finallv. I would like to call to the
atbention'of interested readers
Hassan Fathy's excellent new book,

Natural Energy and Vernacular

Architecture. It was enormouslY
helpful to us in providing concise
guidelines for designing in the
arid Southwest.

Eobert Saemisch AIA
George Hooaer,

FAIA

Hooaer Berg Desmond

Denaer
Corrcctions
The photo oedit for the offices of
Robert A. M. Stern [Rnconn, June
198?, pages 102-1051 was

inadvertently dropped. All
photographs were taken by @Peter
Aaron/ESTO.

In the

RECORD's

story on the

Bjornson House/Studio designed by
A-rata Isozaki [nnconl, mid-April
198?, pages 140-1411, Frank Dimster
of Ios Angeles should have
received credit as resident architect.
Designers of the Statue of LibertY
Exhibit shown in the report on the
Statue of Liberty visitor facilities
[REcoRD,

April

198?, pages 9&103]

were Metaform IncorPorated,
Rathe Productions Incoryorated,
and Design and Production
Incorporated.

Calendar

ala

Juty 15 thmuglt August 19

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD (Combined with
AMERICAN ARCEITECI, and WASTERN
ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER) OSSNOOO&
858X) July 198i, Vol. 175, No. 8. fitle@
reg. in U.S. Patent Office, copyright @ 19gt by
McGnw-I{ill, Inc. All rights resewed. Indexed
in Rcader's Guide to Feriodiel Utenture, Art
Index. Aoolied Science ud Tehnolory lndex.
Ensin*riire Index, The Architectum-i-Index and
the Architectunl Feriodiels Index.
Everv possible efrort will be made to retum
mateii;l submitt€d for possible publietion (if
accompanied by stamped, addressed envelope),
but the editon and the comntion will not be
resporeible for lms or dambge.

Ornamental Arc hitecture R eborn:
A New Tena Cotta Vocabulary, an
exhibit sponsored by the National
Building Museum; at the Municipal

Art

Society, 45? Madison Ave.,
New York City.
Jnly22-26
National Convention. American
Society of Interior Designers; in
Toronto. For information: ASID,
1430 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

t00t8 Qt2/944"92n).
August G8

"International Perspective on
Environmental Graphics," 1987
national conference of the Society
of Environmental Graphic
Designers; at the Cranbrook
Academy of Art, Bloomfield Hills,
Mich. For information: Sarah
Speare, Executive Director, SEGD,
4? Third St., Cambridge, Mass.
02t4L

(617 / 577 -8275',).

August 16 through Septcmber 20

Long Island Modern" The First
G eneration of M o dernis t
Architecture on Long Island 19%'
196Q showing the works of Wright,
Aalto, Breuer, Neutra, and Eero
Saarinen, among others; at Guild
Hall Museum, East Hampton, N. Y.
August 2G21
"Computer Tools for Space
Forecasting and Management," a
seminar on PGbased facility
programming and space
management, sponsored by the
International Facility Management
Association: in Toronto. The
program will be repeated August
24-25in Boston. For information:
IFMA, 11 Greenway Plaza, Suite
1410. Houston, Tex. 7?146
(?13/623-IFMA).
Septcmber l-2
Workspace 8?, "Conflict, Survival
and Ofportunity in a Changing

Marketplace," exhibition and
conference for the office
environment, produced by National
Fairs, Inc.; at Moscone Center,
San Francisco. For information:
Workspace,665 Chestnut St., San
Francisco. Calif. 94133
(4L5/17Gzrrr).
Septcmber 17-18

Third annual Contract Residential
and Design Conference, "Images &
Illusions": at International Market
Square, Minneapolis. To be followed
on September 19 by a continuing

education program, "Construction
Technology for the Interior
Designer," sponsored by, among
others, the Minnesota ChaPter,
AIA. For information: International

Market Square, 275 Market Sq.,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55405
(612338-6250).
Septcmber 30 thrcugh October 2
Society for Marketing Professional
Services National Convention,

"Winning Better Business"; in
Chicago. For information: SMPS,
801 S. Fairfax St., Alexandria, Va.
2%tr4 (8oo/n2-sMPS).
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FOrmS+SUrFaC€5

FS:3 New High-Tech Surfaces

8

FS:3 panels from Forms + Surfaces. . .a new high{ech series of panels

Forms+Surfaces Metal Surfaces Division

for interior surfaces, that beautifully combines three important
features: a non-combustible material. . .deep relief patterns. . .and
color limited only by your imagination. Tough, durable, lightweight
panels are available in large sizes for easy installation, or assembled
as complete doors. Select from 10 classic automobile colors, or field
finish in the color of your choice. Create a bold new look on your next
project. . .with FS:3 panels.

Box 5215 Santa Barbara. cA 93150 (805) 969-7721
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Circle 4 on inquiry card

Oral history:
Remembering Robert Moses

Six years ago this month, Robert Moses died at the age of 92-hardly the subject for an editorial,
one might think. Just last May, however, I joined a day-long bus tour of Moses' nearby works,
sponsored by New York City's Municipal Arts Society, a private, non profit, watchdog
organization, which has had an even longer life than Moses-95 years to be exact. Today, MAS
steadfastly focuses upon architectural, planning, and preservation issues in the five boroughs,
helping to deter misdirected development, uphold enlightened design guidelines, and preserve the
city's architectural patrimony. Although MAS didn't explain why it sponsored this tour, the clear
intention was to examine Moses' sweeping, grand-scale accomplishments in the hope that these
works and Moses' methods may yet have something to teach us. (Moses, as everyone knows, has
been scorned by Lewis Mumford, Jane Jacobs, and Robert Caro as well as by newer generations
of architects and planners who advocate smaller-scaled, incremental approaches to city building.)
The tour leader attempting the revalorization of the fallen giant was his longtime friend and
consultant, landscape architect, and highway engineer Arnold H. Vollmer, who in early and midcareer participated in the design of several of the parks and beltways we were to traverse.
The New Yorkers on the bus consisted of architects and planning professionals, as well as
public-spirited laypersons, some of whom in their day may have fought Moses to a standstill
more than once. If such vintage community activists were aboard, they refrained from
challenging Vollmer's able defense of his mentor. All was harmonious. Moses redux. As the bus
tour began, Vollmer announced that the time was right for his re-revisionist theory of history.
Why re-revisionist? Because in the 40 years between the mid-1920s and the 1960s, Robert Moses
was a popular hero. By the end of the '60s, however, his reputation had been revised downward,
and Robert Caro's book, "The Power Broker," first published in 19?4, effectively finished it off.
Today's emerging re-revisionist attitude, according to Vollmer, "responds at least in part to the
fact that we see so little achieved today in what are widely perceived as critically needed publicworks undertakings. Private enterprise thrives and monster buildings are erected, but little of
the public infrastructure which is needed to support and serve their development is
accomplished." As we drove past the U. N. headquarters, Vollmer told us that it was Moses who,
at the eleventh hour, persuaded John D. Rockefeller, Jr., to purchase the site from William
Zeckendorf and donate it to the U. N. It was Moses himself who, with teams of lawyers, drafted
within 96 hours the essential contractual and legislative documentation. Viewing the Triborough
Bridge, we learned that just two and one-half years after the plans were completed, the 14-mile
long bridge was opened to traffic---complete with suspension span, lift bridge, and viaducts. At
Flushing Meadow Park and Shea Stadium (newly painted blue), we were reminded that where we
stood was once one of the most hideous and offensive areas in the city, dominated by "Mount
Corona," a 100-foot-high depository of the garbage and refuse from Brooklyn. Moses began the
transformation of the site by causing the 1939 World's Fair to be located there and completed the
task a generation later as President of the World's Fair of 1964-65.
Orchard Beach is a great man-made crescent, the climax of a grandly conceived '30s Beaux
Arts scheme that has known better days. Flanked by nobly proportioned but sadly decaying bath
houses, the magnificent shorefront view offered an out-of-season surprise. That May afternoon
there were no bathers, just a few horsemen galloping wildly back and forth across the sand.
Ignoring visions of Arabia, we listened to Vollmer. Moses, he told us, as a young man had spent
all of his spare hours walking the city and envisioning it as he thought it should be. Among his
schemes was a plan to build a great bathing beach at Pelham Bay for citizens of the Bronx. When
he became City Parks Commissioner in 1934, he immediately set to work, completing Orchard
Beach in three and one-half years.
Our bus then took us to Riverside Park and Lincoln Center, both sites similar to the others in
theme and variations, each beginning as an early dream to be brilliantly and swiftly realized once
power was attained. Eventually someone asked whether a 30-or 4O-year-old Moses at work today
could lick the system. "Whatever the climate," said Vollmer,"he would have coped." In this issue
a feature article, "In the public interest: Design guidelines" by urban design consultant Jonathan
Barnett (pages 774-125), describes urban power-brokering as it is being done today; how the cities
of New York, San Francisco, Boston, Dallas, Pittsburgh, and Chattanooga are currently doing
their own coping. It's a new day. Mildred F. Schmertz
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New construction contracts
hold steady and give
a few surprises

of

Despite the adverse influences
rising interest rates, overbuilding
somJsectors, and t# reform, ne-w
contracts for
rebounded in March from
uncertain year's start and declined
only I perient in April, according
the htast survey frbm the F.
Dodge division of the McGraw-Hill
Information Systems Company.

in

construction
an

to
W.-

new
billion.

April's annualizedmle of
conkacts was $%?.6

HUD escalates
building-renovation
elforts as policy

surprising,

rates (the oyer{l gategory fell by 3
Even more
commercial construction, whjch has peTgg.nt in April)' institutional
long been slated for a nosedive, building has been and is still
expected to be a mainstay of
showed no change
construction volume in 1987.
between March and
At tire en! oJ theirst quarter'
brunt of the l-percent
decline being bbrne by residential the value.of all ne^wlysta_rted
construction was $75.2 billion,
and institutional activity.
residential units had been expected almost even_with the year-ago-total.
to fall off due to
Eut, warned Dodg-e v-ice- president
sensitivity to tax reform and single- George Christie, the full-effect of
family houses'sensitivity to interest interest rates has yet to be felt.

whatsoever
April-the
overall
While
apartments'

Fatc of would-be landmark
hangs in the balance

Iri the contest bet\\'een
rchabilitation ani.l new construction,
the Li. S. l)elrartment of Housing
irn,l I-rbutr I)evelolrment is tilting
rlistinctlv torvald the former and, in
fact, has several *'ell-funded
programs fr,r' renor-ation of existing
public housing, n'hole
neighborhoods, and smiill shops.
No*', the agcncl' has taken its
,lir,.,'ti,,n it stcl' I'urther l'\
announcing the ,loint Venture for
;\ iloldable Rehabilitation.
HliD kicked off the new threetear pilot project Mav 7 rvith a
nrt,rting in \\':rshington betrr'een
serrior departnient ollicials and
nurre lhan 2() carefulil' selected
nra.vors, urllan t'conomrcrlt:velopmcnt spceizrlists, lrrivale
rleveiopers. lirirl iruilding o\\:ners.
"lr choosing tlie nral,'ors, \\'e \\'ere
Iioking for cities that have reallv
lreen dorng sonrething *'ith
lt,hahilitation," sirr.s Henry Felder,

llliD's deyiutl

assistant secretary
st'art'h ancl
rlelelopnrt'nt. "\\e s'anted
irrnovlitive tcchnitlues that we can
liuill upon. '
'l'he nerv program--u'hich
iirr'

polio'

re

l't'ature-s rehabilitiltions and

' \irlrlr!ti',r,: in l\\o tO fiv,'citirslr ill pinpoint the be-st u'als fur
governn)er)t agencies and lrrivate
rlcvelopers to coordinate

retnrfitting pro.jects and
recontmen0 1]e\\' f enovituon

teclinologies. lt rvill also propose
\\'ills to avoid trrne-consunring
bottlenecks caused by federal,
state, and local housing regulations.
"\\'e're trving to find out the extent
to which somt, code requirements in
oliler buildirrgs rnal' not be

fol safetv," savs Feider.
"Their elimination could iead to a
necessar)'

cost savings."

It often frkes severa] vears for
:rtr itttl'ror', lr., ttt elTorl 1,, l,,,gin
('otttinutcl on page J7

The 1890 building (above) was
designed by John Wellborn Root
and is owned by the Society
National Bank. Leaders of both the
Cleveland Landmarks Commission
and the Cleveland Preservation
Society have argued forcefully
about the importance of saving it in
a city that is trying to spruce up its
image without losing its character.
The lGstory bank building is red
sandstone in the RomanesqueRevival style, with murals painted
by the English artist Walter Crane.
Placed on the National Register of
Historic Places in 1976, it has ornate
carved oak in its lobby and board of

directors'room.
The peril arises because the
building is strabegically located
near the downtown Cleveland
Convention Center on a site that is a
prominent candidate for a new-.
convention hotel. The bank left last
year for a new headquarters and, in
early May, John Fuller, the bank's
vice president for corporate
communications, announced that his
company favored development
proposals for historic preservation.
"We feel it's part of our history and
it would not be ineongruous for it to
remain," he said. But he would not
make a definite commitment to
rehabilitation. And, in early June,
the city's landmarks commission
announced plans to designate the
building as a landmark.

Landmarks commission director
John D. Cimperman said bank
officials asked that his agency
postpone making recommendations
to the city couneil until they had
chosen a developer. Their decision is
expected in July or August. The
commission decided not to wait and
is proceeding with the initial stages
of the designation process.
"The commission feels strongly
that we should go forward with
designation," Cimperman said.
"Once a building receives a
designation, a certificate of
appropriateness has to be issued
before demolition can proceed. A
developer can be forced to postpone
plans to raze a structure for up to a
year. Cleveland can offer
concessions such as Federal Urban
Development Action Grants, code
variances, or a reduction of required

parking."
While noting the need for some
1,500 new hotel rooms for the
renovated convention center. he
insisted there is no reason not to
preserve the historic building. He
said new construction is not
automatically the only way to
achieve the new facilities. He and
other prominent Ohio
preservationists are convinced that
the Society building could be
renovated into a stately hotel which,
along with new construction on an
adjacent site, could provide the
required rooms. (The bank also
owns a vacant lot just to the east.)
The Landmarks Commission has
said an even more innovative plan
could be implemented. A new hotel
could be built just on the vacant
site, allowing developers to
renovate the former bank into
something else. Jef Trewhitt,
World News, Chicago
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Business news continued

Government backing of research and
development in construction urged

American architecture and
;;ti;;;;i"s ilms are beginning to
take a beating both at home and
abroad, with foreign companies

gobbling up established American

firms and foreign governments
subsidizing the operations of their
firms in the international arena, a
sookesman for the American
Iistitute of Architects has told a
Congressional subcommittee.
Nor is the dilemma, which has

for a couple of
deeades, limited to architects and

been building

engineers. It affects the entire
construction community, said two
panels of industry spokesmen and
academics. We are rapidly falling
behind foreign competitors abroad
and at home, largely because of
insufficient research and
development.
Adams speaks for the
as well as the

AIA

International

Engineering and Construction
Industries Council
Harold L. Adams (photo), president

of RTKL Associates, said billings of
top foreign architectural and
engineering firms in the United
States have "practically doubled"
between 1980 and 1985, from $58.8
million to $115.4 million.
"In the past five years, British,
French, Swiss, West German,
Dutch, Canadian, l,ebanese, and
Saudi interests have bought major
shares in leading American firms,"
Adams said. "Acquisitions or
mergers seem to be the easiest,
most efficient, and most profitable
wav to enter the U. S. market. New
forbign owners acquire firms that
already have the U. S. know-how,
have been duly licensed to practice
here, are already stafied with
registered professionals who are
knowledgeable about the intricacies
of local codes and laws, and which
have all established excellent
reoutations as leaders in their field.
A;d the foreign owners avoid all
the enormous start-un costs of
entering a new market."
Canadians have not made largescale purchases of U. S. firms
becauie of their ease of doing
business in the U. S. But, in many
instances, "Canada has not allowed
equal ease of access to U. S. firms
seeking to work in Canada," Adams

"In fact, Canadian tariffs on
architectural and engineering
said.

drawings, at least until recentlY,
could amount to hundreds of
thousands of dollars." This has led
to harassment of U. S. architects
and engineers and even confiscation
of their drawings at the border. The
U. S. has no tariff on buildingdesign drawings.
According to Adams, foreign
governments offer their design
firms export credits and grants for
feasibility studies and bid proposals,
government guarantees on bid
Eonds, "mixed-credit" export credits
blended with foreign aid to provide
low-cost loans, and other exportstimulating incentives. "These are
massive subsidization programs in
countries such as Japan, Korea,
West Germany, France, the U. K.,
Holland, and Spain. And the result
is to give them an overwhelming
advantage over their U. S.
counterparts and competitors."
The bottom line is that American
firms have to learn to adapt to
foreign ways of doing business,
Adams continued. "If Ameriea is to
be competitive globally, America
must accept the fact that the nature
of the game changes, that the world
does not and will not mirror the
American design world, its culture,
its habits. its time zones. its
languages, and its technology. We
need the help of our government,
and the sooner the better."
Other witnesses stress a basic
increase in construction R&D
According to Dr. John W. Fisher,
director of the National Science
Foundation's engineering research
center on advanced technology for
large structural systems at Lehigh

University, "Without strengthening
its knowledge base, our
fundamental understanding of the
behavior of structures, America's
qonstruction industry may be

tourting disaster-while spending
millions on repair and litigation.
In fact, we are investing in the
wrong end of the process. Rather
than investing in research,
development, and technologytransfer projects to create more
reliable structures and prevent
problems, we are spending
millions of dollars on cures
after the fact."
House subcommittee chairman
Douglas Walgren noted that recent
statistics point to a "two-decadelong dowriward trend in the
productivity of the U. S.
construction industry;
construction's share of the Gross
National Product has fallen, the
volume of U. S. construction
business has sharply declined, and
the number of foreign companies
acquiring U. S. construction firms
or contracts has increased."
Ranking minority member
Sherwood L. Boehlert argued that
the recent New York State thruway

bridge collapse in his district
"demonstrated tragically that we
cannot take construction quality for
granted; the cure is more research.
While the current inadequate level
of research is not the sole reason
the construction industry
appears to be in the doldrums,
research is needed to automate
construction, to improve energY
efficiency, to develop better
structural designs and inspection
methods, and to cut construction
costs."

Dr. Fredrich Moavenzadeh,
director of the Center for
Construction Research and
Education at the Massachussetts
Institute of Technology, said that
government policies on trade were
indeed pertinent, "but it is wrong to
regard them as the fundamental
causes of the loss of U. S.
leadershio in construction. The
ability of-an industry to exercise
worldwide leadership must depend
on its internal strengths, not on
external props. Unless the U. S.
construction industry improves its
technological standing significantly,
it is in danger of being
overlaken by the international
competition before the end of

this century."
David S. Haviland, dean of the
school of architecture at Rensselaer
Polvtechnic Institute and chairman
of a study on construction
productivity by a National Research
Council committee launched in 1985,
testified that "the federal
government must take the lead in
construction R&D in part because it
funds a significant part of all
U. S. construction, and also because
there is little reason to hope the
needed increase will come from the
orivate
sector."
Richard N. Wright, director of
the National Bureau of Standards'
Center for Building Technology,
called for more computerization
employing an open-systems
approach to hardware and software
that would would allow them to be
used interchangeably. This would
allow all members of the
construction team to exchanEe

information, he said.
At a separate breakfast session
with the American Consulting
Engineers Council, Wright pointed
out that, for an industry of its
magnitude contributing close
to 9 percent to the nation's GNP,
construction is getting much less
than its fair share in federal
research money. Overall,
construction may get about $200
million annually, much of it from
the military, he estimated. Central
health care and agriculture-which
account for roughly the same GNP
share-get about $6 billion and
$1 billion, respectively, from
federal sources. Peter Hofmann,
World News, Washington, D. C.
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VPI solid vinyl tile possesses a beauty that is undiminished by time. It's atractive the day it's installed,
andjust as attradive for yearp to Come.
. , Wth a new array"of eye-pleasing colors and variety
, of pbtterns, VPl'soiid vinyt1l1g coordinates with
today's intefior decors as well as VPI wall base,
Colors and patterns extend clear through
ttle tib.,preeision gauge controland our exclu:
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sive Micro-squaring process result i,n a smooth continuous f'loor with tight:fitting seams and no'high
edges.
VPI tile resists abrasion and most common chemicals.
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has good indentation recovery and conforms
readily to minor subfloor irregularities without

cracking, chipping, or breaking.
VPI solid vinyl tile. lnnovative ansrvers ffom \trI.

Floor Products Division
3123 South fth Street, P.O. Box 451, Sheboygan, W 53082 U.SA
Telephone 414- 458-4664. Telex 910-264-3891

Circle 29 on inquiry card

Marketing
Base public relations on contenf not form
Herewith is an argument that a simple
presentation of yourfirm's credentials i's not
enough when wooing potential clients.
Bg Robert L. Miller
While many architectural firms
have accepted and even embraced
marketing, the realization that
marketing communications is, by
definition, largely public relations
still causes architects some
uneasiness. Doesn't PR connote
something superficial? Isn't it a sort
of tall cereal box with a little
cereal-and perhaps other, less
healthful things-at the bottom? Is
planned communications really the
sort of thing with which
professional firms, having integrity
as their lifeblood, want to get
involved?

There is considerable irony here.
For true superficiality, architectural
firms'own brochures and other
communications often take the
prize: immaculate in form, but
sometimes little more than
illustrated credentials when it
comes to content.
To architects, photographs of
their buildings radiate value and
creativity. To clients, they may
seem to radiate only a profession's
preoccupation with imagery.
What content rcally motivates
clients?

A first place to look is generalinterest issues that directly concern
clients and also clearly involve
design. For instance:
'Tax reform's impact on building.
'Planning and zoning changes.
. Opportunities for foreign
investors in U. S, building projects.
These kinds of issues may relate
directly to the programming and
performance of your firm's current
projects or simply to ideas about
future projects.
Merely raising substantive topics
can be persuasive just by being
disarming. Braced for a sales pitch
or a litany of achievements, clients
are instead asked to focus on some
question of real self-interest. They
can see that someone has taken the
trouble to a) research their concerns
and b) anticipate how some of their
problems might be solved.
But seeing design in the client's
terms is more than a device. By
extension it implies a whole attitude
about marketing communications
and about practice too. Martin

McElroy (dncoRl, July 1985, page
51) accepts the charge that some
marketing does no more than cause
the same firms to spend more
money to chase the same jobs; he
calls for exploring and
communicating real content as a
way of expanding the market for
design. "It's notjust finding where
Eobert L. Miller is an architect
and head of Robert L. Miller Associates,
a pub lic-re lation^s and marketingcommunications f rm in Woshington,
D. C., and New York Citg specializing

in building design, d.eoelopment,
and construction.

the action is, but where it can or
ought to be, and developing client
awareness of this potential."
Show how your ffrm can fill needs
Your built projects are not taboo.
But more credible and involving can
be the larger design process. This
can include applied research and
programming on the front end, and
postoccupancy evaluations and
operating manuals on the other.
Take a survey you've done to show
factors both owners and tenants
consider imporlant in leasing new
office space. The survey data can be
expanded to develop 1) an

information resource that helps
other clients make better market
decisions; 2) a list of leads for your
own marketing; 3) several speaking
engagements at which the survey
results can be presented; and 4)
publicity that quotes the survey and
credits the firm.
A newsletter recently mailed by
an architectural firm reviewed the
pros and cons of office buildings
with built-in telecommunications
and automated controls. It targeted
small commercial developers in the
firm's immediate geographic area.
Even though the firm had not
completed a true "smart" building,
selected photos of other completed
office buildings served as reminders

of the the firm's design skill.
The media for this kind of

Avoid outdated issues and stay in
touch with client concerns. Don't be
too general; don't talk about the
wonder of CAD, but what a remote
terminal can do in the client's office.
And there is danger in seeming to
nromise nonexistent expertise.
better to describe how your design
firm is teaming with an expert to
studv real-estate investment than to
desci'ibe your firm's own limitless
knowledge.
Content-based communications
can best be seen as a way of
improving client relations by:
. Involving clients beyond "who can
solve design problems cheapest?"
. Demonstrating your interest in

matters beyond design per seespecially in your clients' fields.
. Allowing you to appear as an
authority rather than a supplicant.
'Implying compliment such as
"We think you will be interested."

. Allowing you to approach
potential clients with an estatiiished
interest in superior services, instead
of having to start with a
generalized sales pitch.
'Making your client understand
you by sharing real interests.

'Creating a natural occasion for
getting in touch.
The goal is to stimulate clients'
thinking-thinking about new ways
they can employ a design firm,
additional services they might need,
ways in which architectural quality
can benefit them. A parallel hope is
that, by communicating
substantively, architects will think,
too, beyond the limits that normally
bracket the "design solution."
Neither Drofessional credentials nor
dedication nor hard work are proof
against superficiality. The only sure
cure is for architects to listen, and
then communicate in terms that
honestly invite a response.

message need not be

unconventional, but the format
should not be preconceived. "Form
follows function" seems an
unnecessary reminder for architects
but, yes, there are documented
cases of firms deciding to produce a
brochure or newsletter with little
reason for such formats, and an
even sketchier idea of what to fill
the pages with.
A contentoriented approach to
getting published emphasizes the
client's turf: not in RECORD but in
Widget World, appearing not on an
AIA roundtable but at a trade-show
seminar.
More important, perhaps, is an
intimate approach to clients and
prospects the firm already knows.
Almost any design firm can afford
to host an in-office seminar or a
tour of a building under
construction, or produce a white
paper on the effect of a city's new
historic preservation ordinance.
And avoid the pitfalls. First,
public relations supports marketing
and selling, but is not the same as
either. The three pursuits have
distinct uses. There is a time for
making a straightforward new
business contact or an assertive
pitch; then PR's indirect approach
seems dilatory. Conversely, the
subtle implication of expertise you
produce with an article or talk can
be torpedoed by a self-laudatory
spiel on your firm or its projects.

How not to do a brochure
Mr. Miller here regales us with
wording for a brochure that is,

is the essential ingredient that

found in real PR literature,

\\'" re excite,ll .\t the sante tinte,

'Experience
Quality design has long been the
hallmark of HB2lArchiProd for
over one thirrl of a decade, due to

concept is ultimately the product
of user input, careful assessment
of all primarl' forces, and the

as a whole, f.ctitious. Howeter,
it is, he ittsists, made up of
bombastic blatherings he has

a longstanding commitment to an
innovative, interdisciprlinary team
approach that maximizes the
personal involvement of firm
principals. We set clearcut goals,
then implerment them through an

overall action plan sensitive to

your specific needs.
'People
A wide range of potentialll'
award-winning projects largell'
completed on time and budget is

just part of our story. Bevond the
bottom line, our responsiveness
to user neetls creates people
places that are also highlv cost
effective, energy effrcient, and
uniquely creal ive, )'et resl)onsive
to the overall environmenl as
well as cost and time constraints.
Your personnel gain focus and
commitment without sacri{icing
tlexibilitr'. The people challenge

turns the bluel,rint of the project
ut tion implemt,ntation strateg.v
into vital specific needs.
'Process

meaningful programming

proactive establishment of a
clearcut overview within time and
budget parameters and a welldcfined task cvcle.
Implementation of a highlv
integrated organizational
network ensures that tearrr
irrrulvement rrt eter.t stage is
responsive to your specific needs.

'Commitment
0nce areas of primary expertise
are established, our core team
focuses on work facilitation,
throu gh our state-of-the-art

computer-aided design capability
as vvell as through periodic
nlilestone assPSSment. Ongoing.
interactive liaison with a broad
slrectrum of project team
members (when available)
ussures a level oI svnergv unique
in itself. Response to 1'our
specific needs insures response to

your speci{ic needs.
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Finance Business's outlay for plants
and equipment holding its own
The 40th annual spring sun)eu by Data

ources / M c G r o,w - Hill rea e als unerp ected
uigor and surprising strength in some

R

es

key construction markets.
By Robert Ringelstein
McGraw-Hill's latest surveY of the
nation's capital-spending -plans
shows U. S-. industry readY to raise
the investment ante this Year to a
level not anticipated even six
months ago. T[re results imply that,
for most sectors, the worst is over
and the time is right to PlaY catchup. The survey was conducted m
Abril and May and rePresents
responses by 463 comPanies that
accbunt f.or D..8 percent of capital
investment in the U. S, (lhe figures
have been adjusted to represent
spending by att U. S. comPanies and
r6flect dbmestic investment only')
Specifically, the survey indicates
thai U. S.inv-estment is expected to
rise 3.3 percent to $391'6 billion'
Bv comiarison, respondents to
Ir,tccrari-ltitt's Marih survey
nlanned a capital-spending increase

bf iust 2.0 pe:rcent in 198t last fall,
reipondenfs expected only a 0.4percent rise.

a S.Gpercent overall increase

in

plant-and equipment outlaY this
vear. Althorieli elechic utilities plan
i moderate cirtback, the huge trade
and service component anticipates a
significant rise.

Inf,ation holds fte keY to what the

real spending levele will b€
In addition to the higher nominal
snending levels, inflation
eipectalions have edged down
sliihtly: After hanging intractably
atS.6 iercent in the Previous two
surveys, plant and equipment prices
are now expected to rise onlY 3'3
percent in 198?.
If investment outlaYs and
inflation predictions hold true to
respondents' exPectations, real
(indation-adjustid) capital spending
'ivill remain hat for the Year. The
March survey, bY contrast,
projected a rbal investment cutback
of 1.5 percent,

-

nonelectrical machinery look for a
modest rise; the motor-vehicle
industrv. meanwhile, remains in the
doldruriri. Nondurablegoods
manufacturers demonshated the
most bullishness, with plans to
increase spending some 4.9 percent
in 198?. Chemical companies, food
and beverage processont, and other
nondurable producers reported the
largest spending gains, while
petroleum refiners remain cautious.
Nonmanufacturing fi rms anticipate

Over the past several years,-the
survey has shown that respondents'
inflation expectations are
consistently too high. Between
November 1985 and March 1987, for
example, respondents assumed that
capital-soods prices would rise
betweei 3.6 pircent and 4.? percent;
actual inflation settled below 2
percent. While the latest surveY
iesults do record a lower rate of 3.3
percent for 198?, DRI estimates
that plant and equipment inflation
will again fall below 2 percent.
On the other hand, survey
respondents now predict that their
product prices will rise an average
irf 3.8 peicent this year. This,
counled with an anticipated rise in
salei of 6.6 percent be-fore inflation,
produces a ieal rise in sales of 2.8
percent.

Mr. Ringelstein is with
Data Resourca/ M c Graw- Hi ll.

now seem more consistent than last
fall, when manufacturers predicted

All three major sectors plan to
increase spending bo some degree.
Durable-goods manufacturers have
become riore optimistic since the
last survey and now. predict a 2.4'
percent investment increase. Iron
ind steel companies show
extremely am-bitious spending plans
and producers of electrical and

-

Sales and investmentprojections

that real sales would increase
5.2 percent in 1987 at the same time

thal they planned real caPitalbudget cuts.
The percentage of caPital outlaYs
soina to buildings will probablY

follow historical patterne
Perhaps the most noteworthY
resultl to come out of DRI'g lat€st
canital-spending survey relate to
U. S. ma'nufacturers' pilorities for
expansion versus rePlacement and
m5dernization. In the current
economic climate of sluggish
growth, overcapacitY, and nearlY
cut-throat competitiveness, it is not
surprisins that 1987 investment
nlans fav-or replacement and
inodernization needs over expansion
bv nearly a three-toone margin. As
r6cently-as 1978, manuf acturers
devoted equal amounts to each
category. in 1983, the first Year of
the current recovery, exPansion
spendinE still represented a robust
3'9 nerce-nt of all-capital investment.
With operation rates of 80.8
percent r-eporbed by durable-goods
hanufacturers at the end of 1986,
overcapacitv within this sector
clearlv iustifies the small share of
22 peicirnt budgeted for expansion'
Nondurable goods manufacturers,
on the other hand, finished 1986
with a higher utilization rate and
thus with higher sales expectations
for this year; consequentlY, theY
olan to allot 33 percent of their
lapital budgets to expansion. The
share of spending for exPansion
ranges from zero for nonferrous
metal producers to ?9 percent for
rubber and plastic comPanies.
According to the surveY, the
overall investment breakdown
between buildings and motor
vehicles and machinery
demonstrates its usual historical
pattern: 20 percent for buildings,
b0 percent fbr all equipment and
machinerv. Nonmariufacturers, led
bv the trdde and service industries,
pian the largest slice for building
ionstruction-some Z/ percent in
198?. Consistent with their weak
expansion plans, durablegoods
manufacturers anticiPate the
smallest construction budgets,
allotting just 13 percent of their
total investment outlay; nondurablegoods manufacturers Plan a 1?
percent share.
Here, in particular, are the strong
segements of each industrY

Within ttre durable-goods
manufacturing sector, iron and
steel manufacturers anticiPate a
substantial 20.&percent increase in
capital expenditures this Year'
Battered by imports for the Past
several vearg now, steel producers
have reiiuced capacity silnificantly.
Some breathing room has occurred
from the cheaper dollar and the
Continued on page 43
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At this very moment, there are countless designers
circling the earth in search of high performance surface
solutrons. Unfortunately, few companies are willing to go
out of their way to supply the answers.
At WILSONART, we have those answers.

Available in three supercharged specialty options,
WILSONART Color Quest offers laminate-clad proof you
don't have to sacrifice strength for beauty. When you're
designing an experimental environment, break new
ground with WILSONART CHEMSURFS. lt's stocked in 15
beautiful Color Quest solids. And it's highly resistant to
over 100 solvents. bases and acids.
When fire codes are a concern, steer clear of detours
with WILSONART FIRE-RATED. lt carries Class l, ll, Aor
B fire ratings, and comes in all 1 10 Color Quest colors.

lf you're in a high traffic area, slip into overdrive with

TUFSURFo ll. You'll get all the excitement of Color Quest
with up to eight times the scuff resistance.

Now let's talk about that '57 T-Bird.
We'll be in New York in October for two reasons: f irst,
to talk to you about WILSONART products. And second, to
give away the Creative License Thunderbird. Many of you
have already filled out the necessary papers and are
eligible to win this rare bird. lf you haven't, contact
your WILSONART sales representative or call us ASAP!
Who knows, you could wind up in the pink.

HOTLINE
When you need immediate response to a question, or
quick delivery of product samples and literature (within 24
hours), calltoll-free (within the continental U.S.A.)

1-800-433-3222|n Texas: 1-800-792-6000 circte sl on inquiry (

,ll/l,it[,]'rlllrl
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BRAND DECORATIVE LAMINATE
Bringing new solutions to the surf ace

"'

c1987, Ralph wilson Plastics co

Finance continued

Reagan administration's Voluntary
Restraint Agreements, which have
limited steel imports. Still, nearly all
of their investment budgets will go
toward modernization and

replacement, especially for new
casting technologies in updated
existing facilities. Nonferrous metal
producers also plan a hearty 12.6percent investment increase. Like
steel, this industry has ample
excess capacity and will devote
spending to replacement and

modernization priorities.
While makers of electrical
machinery plan only a modest 2.1percent increase overall, this
estimate masks wide disparities
within particular industries.
Household-appliance producers,
expecting continued strength in
consumer spending, expect almost a
90-oercent investment increase.
Communications-equipment and
electrical-industry apparatus
makers also nlan increases. At the
same time, tfiough, electroniccomponents and microchip makers
take a nessimistic view of the
fortunes of the computer market
they sell to and thus anticipate
a 4.Gpercent cut.
Auto and truck makers posted
huge investment increases during
1984 and 1985. Detroit is now
saddled with excess capacity and
inventory and is forced to offer
periodic dealer-incentive programs
in order to empty the dealers' lots.
Consequently, investment slipped
4.6 percent last year and survey
resoondenLs look for a further
retieat of 9.4 percent in 198?.
Following up their generally
robust sales performance last year,
nondurable-goods manuf acturers
again responded to the latest
survey with strong aggregate
spending plans for 198?. U. S.
chemicals posted a $?-billion trade
surplus last year; this year's firstquarter surplus already shows a
$460-million advance over the yearearlier level. In addition, the
chemical industry underwent
extensive restructuring in 1985 that
has made it leaner. which. combined
with still-low netroleum feedstock
costs and rising product prices, has
bolstered profit margins.
Even after investment cuts of 32
pereent in 1986, the petroleum
industry still has excess capacity
and anticipates further cuts of 3.6
percent this year. Refiners report
an anticipated 1.1-percent decline,
while the exploration and drilling
companies look toward a 4.8-percent
cutback. Nevertheless, the
petroleum industry as a whole plans
to increase spending 6.6 percent in
1988. Within any industry, however,
investment plans a year away must
be considered tentative at best.
Paper and pulp mills, in contrast,
are operating near their preferred
rate. With after-tax profits up 13.8

percent in 1986, this industry plans
to increase capital budgets more
than 4 percent during 1987.
Converted-paper-product makers
lead this investment advance.
Textile mills also appear
optimistic. As in the paper industry,
capacity utilization is near preferred
rates and profits rose 6? percent
last year. Cotton-weaving, and yarn
and thread mills spearhead the
industry's planned increase of
4.9 oercent. The "other" nondurable
goois industries also reported
robust investment olans for the
year, with spending in printing and
publishing up 34.5 percent, apparel
up 24.6 percent, and tobacco up
24.1 percent.
Investment increases in the large
nonmanufacturing sector are
planned almost across the board.
Airlines cite the largest boost to
spending, but their estimate of 33
percent seems high; they already

be mixed, with electric utilities
expecting an investment cut of

increased plant and equipment
spending 34.4 precent in 1985 and
3b.6 perient in 1986. and another

this year and further
cutbacks of 8.8 percent in 1988 and
8.7 percent in 11i89. Gas utilities,
though, are optimistic despite weak
sales in 1986. After a 1.6-percent
investment cut last year, gas
utilities expect to increase capital
expenditures 10.4 percent in 198?.
Electric companies made large
capacity additions during the late
1970s and early 1980s; they now
face overcapacity along with
6.9 percent

spending surge this year seems
uniustified. The extensive and
vaiied trade and service industries,
which account for one-third of the
nation's total capital investment,
look toward 4.9-percent growth in
spending. 0f the gainers, heavyconstruction contractors anticipate
an l1.0-percent increase; food
stores, a 31.2-percent increase:
insurance carriers, a l0.Fpercent
increase; business services, an
11.7-percent increase; and generalmerchandise stores a 1,l-percent
increase. Of those businesses
scaling back, department stores
report a 9.8-percent cutback; hotels
and motels, 9.S-percent; health
services, 7.3-percent; and computer
and data-processing services,
1.3-percent.
Public-utility spending will also

weaker-than-expected demand and

the question mark hanging over
their nuelear power planLs.
Overall, U. S. businesses project
investment for plant and equipment
to nudge up another 0.9 percent in
1988 before slipping 0.25 percent in
1989. As noted above, however, it is
too early to consider these
projections as anything but
tentative.

Plans for capital spending
(billions of dollars)
Percent change

I,evel

Industry

1986

1987

1988

1D.b I

4.28
2.85
u.n
t5.2t
12.58
3.86
3.55
2.64
3.20
10.33
72.78
20.45
9.44
3.3?
t8.62
12.50
1.8?
t3.72

Total nondurables........................... 73.64

77.22

AJI manufacturing ............... ........... 142.73

147.97

Iron and steel ..................

3.35

4.02

r.92

2.t6

Instruments
Stone, clay, and glass
Other durables ...............................

14.09
13.62
13.96
3.80
4.01
2.47
3.13
8.73

14.39
14.71
12.65
4.07
3.44
2.69
3.15
9.47

Total durables

69.08

70.75

Chemicals
Paper ancl p"rp ..................:::::.::::.::

76.75
8.77
3.92
18.13
10.56
1.66
13.86

18.26

Nonferrous metals ............: ::::::::::
Electrical machinery
:

Non-electrical machinery

Autos, trucks, and parts
Aerospace

Fabricated meta]s ...........

Rubber and plastic
Petroleum
Food and beverage
Textiles
Other nondurables

:

Mining
11.25
Railroads
6.U
Airlines
6.26
Other transportation ...................... 5.86
Electric utilities
33.93
Gas and other utilities
12.51

9.t2
2.94
1n A'7
12.01
1.75

11.35
6.67
8.32
5.42
31.60
13.82
33.04

1989
4.24
2.85
13.16
15.34
11.75
3.75
3.61
2.80
3.41
10.03

1987 1988
20.3
12.6
2.1
8.0

-9.4
?.0

-14.2
8.6
0.8
8.4

?0.95

2.4

20.80
9.13

9.0

2.t3

-25.1

18.65
12.50
1.99

-3.6

A1

6.4
31.5

-1.0

-0.9

-?.8

3.4
-0.5
-5.1
3.3
-l.b
1.6
9.2
2.9
t2.0
3.5
\4.6
6.6
4.0
6.8
-t2.4

t4.75

13.8
4.9
13.0

?9.96

?9.95

AO

3.5

152.14

150.90

3.7

11.82
7.33
1.25
5.14

13.35
7.36
6.01
5.55
26.32
13.?0
34.15
13?.33

3.2
4.2
9.9

n.82

0.9
0.5

32.8
-7.5
-6.9
10.4
0.3
4.9

1989

-12.8
-5.3
-8.8
-5.7
3.3
1.2

0.1
0.9

4.7
-2.8
1.8
b.u
6.5

-2.9
-2.5

t.7
-3.3
-36.6
0.1
0.0
6.6
7.5
0.0

-r.2
r2.9
0.3

-r7.2
8.0

-8.?

Communications ............................. 32.94
Trade and services ........................ Ln.fi

133.43

13.03
34.13
135.04

All

nonmanufacturing .................... 236.55

24t3.64

%:2.51

2t3.76

3.0

-0.4

0.5

All

business

391.61

395.31

394.66

3.3

0.9

4.2

............ 379.n
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fu chitectural education:
What kinds do practicing architects want?

One sionif.cant u'oy o.l'cherl;irt91 on rchat is strortg
ot' u'eol; itt architectut'al erl.ucatiort is to.firtd out
rchat prolbssionctls ctt'r: goittcl back to stttdu.
trI'illiant Sattnders pt'esents his rcs(erch ort u.'ltat
is hctppening in that aree ut Han'arct.

Bg William S. Saunders
In the summer of 1986, the Harvard
University Graduate School of

cerbain topics. The assumption
seems to be that we will find good

Design offered a noncredit course

instructors.

for professionals on Le Corbusier.
Three people signed up and the
course was cancelled. Meanwhile 46
students walked into the school's
largest classroom to attend "Real
Estate Development Primer."
Harvard is not cut off from trends
affecting all the U. S.
What architects think thev need
to learn is reflected dramatiiallv in
the enrollment data from
professional-development courses
held in 1985 and 1986 at Harvard.
The best way to characterize that
perceived need is that it seeks
practical knowledge and skills. The
growth in enrollments in such
courses may be assumed to reflect
an increased need for them. Let's
look at the data in detail.
First, what is the nature of this
program? Designed to serve
architects, landscape architects,
urban planners, and related
professionals or would-be
professionals, the Professional
Development Program ofers only
those courses that have enrollments
sufficient to cover expenses. Thus it
is directlv market-driven.
Enrollments have gtown 2 l/2
times-from 874 in 1983, to 2,202 in
1986. Although the demand has no
doubt been stimulated by extensive
and careful marketing, marketing
does not

work unless the consumer

is already inclined to buy.
Responding to market demands,

William S. Saunders is Assouate
Director of Special Programs at the
Haruard Uniuersity Graduate School of
Design, where he is responsible

for

noncredit professional-deaelopment
programs and courses. He has published
poevut, essays on education, poetry, and
fiction, and a book on the American poet
James Wright. Before becoming an
administratoi at Hanard in 198Q he
taught English in uniaersities for seaen
gears, In 1982, he taught a cource on the
functions of studging art at the Hanard
Graduate School of Education,

the program ofiered computer
courses, especially CAD, with
success in the early '80s, then by
and large dropped them in the mid'80s, when basic acquaintance with
computers had spreid widely and
giant trade shows took care of
displaying the latest technology.
Since 1984, certainly for Bostonarea professionals, real+state
development has been the hot topic.
Along with enrollment increases
have come increases in the number
of courses offered, so that now in
the fall and spring evening sessions
(once a week for 3 to 10 weeks)
about 35 courses are offered, and in
the summer daytime sessions (two
to seven days long) about 40
courses are offered. Enrollments
are very likely responsive to the
overall economy-local evening
attendees in New England's
booming economy haie become
more numerous. as national
summer attendees have lessened.
Some faculty for these courses
are drawn from the school's regular

faculty. Most inskuctors are tlie
best, most knowledgeable
professionals in their fields that we
can find, locally and (in summer)
nationally, who are also strong
teachers. "Big name" professionals
sometimes teach, but thev do not
seem to draw students as- much as

Who takes these courses?
What students have we attracted in
the last two years? In the summer
they average 10 years of
professional experience, in the fall
and spring eight years-so they are
by and large in their 30s, aware of
their professional needs and, we
assume, eager to advance. In 1986,
20 to 30 percent had taken a prior
course with us. Most (50 to 73
percent, higher in the summer) call
themselves "project designers"; the
largest other groups are financial
managers (7 to 15 percent), and
marketers (7 to 13 percent). They
come primarily from private firms
(82 to 85 percent) that are primarily
small (l to 10 people, 36 tn 42
percent) and large (51 to 300 people,
L7 tn24 percent). Those from small
firms may feel they need this
education most; large firms
probably can best afford it.
What courses are wanted?
What courses have people from

architectural fi rms-mostlv
architects-been taking in"the past
two years? Practical courses: (A)
those directly relating to inceasing
general management skills, (B)
those relating to acquiring basic
knowledge of real-estate
development, (C) those relating to
specific advanced design
communication skills, and (D) those
relating to up-and+oming fields.

Category A-general
management-enrolled the largest
number of people from
architectural firms: 240. In this
category, roughly from largest (35)
to smallest (8) architeetural
enrollments, are the following
classes: Project Management, Fee
Structuring, Financial Management
of Design Firms, Managing Design
and Planning Firms, Marketing
Promotion, Office and On-Site
Construction Administration,
Marketing Planning, Starting Your
Own Firm, Protecting the
Architect's Interest in Document
Approvals, and Cost Control.
Clearly fi nancial-management
issues are perceived to need most
study, folldwed by complex
management techniques for
projects and for construction.
C q,te g ory 8-real-estate
development-enrolled 121 in the
following courses, again roughly
(
from the largest
larsest (20) to smallest (8)
groups: Fundamentals of Real

Estate Financial Analvsis. The
Basics of Condominiuin
Development, and Mixed Use
Development. Enrollments by those
working in architectural firms in
more advanced or specialized realestate-development courses (e,g.
Retail and Shopping Center

Development) were low. This
suggests that architpcts are either
just getting started in real-estate
development (where the big money
is to be made) or are just wanting to
be familiar with the lingo.
Category C-specific or
advanced design communication
skills-enrolled 73 in: Advanced
Architectural Delineation (14),
Computer Graphics as a Design
Medium, Intermediate Perspective,
and Photographic Techniques for
Design Firms (9). In contrast,
beginning design communications
courses had low enrollments from
those in architectural firms.

Category D-special up-andcoming fields-enrolled 41 in: Hotel
Planning and Design (13), Life Care
Communities (10,8), and Medical and
Dental Faciiities Design (10).
Caveats are in order. Some
categories are not larger because
there were fewer offerings in them.
(At the same time. the number of
offerings in a category reflects
perceived demand.) A course (e.g.,
Cost Control) that has attracted
many people may attract few some
of the times it is offered. Certain
courses attracting those from
architectural fi rms-M1ths and

Realities of the Recent
Architectural Past (history and
criticism), Career Development
Paths for Designers, and Building
Envelope

Failures-fall into no

dominant category.
What is the conclusion?
On the basis of these data, the
picture that emerges of
professionals in architecture is of a
group struggling with management
and financial issues, eager to
understand or enter real-estate
development, interested in
improving existing design
communication skills, and wanting
to find out about new fields. The
program name-Professional
Development-is reflected in the
data. Those in architectural firms
by and large do not want to study
design or the history of design per
se to any great extent. They may
believe that they have had enough
of those topics in earlier schooling;
they may feel that improvement of
their professional/fi nancial
situation requires most of their
attentio4 and that design and
design history will not influence
that situation.
There is no reason to believe that
architects' interest in practical
courses will decrease.-One mav
think that the low level of intei'est
in humanistic courses in design and
history is myopic, but in marketdriven educational programs one's
best strategy may be to make sure
that the teachers of nractical skills
and knowledge are well-grounded
in, and sensitive to, the questions of
value that inevitably arise.
Architectural RecotdJuly 1987
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Richard Meier, abroad and at home

A house divided...
The city council of The Hague has
decided to overrule the jury report
and to award Richard Meier &
Partners the commission for a new

city hall in the heart of the city
(REcoRD,

April

198?, pages 54-55).

In a debate lasting seven hours, the
council voted 36 to 9 aEainst the

"Manhattan-motif" entry of
Rotterdam architect Rem Koolhaas
and in favor of Meier's scheme.
The project is controversial
in more ways than one. During the
debate, the riot police were called
in to break up a group of
demonstrators protesting against
the building's construction. They
see it as a waste of taxpayers'
money, no matter who designs it.
City officials promise that t[e new
and more spacious city hall will cost
no more and, in the long run, will be
cheaper, than the maintenance of
various locations throughout The
Hague. The couneil haJstipulated
that the costs may not exceed 320
million guilders (approximately $160
million, considerably more than the
9100 million originally planned).
Although the cily faiieil to obtain
written guarantees from the
developers against cost overruns,
the council can still veto the plan if
the costs turn out to be higher when
the final contract is drawn up.
Most of the council members do
want a new city hall, but were
caught in the throes of indecision;
many felt the commission should go
to a Dutch architect. The only party
that didn't split its vote was lhat of
the Christian Democrats; their
unanimous support for Meier
swung the vote in his favor.
The jury had known from the
start that its report was not the
deciding factor. The more important
consideration was, of coursei
money. The other three entries-bv
American Helmut Jahn, the Frencl
and Canadian team of Roger Saubot
and Franqois Jullien. andlhe
Dutchman Hans Boot-failed to
make the final round because thev
were-too expensive. Ultimately, the
city felt that Meier's developeis
offered more solid financial
guarantee than Koolhaas's.
If all goes well, Meier's first
building in the Netherlands will
open in 1992. In a recent interview
with a Dutch weeklv, the architect
offered his assurance, "It's going to
be a lively place." Tracg Metz -

...

and a center unitcd

In Ios Angeles, Meier recently
'
presented a site model of the
J. Paul Getty Center. The Center, to
be located on a hilltop, consists of
an enclave of buildings clustered
along two diagonals formed by

intersecting mountain ridges.
Formal gardens and a refleetinE
pool will embellish the courtvaids
in between.
Architectural Recod July
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Limestone was originally suggested for HCA's new
data center in Nashville, Tennessee, but HCA chairman
Thomas F. First, Jr. asked HCA'sdesigncommitteeto
consider marble as an alternate.
"The marble was more expensive, but the lower
cost of installation and maintenance was an overriding
factor, and when we factored in the value of added
beautv. we felt very comfortable with our decision,"
says J'oe Hodge, HCn Vice President of Information
Systems and a design committee member.
The ability of The Georgia Marble Company.to-deliver the 1 -inch stone veneer within a 14 month fasttrack construction schedule was another key factor
in HCA's decision.
Give us a call, we think you will agree with others
that Georgia Marble fulfills all the requirements for
Beauty, Low Maintenonce' and Prompt Delivery'
1 -800-334 -0122
1-800-342'1382 Sli.Jr
Georgia:
In
Reference: Sweets Catolog;
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Design news conti.nued

Shanghai surprise

News brief.s

)
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From a townhouse interior in
Manhattan's Greenwich Villase to a
28-story hotel/apartment house in
Shanghai, China, is a substantial

Daniel Urban Kiley :Lrrrl .larlut'lin
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Venturi, Rauch and Scott lirown
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an t'tlucrrtiorlrl

arrl

lrntl (,\piurdr,rl

librirrr', lrorikstott., irrrrl i:rrtt

scale and

location-but

as

the model and drawinss of the
latter project reveal, Calvin Tsao
andZack McKown of Tsao &
McKown Architects have made the
jump with room to spare. Now in
construction under the supervision
of the New York-based firm and
their Chinese associates. the
Shanghai Patriotic Corporation
Architecture and Design Office, the
building will be a conciete rectangle
wrapped with ceramic tile.
Although they were asked to
accommodate a Western clientele.
the architects chose to integrate
aspects of Chinese culture. Toward
that end, the building is composed
of layers of increasing privacy and,
when completed, will-be a powerfui
sculptural presence.
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The Ilatterl Park Cit,v Authority

And the Tate goes on: Stirling,s master plan
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The Clore Gallery (pages 104-llB,
this issue), desiened bi' James
Stirling Michaei-Wilfoi'd and
Associates, is the first completed
building of the firm's master plan to
expand London's Tate Gallerv. The
new complex will be clustered
around a sculpture garden on a site
located behind the Clore, now
occupied by a parking lot and a
military hospital. An Lshaped
building attached to the noith wine

of the Tate will house separate
museums for modern sculpture and
for New Art that will be ioined
Qgether to the old gallery by a
skylit circulation spine. Airois from
the bowed bay of this structure, the
hospital's administration buildins
will be renovated as a study cenler
and extended by a new muieum for
20th-century art. Construction will
be phased, depending on the Tate's
ability to fund-raise. D. K. D.
Architectural Record,Julu
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Design news continued

Children's houn A new museum in Las Vegas

The l00,00Gsquare-foot Las Vegas
Library and Discovery: The
Children's Museum (drawing right,
and model below), designed by
Albuquerque-based Antoine
Predock, will be built near the only
natural springs in the city, on a site
along Las Vegas Boulevard (known
as the "Strip"), which has served in
recent years as the playing fields
for Las Vegas's softball league. The
architect set out to emphasize
nature within a glitzy city that is
visually at odds with the desert
canyon in which it is situated.
According to Predock: "The Strip,
Glitter Gulch, and the city form a
thin, permeable membrane which
kceps the desert marginally at bay.
Wherever the vigil is not constant,
the desert returns, albeit in altered
form. Conversely, wherever the
desert relents, rectilinear plots of
grass and asphalt parking grids
prevail." To help maintain plant life,
Predock designed a sandstone wall
that leads water directlv to the
entry plaza. The complex will
consist of a library with a blue
metal, barrel-vaulted roof, wedgeshaped administrative building,
science tower, twolevel children's
museum, desert courtyard, oasis
courtyard, and conical birthday
room, all serviced by an overhead
magnetic-levitation transit system,
whose trircks and supporting
columns frame the entrance.

s
S
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The Holocaust
Memorial Museum
in Washington, D. C.

The design of the United Slates

Holocaust Memorial Museum bv
James Ingo Freed of New Yorkbased I. M. Pei and Partners rn
association with Notter Fineeold
and Alexander of Boston wai
unveiled at a May meeting of the
Federal Commission of Fine Arts.
The museum, to be located near
the south end of the Mall in
Washington, D. C., will feature a
6,00O-square-foot hexagonal-shaped
Hall of Remembrance. which is
intended to be a place for
contemplation; an atrium.like Hall

of Witness: a Hall of Learning.
which will supply information about
the events of World War II; a
Children's Wall composed of 6,000
tiles, each of which will deoict an
American child's view of the
Holocaust; and 11,000 square
feet of exhibition space. The
museum is expected to be
completed in t990.
Architectural kcord Julg
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Onlythe
.
privllegedcould
affdrdthe
bestinCAD
oo.tI
now
Until now only a few "Blue Chip" users have
had the privilege of running one of the leading
architectural & construction CAD system
-GDS, the Graphics Design SYstem.
We can now offer a complete GDS system,
based on the newVAXstation II/GPX.
Capabilities previously associated with systems
many times its pnce are now available for
under $50,000.
For construction applications, you can't
a
find more comprehensive system than GDS.
It will take you f.rom architectural modelling
and englneering design right through to drafting
and deiailing, from conceptual design to
working drawings
nind out how you can take advantage
of the best CAD at the best price. For more
information call McDonnell Douglas
Manufacturing and Engineering Systems
Company 1 - 800 -325 -1551.
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Desion news continued

Cultural exchange:
Kisho Kurokawa comes to the U. S.

Kisho Kurokawa is currently
working on his first two projects in
the United States: a mixed-use
44-story tower, called "Gateway
Center," in downtown Los Angeles
(right) and a sports club in Newport
Beach, Calif. (below). Although the
Tokyo-based architect will be
breaking new ground, he will not
turn his back on his own heritage.

At Gateway Center, the stone

base

and the stainless steel, aluminium,

Standing on sacred ground:
A new office building in Milwaukee

and reflective and transparent glass
of the skin will be interwoven "like
a Japanese textile," according to the
architect. Kurokawa will also brins
this sensibility to the sports club,

which will feature steel-frame
construction, with ceramic tile
over concrete and suspended metal
roofs; the intention here is
to create the "traditional
Japanese grid interpreted rn
hieh-tech architecture."

4
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Retaining historical perspective in a

city that takes pride in maintaining
a sense of history is a key goal of
the architects of a new 3&story
skyscraper in downtown
Milwaukee. Though the building,
designed by Clark, Trible, Harris &
Li of Charlotte, N. C., will not be the
city's tallest, it will stand on land
where the first Milwaukee hiehrise
was built. As a result, the architects
are trying to recapture the spirit of
the original building. "We started
out with a modern design, which the
city liked. but it was perceived that
tenants in Milwaukee want a
historical perspective," said project
manager Michael Murrav. "So we
backed up a little bit." -Z,f
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Design awards/competitions:
California Council
1987 Design Awards

:l'l

4

3

l. Amancio Ergina Village,

San

Francisco, California; Daniel
Solomon and Associates, Architects
(Honor award). These 72 units of
subsidized low- and moderateincome housing comprise a
perimeter block, with secure
gardens and parking areas in the
center. Paired bays flank the
entrance to each unit, repeating the
2trfoot grid that is the basis of San
Francisco's scale. Noted the jury:

"The project takes the existing
forms of the vernacular
architecture and reworks them.
It tries to use the aggregate
parts to make up an urban space
and form, and tries to use and
exaggerate its own components so
that they have a scale larger than
the project itself."
2. State Compensation Insurance
Fund Regional Headquarters,
Sacramento, California; l.eason
Pomeroy Associates, Architects

60
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(Honor award). This three-story,
?5,00Gsquare.foot office building is
situated on approximately four
acres within a 90-acre park. Said the
jury: "This scheme takes a very
standard office building format and
on its outside 'decorates the shed' in
a Modernist way, instead of with

vernacular or Postmodernist forms.
This is a curiously Colonial
building-it's as if you had the
standard box with a gingerbread
porch."
3. The lVorkstations in Evans
Basement (WEB), Evans llall,
University of California, Berkeley,
California; Sam Davis, FAIA
Architects (Honor award). This
renovation of a computer-filled
basement space drew high praise
from the members of the jury, who
commented that "this remarkable
renovation tries to stimulate the
senses, as a compensation for being
underground, through the use of

opposing colors, bright lights, and
very strong patterning. The scheme
is very well organized, with a clear
sense of sequence and circulation,
along with i nice sense of
procession. The strong floor pattern
gives evidence of a special

reinterpreted it in a significantly
new way. The design respects the
vernacular . . . but it is adding
richness, not slavish imitation, to
the whole of the street's
vocabulary."
5. Bachelor Officer Quartcrs,

organization and provides order in
an otherwise incomprehensible
space. This architecture is not
simply the diagram, but has been
developed."
4. Clay Street Condominiums, San
Francisco, California; Donald
MacDonald Architects (Honor
award). The curved bays of this
buildins were designed to maintain
the fluiditv of the street facade and,
in alternation with clerestories,
create a visual scale consistent with
the surrounding older buildings.
Commented the jury: "The design
has taken a well-known and
traditional element of San Francisco
architecture-the bay window-and

Submarine Base, San Diego,

California; Ralph Bradshaw/
Richard Bundy & Associates,
Architects (Honor award). Housing
for 61 officers was accommodated
in this four-story singleJoaded
corridor building. located on a
narrow beach-front site, the
building steps back on the sea side
to create balconies. The jury
remarked that "this project deals

very directly and forthrightly with
housing, but it doesn't come out in a
banal way. Free from urban
restrictions, this project needed to
make its own form, and it does this
beautifully by creating a sense of
individual identity within a cohesive

The California Council of The Anterican Institute of Architects
recently honored 22 projects-fiue Honor Awards ond 17 Merit
Awards4n its 1987 Design Awards program. The jury, which
consisted of Galen Cranz, associate professor in the Department of
Architecture at the Uniaersity of California, Berkeley; A. J.
Diamond, principal in the Toronto-basedfirm of A. J. Diamond
and Partners; and James Olson of Olson/Sundberg Architects in

whole.

. . . There

isalsoarestraintin

the use of one material with verv
subtle shades of the same color."

It's sort of clean and white and

looks like it should be made bv
the Navy."
6. Coleman House, Malibu,
California: Ron Goldman.
Architect. This 4,300-square-foot
house serves as a weekend and

summer retreat for a familv of four.
The Lshaped plan and detiched
guest house create three distinct
zones (for parents, children, and
guests) and form a semi-enclosed
courtyard..The jury praised the
house lbr its "sculptural forms
reminiscent of traditional beach
houses. A wonderful consistencv to
the design, and a delightful plaSi of
textures and solids." 7. T\vo Houses. Oakland.
California; Robert Muelier,

Architect. The two separate
entrances to this eighi-unit

apartment building are miniature
"houses," which are intended to
continue the Victorian character of
the neighborhood and to make an
event out of the ascent to the
second- and third-storv aparrmenm.
The jury called this pioje-ct "a

transformation of an ordinarv
building with a celebratory entrance
that makes something of ihe street
in a lighthearted manner. This is a
very imaginative and relativelv
inexpensive way to lift that form
into another level of artistrv.
and introduce a sense of
procession that can't ordinarilv be
found in these little boxes."
8. The Fred Cody Building,

Berkeley, California David Baker
+ Associates, Architects. This
three-story, 12,600-square-foot
retail and ffice buildlng adjacent to
a large bookstore includes an
entrance tower and a greenhouse
sidewalk cafe. The jury praised the

Seattle, also selected the Venice, California, firm of Frank O. Gehry
& Associates as this year's recipient of the Firm Award, in
recognition of having pro duced " consistently distinguished
architecture for a period of ten years or mora "

building for "bringing high style to
Berkeley's Telegraph Avenue.
This is a very overworked and rich
vocabulary, but well done."
9. 1055 Lombard Street, San
Francisco, Californi4 Hood Miller
Associates, Architects. This
building fills the last vacant lot on
San Francisco's crookedest street
and contains three two-storv units:
the top two boast decks and
windows facing the east and
Telegraph Hill, and the bottom unit
faces a narrow garden. The jury
called it "an elelant solutiori thlt
fits beautifully into the texture of
San Francisco. The building is sort
of a textured wall on the edge of
this wonderful garden, and it
becomes a participating, equal part

of that wall."

10. Mission San Jose
Reconstruction, Fremont.
California; Gilbert Arnold Sanchez
Architects. This church is a

reconstruction of the original
mission, which was built bv Indian
laborers in 1809 and destroved bv
earthquake in 1868, that nol only
incorporates up-to-date heating,lighting, sound, and security systems but also meets current
seismic requirements. By means of
archaeological digs, the architects
located the remains of the oriEinal
foundations, which helped them to
determine the configuration and
construction techniques of the
ofginal building. The design of the
adobe blocks, roof and floo} tiles,
and even the chandeliers of the new
building were based on found
fragments. Commented the jury: "It
takes a lot for an architecr to
basically reconstruct what is
already there and not
try fo impose his own will on
it. This project has been done

with p,B.reat,deal of integrity
ano noelltv.
Architectural RecordJulE
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Telegraph
Hill, San Francisco, California;
Daniel. Mann, Johnson &
Mendenhall, Architects. This
adaptive reuse of two turn-of-thecentury landmark buildings-the
Roundhouse and the Sandhouseinto a mixed-use facility included
the construction of a new building,
which was designed as a backdroP
for the original structures. The jury
called this project a "very refined
solution. The building has changed
its use without changing its form,
doing so with great sensitivitY."
12. Brugler Residence, The Sea
Ranch, California; Obie G.
Bowman, Architect. This 1,?3G
souare-foot vacation/future
reiirement house is located on a flat
meadow lot. The design of the
house, including the sod roof, is
intended to reaffirm the original
Sea Ranch philosophy of building in
partnership with the land.
11. Roundhouse Plaza,

62
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ilaustriat buildings and cottages,
According to the jury: "This house
and put together in such a way as to
becomes one with the earth in a
be part of that environment."
very sculptural sense. There is a
14. R. Dakin & Company World
wonderful romance in the way this
Headquarters, Brisbane,
building grows out of the ground
California; Design & Engineering
and opens up from below."
Svstems and The Munselle/Brown
13. Paciflc Gas & Electric Service
Partnership. Architects. This
Center, Geyserville, California;
buildine, which houses offices and
Roland/ Miller/Associates,
Architects. This new service center, showrooms for a manufacturer of
stuffed animals, includes a threelocated on a four-acre site, consists
story steel and glass disPlaY "baY
of an enclosed area of ?,450 square
feet and a covered work area of 900 window" and an S,00Gsquare-foot
square feet. The sabled metal roofs, displav court visible from a fivestory atrium. The building is "a
clapboard siding,-and yellow and
refreshing change from superficial
white paint were intended to both
Postmodern forms," according
exnresi the facilitv's function and
to the jury.
heip the building lilend into the
15.388 Market Street" San
neighborhood. Noted the jury: "At
Francisco, California; Skidmore,
first glance, this appears to be a
renovltion of buildings that evolved Owings & Merrill, Architects. This
mixed-used development contains
incrementallv over time. Instead, it
is a new strutture, carefully crafted 91,000 square feet of housing, 9,500
square fbet of retail sPace, 244,500
from a series of vernacular
square feet of office sPace, and
prototypes of small agricultural/

l!,0*.oou".

feet of parking, and is
situated on an l8,00Gsquare-foot
triangular site. According to the
jury: "The plan of the building looks
as if it has been formed with the
site shaped around it, rather than
the building being molded to fit the
difficult site. The mixed-use
highrise in the center of a large city
is an important building tyPe, and
this one is very clean and elegant,

with a wonderful sculptural
quality."
16. Renaissance Centtr Phase II,
Las Vegas, Nevada; l,eason
Pomerov Associates. Architects.

This pniject (REcoRD, November

part of a 3F
acre planned development of onestory office and retail buildings.
Conieived as a pedestrianoriented
environment, the develoPment
includes arcades and a series of
formal courtyards to provide refuge
1986, pages 8G89) is

from the desert climate. "This
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project does more than simply offer
rentable square footage, but also
offers something to the community
in terms-of pleasure and art. A vefui
extraordinary, appropriate
architecture in a desert context,"
remarked the jury.
17.

Arlington

II

Office Building,

Los Angeles, Californi4 John
Aleksich Associates, Architects.
This 1 5,000-square-foot speculative
office building is composed of oneand two-story suites grouped
around courtyards. The jury noted
that the proieet "takes what would
otherwise be a banal rental space
and breaks down the scale. The nlan
introduces transition in the
intermediate public areas that
appear to be very successful

exterior spaces."
18. The Vintage Club, Indian
Wells, Californi4 Fisher-Friedman
Associates, Architects. This countrv
club, sited amidst two golf courses,

was designed to be "an oasis in the
housing complex addressed the
21. Glennbrook Inn, Glennbrook,
desert." The building materials,
problems of suburban development,
Nevada; Backen Arrigoni & Ross,
including Italian travertine
while offering all the virtues of
Architects. The architects were
surfaces, slate floors. ceramic tile
suburban housing. The site plan
praised not only for their
roof, and bronze railings and
tames the car by bringing it into the restoration of a historic inn located
hardware, were selected to blend
interior of the plan around housing
in a resort community near Lake
with the mountain backdrop. "A
clusters, but slowed down, in the
Tahoe, but also for the development
palatial mood is created thrbugh the tradition of the best European
of standards for all new design in
use of big-scale, regular, simple
schemes. . . . The plan does address
the community. Their work,
structural forms. There is also an
the hierarchy between privacy and
according to the jury, "is not done
appealing use of materials, color,
the fully public realm."
with cleverness, but with
and.texture, allowing the building
20. Mineries Condominium,
forthrightness and a real sensitivity
to blend with the surrounding
Venice, California; Ted Tokio
to what is there."
mountains," said the jury.
Tanaka, Architect. This three-storv
22. MacArthur Court, Phase II,
19. West Fairacres Village,
building, located on a 40-foot
Ne*port Beach, California;
Omaha, Nebraska; Daniel Solomon
by 9Gfoot beachfront lot, contains
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill,
and John Goldman, Architects. This two luxury condominiums. The
Architects. This project includes
cluster subdivision of 80 houses
building includes a roof deck
660,00Gsquare-feet of new office
situated on a 1?-acre site has
and a subterranean garaEe.
space, a large parking garage, and
narrow streets lined with porches- The jury praised this profect
the rehabilitation of three existing
a streetscape derived from
for its "exuberance and
low-rise office buildines. "The
bungalows constructed in the 1g10s
freedom," and called the
buildings, the contrasting
and '20s. Six floor-plan types range
building "sculpturally
courtyards, and the plan all come
in size from 1,?00 [o 2,2d0 square
seductive, with an expressive
together in an incredibly successful
;'This
feet. According to the jury:
voice."
way," remarked the jury.
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Incandescent, HID and Fluorescent. Cooper
Lighting is the sin$e source that offers a virtually
limitless choice of lighting products. The choice for
Yankee Stadium, the choice for millions of homes, and
the choice for your next project.
Halo, Metalux, Crouse-Hinds, Lumark, McGrawEdison, Sure-Lites and the SPI lines are now all part of
Cooper Lighting. We are an unparalleled resource for
manufacturing, engineering, marketing, design and
research. Seven regional showrooms provide an opportunity to experience first-hand the effects of lighting.
Brilliance from a sin$e light source. Cooper
Lighting, 400 Busse Road, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007.
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Books

Freestyle: The New Architccture
and Intcrior Design from los
Angeles, by Tim Street-Porber.

New York: Stewart, Tabori &
Chang, 1986, 935.
Reaiewed bg Scott Gutterrnan

New York has been called the last
European city, los Angeles the
first American one. But what does
that say about America? That it is
obsessed with novelty at the
expense of elegance? Or that it
encompasses a welcome diversity
and openness? The answers to those
questions have as much to do with
personal preference as anything
else. Tim Street-Porter, the noted
architectural photographer (as well
as English expatriate turned los

Angeleno) demonstrates a clear
preference for the architectural
ideals of the West Coast. His photofilled survey of recent design in
L. A. makes a strong, occasionally
strident case for the citv as a
monument to American ingenuity.
He presents the projects of Frank
O. Gehrv, Brian Murphv, Frederick
Fisher, and others-wori<ing in a
vein he terms "freestvle"-and
concludes that they have helped to
"rejuvenate the spirit of freedom
and innovation so prevalent earlier
in this celtury as exemplified by the

vegetable-shaped kitchen furniture.
The result is lively, but ultimately
chaotic. Fisher, a student of
Gehry's, employs a stripped-down,
semi-industrial look to good effect
in the Jorgensen house. His color
palette, mixing pale pinks, greens,
and blues with cinderblock grays, is

refreshing subtle. Elsewhere,
particularly in the work of graphic
designer April Greiman and=
furniture designer Peter Shire,
color is used virtually as an assault
tactic. Most of the designers here
prefer materials and colors that
clash and clatter; not all can unite
them into a harmonious whole. The
firm Morphosis, however, headed
by Thom Mayne and Michael
Rotondi, manages the trick in its
series of Alley Houses, as does Eric
Owen Moss, a Venturi-influenced

architect, in his carefullv
proportioned Petal Houie.
Everywhere, a spirit of adventure

abounds. A grand piano against a

grafitti.covered wall? Why not. A
pink cactus next to a sandbagencased television set? Worth a trv.
Permanence takes a back seat to
playfulness every time.
All the work on displav benefits

from Street-Porber's s^pkindid
photography. His images pulse with
saturated color and dynamic form,
suiting the vibrant and spirited
architecture they portray. Subjects
come alive before his lens: a cat
arches its back in front of a glassblock wall, a rooftop hot tub
gurgles under a clean, blue sky.
Most impressive is his inventive use
of lighl shadows are carefully
detailed, textures finely wroulht,
and the California sun'batheseverything in its peculiar, serene
glow. Street-Porber has a joyful eye,
and based on this work he seems
capable of becoming California's
unoffi cial state photographer.

The author's text runs much
closer to the fault line. To sav

snidely that "references to the
Classical past are irrelevant in a city
8,000 miles from the Acropolis" is to
ignore the whole Neoclassical strain
in American architecture, and the
underlying principles that promoted
it as a style. In fact, the entire
critical perspective is skewed; were
it not for the intelligent opening and
elosing essays (which seem
detachable from the rest), the book
as a whole would seem slanted
toward the very recent nast.
But the book"'s primary argument
is visual, and it succeeds in
capturing the bristling energy of
L. A.'s new design. The result is a
lively i4roduction to a sensibility
that will be, no doubt, increasingly
in the public eye. To paraphrase the
trtle of a recent pop hit, with a
future this bright, you'd better
wear shades.

work of Wright, Neutra, Schindler,

and Eames." His argument is wellserved by two other persuasive
writers: Pilar Viladas. who in her
introduction provides welcome
background material on L. A.'s
history of intense eclecticism, and
Paul Goldberger, who in his
afterword, boldly claims that the
West is currently outstripping the
East in terms of design eicell-lence.
The work on displav is indeed
striking. Gehry's unique approach
to building, though docum-eirted
elsewhere, is well worth another
look. His own house, which is
credited with havins kicked off the
"freestyle" movement, is an
unabashed delight; it uses the
vocabulary of deconstruction to
expand the possibilities of domestic
architecture. All of his projects
astonish and amuse, anil they hold
up well under scrutiny as the work
of a creative and free-spirited
architect. The mixed metaphor
approactr of M.urphy---employing
matenals as diverse as black
astroturf, shattered windshield
glass,-and corrugated fi berglass-is
loaded with shock value. bu-t often
seems dangerously close to a kind
of planned obsolescence. In
Murphy's Santa Monica house,
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sublime ideas, such as a sensuous
blue-stained oak floor, are freely
mixed with ridiculous ones, sucL as
Jcott Gutterman is a New York-based
"re e I an c e w rite r s pecia lizing
'n
art and architecture.

We

are all hoping, Richard, that you can ofer a ntore releaant obseruation than "big
deal!"
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Chandigarh revisited

Il a Robe

rt ,llrtass

I

In 198?, the vear of the 100th
anniversart' of Le ('orhusier's lrirth.
architects and historians rre
rcappraisittg the btrildings. plans.
rrnd uritrng. r'f utr,',f tlri. tt t,lutr't
preeminent architects.,\lthou gh
Lest kntiri'n for his truildings. Le
Corbusier u'as also a crttrtroversial
urban lrlanner. With his 1925 book
{.-rban isnte (The

Citl

o1

Tomorrr-nil, Le Clorbusier was olle
of the first to herald a geometric
citv, which the architect calletl the
('ontemporarv Citr', cotllposerl of ii
core of hugt' olllct: towcrs antl
separate superbLrck"-s for perlt'strian
and vehiculal trallic rtrist'rl olr :r
park-like setting. 'fhis schemt' tvas
i,rrlr- nn,'of nrltnr ,lLrvl'ullr
IloLtert .llaass. rr Ittr lork-hrx'd
photo.jotr rrttr I tsl, is rt ./ r t t r rr I
11

Newsut'ck. llrtttss tttts
1r'rmilltrl trt rtsit ttttl !)littlt^/rtll)lt tltt'
rupitol cornplr'.r ttf ('ltu rtdiwr tlt

trtntilttttrtr

i2

1o

Architectural t,".,r.U.rrrr tr,a,'

docuntettted, itLrt nevt't' realized,

eilr

1,li.rrs I'r

J.,

t,,rl"r:i*r.

Chandigarh: new citrThe historv of t'hanrligarh began in
19,1? rvith the lritrtition of lndia and
Pakistan.'lhe state o1' Puniab rvas
split betu,t'en tltt tno nalions, with
the :tate,':r!rit:rI l,i.h,'r,' {ilillf 'tVt'l'
to Pakistan. A rttii calrital for lhe
Indian I'unjab ri'as nt'etled. Whilt'
-several eristing to\\'rls vietl for the
rolc, it rvus dt:citled lhat a new cilY
rvouLl be t'retrtt'd at the fool of llie
Shivalik hills in centr:il Pun.j:rb,
rvhich for climrrtic, est.hetic. and
political r{-'tt,sorrs *'as the niltsl
favorable location.
'l'he first tlastt'r pllttl for the citlrl,us tlratt n up in 19.11) by the New
Yrrk firnr of \lirver. Whittlesel- and
GllLs-*, in ltssocilLtltrn \\'lth Miittheri
Nowicki. Nou'icki dit'd in :r plane
crirsh itt 11)i0. lt'aving .\lbert ]Ialer,
the head ltlattrtt'r. rt:lucLant tcr

continue. Tlit search for I new
architectul':Il teani lotl to 1,.
(lt.rrbusier. his cousitt I'ie rre
,leannt'ret. arrtl tht' huslrand-andu ife tt'atr ol \Iarrr ell l'rv anrl ,Jant:
l)reu'. '\lthough hcsitant to come on
lroard rlue to limited available funds
Irrrd dltsheJ lr'rpes ln nul)rHruus Cil\'
(lorbu-sier
lrlan-* never realizc(l, Le
lund his group eventuallv t-ook up
the challenge.
From the start l,e Crirbusicr's
rnain inr,ol..'etnent u'as in developing
the na-ster 1rlan. the architecturill
guidelines, rrnd, irt lrzrrticular,
rlesigrring tlrc buillings of thtr
cupitol complex. The designrng arrd
lrlarrning of the infrastructurehousing, hospital-*. schools, etc.was le'ft to the Indian teiim, n'htch
u'as un integral part of the project.
,]eannt't'et, *'ho ultrnlatelY becaue
(lhief Architcct antl Town Plirnning
Adviser at l"unjah, *'as i,he nutsand-lrolts leader and on site mall ol

Le (lortrusier's groul). rematlllng
associatetl rvith the citv until 196,-r,
krng aftel Fn' iurd I)reri had leit.
Chandigarh: The capital citl'
Thc capitol cotnplex that Lt
Corbusier designed to\\'ers oler lhe

rmmediate lantlscape (1), hut frorlr a
short distance south. be1'onrl thtr
adiacent sectors. it is in',-isrble.
Access to the buildings. hor,vever'
is severell re-stricterl these da1-s
because of violenl outbreaks ln
Punjab. ('handigarh is under
national .jLrrisdiction kttoltt as a
L'nion Territort'. and as tht capital
of ['unlab and the stlLte ol Harvana,
it is the homer of the Sikhs rnd of
their holiest shrirre. the Golden
Tenilrle in Amritsar. Over the past
sevcial vears Sikh ertrernists have
L",'r, inrl,,lr e,l incrt :,.ingh it,
terrorist activities, which make thtr
Puniabi authorities n lto sccure tlte

capitoi complex e speciallv vigiiant.

In honor of the centennial

of Le Corbusier's birth, which
occurs on October 6 ofthis Aear, RECORD willfeature a, series
of articles on the master, his work, and his architectural
legacy. The series begins with this article on the architect's

designfor the new capital city of Chandigarh in the Punjab
state of India----utork that spanned the last two decades
Le Corbu,sier's life.

In fact, armed soldiers are
encamped within the complex, and
public visitation of the cafiitol
buildings has been curtailed. (It is
sad that, in the current political
climate, the very buildings that
make Chandigarh a noteworthy
destination for architecture
devotees are difficult to view and
photograph in detail, particularly

Irom rnslde.l
The most massive of the
buildings is the Secretariat (2,5,6),
located on a north-south axis
defining the western edge of the
complex. This is the main
administrative center and is full of
activity. The east and west facades
of the building have small porches,
while at the center, which has a
large open portal that can be driven

through, the grid pattern is broken
up by freer forms. On the roof is a
garde_n, which, though

little used,

actually does have a few flowers.

of

The Secretariat, along with the

other structures in the government
complex, is constructed of exposed
or shuttered concrete, not onlv a
Corbusian trademark but also an
appropriate building material for
the means then at hand. Now 2b
years old the concrete is aged and
colored, full of holes from the
boards used to mold it. With all its
imperfections, the concrete is,
nevertheless, a humanizing element
in buildings that otherwise dwarf
man. (Even Le Corbusier's famous
MoQul91, emiedded in the supports
of the High Court's portico, is
completely out of scale
with both an average man's
height and that of the buildine
itself.) The porous material isfavored by birds, who have built
nests in the holes, and large
beehives hangfrom the overhangs.
The Assembly building (3) is the
most impressive one in the complex,

with its conical roof that contains
the assembly hall-a tremendous
space used only a month or two a
year. On the east facade, Le
Corbusier's murals mark the official
entranceway used only by the
governor (?). Inside, surrounding
the self-contained assemblv
chamber, are ramps and multistoried columns holding up vast,
dark spaces.
To reach the High Court one
crosses a vast plaza past a ramp

leading nowheie and the Monument

of the Open Hand (4), which is the
northernmost structure of the

hand is a depression of sorts-a
concrete box dug out in front of the
hand, which haJa ramp leading
down to a single podium. There are
no seats for an audience, nor anv
clue that the space exists at all rintil
one is upon it. The meaning of this
space is unclear: it seems to invite
the public to speak openly, yet it is
hidden below lround level where it
cannot be seen.
By providing porches, each with a
brise-soleil, off of the recessed
offices, Le Corbusier believed his
buildings would deal adequately
with the intense summer heat oi the

complex. The metal hand conveys a
symbolic welcome and an open
attitude towards growth and

routinely reach 120F.
Althoueh the theorv of sun-

Chandigarh wis intended to
represent. Little mentioned in
written descriptions of the complex,
or even immediately visible, is that
directly beneath this huge metal

blocking, ventilation, and passive
solar heating appears sound lthere
is no central heating or air
conditionins in anv of the
buildings), the reaiity is quite
different. The concrete absorbs and

renewal-the principles which

region, where temperatures

O

bse

n'at ions con ti nued

Pretious pages:
1. View of the capitol compler
of Chandigarh
2. The Secretariat building
J. The Legislatiue Assembly

building

retains the heat, leaving olices and
courtrooms hot; in the winter the
proeess is reversed. Furthermore.
the brise-soleil keep much light out
at the time of year it is needed. But
the biggest winter problem is the
north-south orientation of the High
Court and Secretariat. The sun
warms the east sides of the
buildings for most of the day, also
providing light, while the west sides
are dark and office workers must
use heaters at their feet.
Chandigarh: The residential city
The rest of Chandigarh is divided
into self-sufficient sectors, formed
by a grid of roads, although the

traffic patterns follow less rigid
routes. Within each sector are the
basic amenities-housing, shops,
schools, health facilities and

transportation-all placed amid
narks. Sector 1?. the central
ihopping area, contains a variety of
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stores. Housing is sturdy, wellmaintained, and esthetically
uniform-mostly undistinguished,
unpainted brick structures. Care
hai been taken to ensure that all
classes of housing (there are 14
classes, from the chief ministers on
down to the lowest paid workers),
have standard amenities that are
uncommon in other comparably
sized Indian cities.
That Chandigarh doesn't look and
feel like other cities in the country
has prompted criticism-the point
being that Chandigarh is too
Western and untrue to its own
culture. Although the grid plan of
wide avenues was derived from
Western models and differs from
the narrow, winding streets of other
Indian cities, this plan provides for
ouick and efficient transportation
along treeJined roads and, happily,
spares the city's inhabitants from
the intense traffic, rutted roads,

and poor sanitation that are also
common ersewnere.
Notwithstanding the emptiness
along some of these routes, as well
as in some sectors which are not
fully developed, most residents of
Chandigarh will name the preserved
green spaces and the wellmaintained parks and roads as one
of the most pleasing aspects of

living in the city.
Chandigarh also has a cunous
hierarchical social structure that is
atypical of Indian cities in that the
majority of citizens are civil
servants, mostly middle- and lowlevel bureaucrats. The sectors
closest to the government complex
(sectors 1-6) are reserved for the
wealthiest and most prominent
government officials, while the
farther from the center one travels,
the sectors become middle- to lowerclass neighborhoods. (If Chandigarh
had been more "democraticallv"

olanned. this order would have been

ieversed, and the lowest classes,
who have the least time and means
for travel, would be closest to the
government complex, while the
higher classes with their scooters
and cars would travel farther.) The
original plans also provided little
housing for the poor. Because of
this preordianed "sector-defi ning, "
one's sector of residence denotes
one's income level.
Another phenomenon particular
to Chandigarh is the social
interaction within neighborhoods.

In a typical Indian community there
is very little privacy-quarters are
so close that neighbors know who

comes and goes to every home. As it
was put by more than one Indianif someone unknown in your
neighborhood enters your home,
your local shoeshine boy wiil ask
you about it the next day. But this
is not the case in Chandisarh. The

Opposite and belout:
Monument of the Open Hand

4.

5,6. The Seeretariat building
7. The gouernor's entrance to the

Legislatiae Assemblg building

citizens keep more to themselves,
and social habits are not the subiect
of idle gossip. People attribute this
to the fact that most residents of
the city are educated government
employees-in most households
both husband and wife work and
are too busy to be interested in their
neighbors' affairs.
Chandigarh's impact
The impact of Chandisarh 0n

Indians--architects an-d lav men
as a functioning iity; the
workings of the whole aie much
more significant to them than the

alike-is

huge Corbusian structures. The
c-apitol complex designed by

[e

Corbusier is appropriately symbolic
of the power dria auttrorily of tne
newly formed centralized'
government. Certain buildines
designed by the architect were
never completed as intended
governor's residence, for one,-the
which

could well have been one of the
lower quality, exposed brick is
more interesting of the complex.
being painted colors, and there is
Nevertheless, beyond Le
generally too little funding
Corbusier's extant desiEns one
available to keep this phase of
finds a city heavily influ-enced by his building as controlled as the first.)
style. This is due not onlv to the
Chandigarh was built to be an
esthetic guidelines laid out in the
architectural, urban. and national
initial planning, but also to the
symbol. Immediately following
school of Indian architects that
India's tumultuous independence,
coalesced around the construction
the country's first prime minister,
and implementation of the city.
Jawaharlal Nehru, proclaimed "Let
These architects, who have
this be a new town, symbolic of the
expanded the citv bevond [,e
freedom of India, unfettered by the
Corbusier's original vision, have
traditions of the past. . . an
made significant contributions. To
expression of the nation's faith in
this day, Chandigarh's chief
the future." It was in large measure
architect and his staff keeo a
Nehru's personal patronage and
vigilant watch over the deiign and
consonance of vision with Le
construction of new structures.
Corbusier's that carried the project
Unfortunately in this, the "second"
through. To the Indian architecis
phase of the city, beyond the
and planners who participated in
original 30 sectors, these standards the project, the value of
have not been as rigorously held.
Chandigarh and Le Corbusier's
(There are fewer housing types, for plans was educational as much as
example, the materials uieil^are of
architectural; i.e., this city set high

standards to be emulated. Within
these design standards Le
Corbusier and his colleagues
produced buildings that ihowed
how to use exposed brick, setbacks
and sight standards to create a
harmonious composition, which in

turn engendered respect for the
idea of a modern city.
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NOTTIING MORE TO OFFER THA

IYIost paint

suppliers and their representatives typically begin with the classic opener, "So
you want some paint?"
Then, all too often, this is followed immediately
by the now-famous closer, "Well, how much paint do
you want?"
Between opening and closing therds precious little else. Mainly because they dont have much to
bring to the party except paint at a price.
@198?,
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What's even worce, picking this type of paint
plier can cause all sorts ofrelated headaches.
Headaches ofthe costly, aggravating or en

rassing kind.

how canyou make sure you select a paint
plier that brings a lot to the PartY?
It's easy. Therds really only one who has thr
ducts, the distribution, the technical knorv-hov
the support prograln"s to help you do the job r:
So

Building

Types Study 6/12: Researchfacilities Architectural RecordJuly 1987

Lookingforward
In the late 20th century, a standard target for American political orators,
corporate spokesmen, and newspaper editorial writers has been the
country's loss of international competitive edge through its failure to
maintain and advance industrial ingenuity, productivity, and quality. The
portrayed victims are usually the automobile and microchip industries,
and the portrayed malefactor is usually Japan; the scenario often finishes
with finger-pointing at slothful Americans-either labor or management,
depending on the speaker.
Even before all the publicity, however, these issues did not go unnoticed
by contemplative minds, and a few institutes for industrial research have
already come on line. The formation of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute's
Center for Industrial Innovation in Troy, New York, and of the Industrial
Technology Institute in Ann Arbor, Michigan, h&y initially have been
responses to regional industrial sinking spells, but both institutes seek
more than a quick fix. They not only want to identify the production
problems of consulting industries and to devise systems to solve them;
they also want to make sure that applications follow upon the solutionsthe development part of R&D. Both of these institutes therefore have
extensive programs for communications and training; ITI even
encompasses a center for commercial and social issues.
All three research facilities shown herein reflect a newly defined
respect for technical people. Such respect could be expected perhaps from
CII and ITI, not only because of their academic connections but because
their mission includes the promotion-even the glorification-of science
and engineering. At the ortho Research Center, on the other hand, the
architectural expression of esteem was not entirely altruistic. The
research staff there owns that its new quarbers were built in part as a
response to employment competition. Hot-shots with postgraduate
degrees tended too often to laugh dismissively at the center's old
utilitarian "temporary" labs and to take their talents elsewhere.
More basically still, all three facilities reflect a changing perception of
scientists and engineers. No longer are they seen as solitary thinkers who
only want to retire to their laboratories so they can putter and meditate,
but rather as sociable human beings who also want to converse with
people who understand what they are talking about. What's more, the
exchange of information and ideas between members of this technical
elite has both intellectual and commercial value. All of these buildings
thus provide their research staffs not only with benches but with deiks in
decent-sized offices, complete with telephones and, of course, computers.
And in addition to meeting rooms for formal conferences, each ofthese
buildings provides scattered and accessible lounges to encourage spur-ofthe-moment conversation. Grace Anderson
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In the Northeast

George M.

low

Center

for

Industrial Innovation
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, New York
Mihhell/ Giurgola Architects

@Paul Warchol

The size of the Center for Industrial Innovation, its height and bulk
dominating the campus of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, conforms
with the vision of the late George M. Low, who was the president of
RPI. He envisioned a major facility for engineering research into hightech manufacturing processes and equipment. Such a facility, he
thought, would not only establish the small (about 6,200 students)
engineering school as an important intellectual center of technological
research but would also increase its prestige and its attraction for
talented faculty and graduate students.
At this point in history, the issues of process and equipment that
industry faces inevitably involve computers, especially in the realm of
robotics. Research, as a kind of up-to-date machine design, is needed to
determine what sort of robot, or combination of robots, can perform
what sort of task, how it can be instructed, how it can be built. Most of
the research undertaken by CII-not necessarily confined to roboticswill be into cutting-edge problems raised by industries that intend to
apply the solutions. To attack on the various fronts it guessed such
industrial problems would present, RPI called for three research
"sectors": micro-electronics, computer-aided design, and manufacturing
technology. Architecturally, the Mitchell/Giurgola building gives the
center three laboratories to encompass the three sectors. The program
also called for auditoriums and seminar space for outsiders asking for
reports on the directions and results of the center's studies; the
architects put these functions in a separate wing, connected to the
majority of research facilities only by a second-story bridge.
The micro-electronics sector, where one of the main activities will be
to design patterns for etching and lithographing microchips, required
the most exacting physical environment, free of dust and other
contaminations and free of vibration. The large clean room is occupied
by a number of small finger labs, which are massed in a three-story
wing at the south end of the building. Iocated on the second floor, it is
sandwiched between mechanical floors, with fans above and with filters
and scrubbers below. The clean area is rated Class 100-that is, the air
has no more than 100 O.Fmicron particles per cubic foot. Moreover, the
wing's remoteness from the rest of the building protects it against
vibration; a large room near the elevator, used for the delivery and
assembly of heavy equipment, is acoustically isolated.
The computer-aided design sector, which occupies most of the sevenstory tower, more nearly resembles conventional laboratory space.
Here, the notable physical requirements are electrical power and, to the
zth degree, flexibility. Open cable racks hung from the corridor ceiling
allow frequent changes in computer connections without intrusion into
lab space, and continuous counter-high horizontal power panels on all
walls facilitate connections for experiment set-ups.
To house projects looking into manufacturing technology, which
typically involve full-scale mock-ups of machinery, the center provides a
high-bay lab. Located at grade beneath the conference wing, this
facility lies at the farthest possible remove from the sensitive
integrated circuits in the micro-electronic sector, with conference
rooms, the bridge, administrative offices, and standard labs interposed.
Quite apart from its significance as research cent€r, the CII has
meaning as building within the context of RpI's campus. The first
academic building encountered by the pedestrian approaching from
student housing or the Visitors Center across the street, its position as
symbolic gateway to the campus greatly occupied the attention of
architects and school. Seen from the campus, it covers the face of a 50foot drop-off and wraps around an existing nondescript building to
finish the corner of a depressed lawn surrounded by other academic
buildings. In addition to all that, the site bestrides a pedestrian
thoroughfare that had become virtually a right of way-the covered
walkway under cII's administrative office wing thus becomes literally
the gateway to the campus.
The 200,000-square-foot center cost about g26 million. G. ,4.
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The size

ofthe laboratory and its

siting at

the front edge of RPI's
academic precinct evidence the
school's contiction that research is a
bosic ing redien t of scien tific
scholarship. Its hilltop location plus
its own height make it the dominant
elernent on campus, andfrom
dormitories and priuate houses
uphill it sentes as backgroundfor the
angular Visitors Center and the red
clapboard student theater ( RECzRD,
Noaember 1984, pages 11GI13).
Though RPI's Georgianfacades are
tgpically dark red brick, Mitchell/
Qiurgola concluded that that
material would make the CII seem
bulky and oaerbearing. Instead, the

building isfaced with of-white brick
and trimmed with thefamiliar d.ark
red, briclc. A traditional footpath
crosses & new plaza between the CII
and thefaculty dining hall (site plan
aboue and

photograph opposite).
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In plan, the CII comprisesfour more
or less independent areas: a microelectronics lab (clean room) at the
south end; a tower with conaentional
labs bisected bE a seruice corrid.or; a
fingerlike uing for conferences,
sepa,rated from the building's main
body bg awalkloaA; and a high-bag

is sandwiched between

mechanical

floors (at left in section) and serled

by a number of oertical and
ri zo ntal me c h anic al / e le ctrica I
chases. At the base of the site's SGfoot
grade change, a brickfacade encloses
the high-bag lab (opposite bottom),
ho

bordering a sunken plagingfield
and repeating the dark red brick
trad,itional at RPL The triangular
prohusions that punctuate upper
stories humanize the buildinq's scale

lab at grade below conference
facilities (not shown in plans).
Because of the enormous amount of
huac demanded by the clean room, it
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and sert)e assorted Jurtctions: the
large red bri.ck element (bottom)
encloses a breakout area in the
conference center, while a littLe white
b ri c k e I ement (opposi te ) pror:i de s
indirect dagLighting in an
aud.itoriu?n. The ctuting u'hite
prottasion (bottom) is the rear waLI
of another auditoium.. To
accommodate a long -es tab lis hed
pedestrian route to the campus, a
neuly paued and furnished uaLku,a11,

protected by an arcade beneath
administratiue ofrices, ducks under

a bridge joining the main building
with the conference wing (seenfrom
the u'est opposite and the east below).
The waLl of the ffice wing zigzags to
soften the impact of the building,
which, because of its size amid
smaller buiLdings, ran the danger of
seeming a bulLA.
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The CII's entrance lobby (below),

though its enposed concrete structure
and steel-tube handrails reflect the
building's no-nonsense purpose, is
enliuened by blue tile and gray
stucco murals designed bg the
Scandinauian artist Lin Utzon,

Facing the murals from the walL
opposite, large windows look out on
constant pedestian trafic along the
walkwag. The fire stairs, much used
for aertical circulation within the
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tower, are lighted by large circular
windows (opposite left), which also

prouide a major ornamental motif
on the erterior. In the high-bay lab
(opposite right top), chainlink

fencing within the unobstructed
space allows quick moues to protect
c hanging erperiment se t-ups, w hic h
generally consist of working mockups; a windowed control room, with
raisedfiooring to serue a panoply of
computers, commands the area (at

left in photograph). In one of the
conuentional labs (bottom right), a
research engineer designs a

computerized model of an industrial
sequence, using a supplg of
miniature parts that suggests to the
naiae a set ofsupersophisticated
Lego toys.

George M. Low

Centerfor Industrial

Innoaation
r Po ly tec hnic Insti tu te
Troy, New York
Owner/client:
R ensse laer Poly technic Institute,
New York State Urban Deaelopment
R ensse lae

Corporation
Architects:
Mi tc he I I / G i urg o I a A rc hi tec ts-Jan
Keane, James Braddock, project

architects; Romaldo Giurgola, Clif
Balch, Dana Beem, Joe Lengeling,
Carol Loewenson, Steue Giford,
Bonnie Marken, Keuin Dickey,
prolect team

Engineers:
Leslie E. Robertson Associates, Lerou

Calender (structural): Kallen &
Lemelson, Mariano D. Molina
(mec hanic a I /e lec tri ca I)
Consultants:
Bond Rgder James Architects
(arc hite c tural) ; Fi s he r M arantz

(lighting); Rasmu.ssen, Ingle and
Anderson, Marion, Cerbatos, and
Tomas (clean room)
General contracton
C owper

Construction Company
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In the Middle West
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Though the research purpose of the private nonprofit Industrial
Technology Institute is essentially that of RPI's center for Industrial
Innovation described on the preceding pages-that is, the design and
application of robotics and other computerized industrial systems-the
building took far different form.
Much of the difference, in addition to differences of architectural
vision, can be ascribed to differences in site and architectural context.
Situated at the bottom of a topographical bowl, ITI's building is
virtually invisible until one turns into the axial roadway approaching
the front entrance. And though the region abounds in other academic,
governmental, and private research facilities, their buildings appear
only in the memory. This building, then, had to allude to nothing but its
o*n putpoa.. Spurred by the owner's specific request for "a modern
image," architect William Kessler envisioned "a composition of
machine-made products and materials rather than handcrafted natural
products." Hence the taut, sleek stainless-steel and glass facade'
At the same time, though, the site, with its meandering creek, wild
grasses, and hardwood trees, quite richly presents the charms of
nature. As Kessler explains his design, "The building was carefully
placed in a rough natural setting that would, by high contrast, amplify
ihe virtues of nature and machine. Thus a low, very horizontal and
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precise facade sits amidst the fields and trees." While the front of the
building hovers above the creek, its back nestles into the hillside,
making site and building "virtually inseparable and fully
interdependent." The wilderness was discreetly pruned and furnished
with paths and stepping stones to encourage strolling'
Though the institute was designed for 250 permanent personnel, it
will also house a variety of transient staff members---<onsultants,
graduate students, and industrial personnel on detached duty. ITI was
most anxious that its research staff, both permanent and transient,
have a sense of geographical as well as intellectual community. Kessler
therefore varied the conventional research center plan, which gangs
individual labs at the center of the building and gives each researcher
an outside office directly across the hall from his assigned lab space'
Rather, ITI puts research offices in the 64-square-foot pods that stretch
to the western end of the building' Each floor of the pods
accommodates a different department, such as Flexible Manufacturing
Systems, Communications and Network Center, Data Systems Center,
or Information and communications Systems. Because all laboratory
space occupies the three long pods near the front entrance, its users
must traveise the longitudinal corridor from offices to the lobby and
laboratory corridors, a journey intended to bond them to the entire

Industrial Technology Institute
Ann Arbor, Michigan
William Kessler and Associates,
Architects

institute as well as their specific departments. In any case, because of
the nature of the research, the physical separation of experiment and
experimenter is unlikely to prove troublesome: the offices have
computer connections to the labs.
Since all three laboratory wings have equally high ceilings, they are
all in effect high bays. But the high-bay lab proper, which occupies
much of the westernmost long pod, has an uninte*upted ll0-foot-long
floor of continuously poured plastic-reinforced concrete with rubberized
coating; the floor thus smooths the way for robot carts, which are
easily distracted by joints and other bumps. The other laboratories,
typically 32 feet wide and either 82 or 64 feet deep, are augmented by
an electrical shop and a shop for the construction of prototypes.
Administrative offices occupy the eastern pods, while conference rooms
rnd common facilities like the library and dining room cluster around
|'he

atrium.

The 115,000-square-foot building cost g17.5 million, $12.5 million
rrovided by the state to foster development of,,the factory of the
luture" in Michigan, as well as jobs generated therefrom;ihe
:emaining $5 million came from private sources, notably the Kellogg
loundation and, the institute proudly reports, the uotuitary
:ontributions of its own staff members. G. 1.
Architectural Recod,JulE
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To make clear the emphatic contrast
between highly fi.nished manmade
object and casual country, the
research centerfloats aboae the land,

cantileaered

from concrete columns

founded in the ueek bed that utinds
across the site ftelow left and
eleoations). The building's skin,
unequioocally bespeaking machined

finish, consists of stainless-steel
panels; Kessler chose the material

for
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its resistance to oil-canning. The

horizontality of the two-story
building is entphadzed by strips of
reflectiae gray uision glass and black
spandrel glass (below right),
although in the d.ining room
(opposite right), dark gray vision
glass replaces opaque glass aboue

and belorn custonxo,ry windous. To
define the 6!-foot bays extentally,
their conters are rounded and they
are separatedfrom one another by
insets ofgray glass, which admit

daylight to the lounges and
stairways that occupy these
'Tnterpodal spaces. " The interpodal
spaces between the long pods become
skylighted corrid,ors seruing labs on
either side. A butt-glazed. urindow on
one wall of the high-bag lab

(opposite left) ofers research
mgineers who use the corridor a
chance to watch robots at work both

for entertainment and os euidence of
accomplishment The dark quarry

tile that lines the corridors echoes the
tiled. walls that enclose laboratory
pods at the back ofthe building (east
eleoation). On the ceiling ofthe
dining room, a highly bum,ished
mec hanical/ e lectrical spine,
punctuated uith similarly
burnished disks for sprinkler heads
(below right), decorates the room
with reflectedfoliage.

Induxtrial

Tec hno

logy

Institute

AnnArbor, Mi.chigan

Engineen:
Bobert Dar"tsos and Associates

0wnen

(structural) ; Hog ern-B asso

Indus trial Tec hno logg Institute
Architects:
llilliam Kessler and AssociatesWilliam Kessler, prineipal d,esigner;
Todd Young, designer; Donalil
Osgood, project architect; John
Miliacca, Carolyn Cardoza,
Kimberleg Field, interior dedgn

Asso cia te s (me c hanic a I / e lec tric a l)
Consultants:
Johwon, Johnson and Eog
(andsc ap e arc hitn c ts and ciui I
engineers); Ed,ward. Colbert Systems
(cost)
Constmction managen
O'Neal Construction Inc.

l@'r

il
1. Courtyard
2. Reception
3. Atrium

L Administration

/1. Conference

10. High-bay lab
11. Laboratories
12. Lounge

5. Research ofi,ca
6. Support ffices

fi.

7.

8.

Dining

Library

13.

Shipping
Computer center

15. Storage

16. Uneacaaated
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On the Pacffic Rim

Unlike the other two research faeilities discussed in this study, the
0rtho Research Center is supported by a specific industrial corporation
in its own profit-making behalf. Here, chemists look for ways to
eliminate pestiferous weeds, fungi, and other agricultural undesirables
(safely, of course), and biologists devise plants with such desirable
traits as resistance to disease and controlled growth.
The first problem, almost an enigma, faced by architects Stone,
Marraccini and Fatterson was technical: the combination in one building
of two scientific disciplines, their physical requirements for research at
loggerheads. Chemistry labs are inevitably "dirby," requiring a great
deal of carefully planned air supply and exhaust. Biology labs, on the
other hand. are and must remain "clean"; though they need not be
"clean rooms" in strict terms of laboratory design, they cerbainly
cannot tolerate contamination by herbicidal chemicals. SMP avoided
conflict by simply providing separate air-handling systems for the two
halves of the laboratory building. All air comes into the research center
through a very large array of louvers and fans at the back, where it is
flltered and chilled; thereafter, however, the air is divided for separate
delivery and exhaust. A generously proportioned 22'foot-wide central
mechanical shaft accommodates separate plenums (see section on page
102). (Ihe building was designed and built to the rather more stringent
requirements of biotechnology, but the company dropped this line of
research after construction was completed. The architects report that
the laboratories' flexibility allowed retrofit for casework and equipment
to be carried out in a matter of days.)
The new center reflects the increased respect granted by industry in
the 1980s toward its technical personnel-a recognition that scientists
and engineers are people and valued employees rather than only
trained thinking machines. Each of Ortho's research scientists has a
corner office, just like management. Offices are located around the
periphery of the building, as they tend to be in conventional laboratory
ptanning. At Ortho, however, they occupy quadripartite pods flanking

compleily shaped niches (opposite). The four offices in each pod share
an ent"an"" foyer as well as an informal lounge in the widened corridor,
spaces intended to multiply fortuitous meetings and exchanges of
thought among the scientists. Moreover, windows in the labs' corridor
walls transmit light and views from tlle glazed niches to the interior
spaces. They also allow lab workers to glimpse passing colleagues in

the hallway.
The 135,00Gsquare foot complex, which includes administrative
offices and a "link" building with library and lunchroom in addition to
the laboratories, cost about $36 million. G. .4.
The research center,

whichsits on a

the Sacramento
Rioer and San Pablo BaY, is fwed'
with rusticatnd precast concrete. The

hill oaerloolcing
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below) leads to a two-story gallery,
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Ortho Research Center
Richmond, California
Stone, Marraccini and Patterson,
Architects

Gregory Murphey photos
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The two-story

gallery @pposite top),

under skElights and cross-ties ofsteel
tubing, serues both ffice and.
laboratory workers, not only
satisfging securitg needs but also
fostering the collegial atnxosphere

soughtfor its scientists.
structure in the laboratory
building dffirs considerablg from
the relatiuely light structure in the
the company
The

gallery and the other two buildings.
To begin, a central mechanical shaft

SECTION

labs, as well as electricity and
plumbing. (In the opinion of project
architect John Rollings, "Ifyou don't
get the senice core right in the f.rst
place, goube got nothing. ") The little
" link " building (sections d,irectly
below) is lighted by multiple

clerestories. The labs themselaes haae
an unobstructed depth of 51 feet,
supported by heatry steel gird,ers

SECTION B

A-A

sEcfloN c-c

lO2

2?feet wide accommodates separate

plenumsfor biology and chemical
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(section at bottom this page). A
typical chemistry lab (opposite
bottom) might, as here, be a d.ouble
lab, occupying two 11-foot modules,
each module equipped withfume
hoods on one side, mechanical/
electrical sertices oaerhead, and a
door to the serttice cort'idor at the
back. Ifthe central bench and deluge
shower were changed, the space could
enclose two labs.

Ortho Research Center
Cheuron Chemical Compang
Agricultural Researc h Center

Richmond, California
Ownen
Cheuron

Company-John
Gorman, project manag er
C hemical

Architects:
Stone, Marraccini and PattersonMichael D. Kellg, principol-incharge; John R. Rollings, project
man&ger; William L. Diefenbach,

Nolte and Associates (ciuil)

project designer; H. Gary Pope,
project technical director; Russ
Akre, Andre Bazire, Larry Baileg,
Larry Bongort, Douglas W DaE,
Anthony H. Groce, H. Daaid Horn,
Ken Jandura, Win Jotley, Harold
Ono, Rick Thoman, Andrew Tu,
project team
Engineers:
Fore I I/ E lsesser Engineers Inc.

Consultants:
Earl Walls Associates (laboratories);
Anthony M. Guzzardo Associates
(land.scape)
T.

(structural); Gagner Engineers, Inc.

Foundations and underground:

Dinwiddie

C o ns

ttuc tion

General contracton
Hense I P he lps C ons tntc

tion

Compang

(mec hanica l,/ e lectri cal); Georg e S.
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2.
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Files

Library
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Chemistry labs
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Dining
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10.
11.
12.
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14.
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Electrical
Chillers
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The homecoming

street (opposite bottom left) to a sunken forecourt with reflecting pool,
the south elevation is enlivened by benches and a heavy timber pergola
that will eventually be covered in vines. From this symmetrical facade,
architect has matured over the past decade from an "architect's
the entrance axis shifts diagonally across the forecourt to the side of
internationally
architect" with a few executed buildings to an
the building, and the zigzag sequence of arrival continues inside the
Europe
in
prestigious
commissions
list
of
long
recognized master with a
glazed,,arched portal. As at the Sackler, the entrance lobby of the Clore
and t1e U. S. The change in Stirling's reputation has been accompanied
procession to the galleries through a narrow, skylit
by a stylistic evolution beginning in the 1970s, when a gentle eclecticism dramatizes the
arbiculation of the exterior-in this case, the gridthe
and
his
staircase,
characterized
began creeping into the staunchly Modern forms that
has been repeated on the interior wall. At the Clore, however, the stairs
earlier houiing and academic buildings. But the architecf,s structural
ascend in the opposite direction from the galleries, requiring the visitor
rationalism has never been completely supplanted by historieal
to make a left [urn at the landing to a low passage that retraces the
pastiche. This duality has made for both uneasy compromise at the
staircase along a balcony' pass through a small foyer, and finally
justifiably controversial Sackler Museum at Harvard (nncoRl, March
emerge into the main, high-ceilinged gallery' This Mannerist trick of
iOAe, p"g.. Ilz-Ln) and exhilarating triumph at the widely acclaimed
anticipation transforms the small space of the entrance lobby into a
Neue Staatsgalerie in Stuttgart (nrcono, September 1984, pages 14G
theater of light, darkness, and movement.
149). The 61-yearold architect has finally received due recognition in
The nine new galleries, each devoted to a different phase of T\rrner's
building
a
fivephase
England witir a commission worthy of his talents,
career, are at the same level as the old Tate, affording a gracious, - extension to London's Tate Gallery (site plan opposite)'
almost imperceptible transition. As at the staatsgalerie and the sackler,
The first portion of this master plan, the Clore Gallery, opened in
Stirling has designed the Clore as an interconnected series of discrete
the
to
April. It comprises an Lshaped wing that is physically attached
,oo*t-*ith classically expressed doorways. More mannered than his
Tate's original structure but functions as a separate museum with its
previous interiors, the galleries include some whimsical touches-a tiny
own entralnce, auditorium, library, conservation labs, and public reading
cylindrical chamber that encloses an oriel, for example-but, for the
room. The challenge facing Stirling, however, did not stem from the
most part, they are weighed down by a heavy-handedness that
in
designing
building type or site-he had just tackled similar problems
overpowers Turner's art' In the rooms devoted to oil paintings, thework
the
accommodating
the Sacirler-but from the formidable task of
framed canvases (and some, true to the artist's intention, unframed) are
of England's greatest painter, J. M. W. Turner. The 19th+entury artist
hung against beige fabric and illuminated by means of a sophisticated
to the
beque"atired hls vast collection of oils, watercolors, and sketches
,yrti*lt ntt"recl skylights and computer-controlled louvers. Sunlight'
Briish government, but only on the condition that a new national
tr*"u"r, is channeled obliquely around the sides of the ceilings, casting
,no*"ori b" devoted entirely to his work. After 136 years, his wish has
the works of
a gloom over the center of ipaces which, ironically, exhibit
finally been fulfilled, through a $10 million donation by the Charles
to recall
orie of the greatest painte"r of tigtrt. Stirling has done his best
Clore Foundation.
vaults
sculpted
galleries
with
the toplit eicentricifies of John Soane's
Like Turner's swirling studies of sea and sky, Stirling's latest desiga
in
enmeshed
unhappily
become
have
and a few cutouts, but seems to
reveals a fascination with color, light, and landscape' The architect
conservation-minded
by
demanded
now
the lighting technology
readily admits his sympathy toward the artist "I like painters like
.or"tirt. The ceilingi are elaborated with stepped profiles, similar to
and
Neoclassicism
between
transition
during:the
worked
to*". *t o
those that first appeared in the Sackler; combined with fluorescents'
Romanticism.'.Ithinktransitionalperiodsareratherexotic,moreso
wall sconces, and moldings surrounding the picture plane, they busily
than periods which have settled down and become fixed in their
distract the viewer's attention away from the pictures'
output.''Asarepresentativeofatransitionalperiodhimself,Stirling
As usual, Stirling's choice of electric colors has sparked controversy'
Turner's
has foregone the temptation to settle down and enshrine
his
the Acid-green metal windows and shocking'pink handrails are
oeuvre iineutral rpu."t. Instead, he has concentrated on exhibiting
the
lack
would
Clore
the
them,
without
and
recopfrizable signature,
namely in daylight'
;;i;titg. in the way they were meant to be viewed,
voiced
been
has
alarm
more
Surprisingly,
spice.
Stirling
,itt in i loitai"g that is internally assertive and externally deferential. charicteristic
over the inconspicuous finishes chosen for the main galleries' Clt-"'
Stirling, of courie, has never been an advocate of background
arguethatthebeigefabricisnotonlyunfaithfultothedeepredthat
of the new
buildin"gs, and the clore is no exception. The public facade
coiered the walls of Turner's own studio, but sucks the life out of the
the
of
architecture
Neoclassical
uaaitioi t t". significant cues from the
paintings. Given the embellishment of the galleries, however, the

It has been 10 years since a building designed by James Stirling was
constructed in his own country. Despite his cultural exile, the British

TateandtheGeorgian..lodge''attheedgeofthesite_Stirlinghas

the cornice line of the original gallery and repeated the
""t"nd.d
*"t"riutr of both buildings. But unlike the architect's extension to Rice
his
University in Houston, which quietly reflects its campus neighbors'
framework
as
a
serve
Clore
the
at
structures
references to adjaeent
The huge
through which to.*pt tt a distinctly separate personality'
geometric
the
and
poJrl"a stone grid,infilled with stucco and brick,
next
openings and localized symmetry, which invertthe Neoclassicism
restrained
and
modernity
unabashed
both
door, convey,.",,"g"-of
stylistic ambiguity that characterizes stirling at his best.
t
lab' and
On the east el"u"tion facing ihe itody lib*ry, conservation
yellow
brick'
grid
for
utilitarian
the
framing workshop, he abandons
demeanor'This.spartan
louverspair
large
of
a
and
.t ip *indo*t,
.
which announces thal this is the back of the building, is a not-sosubtle
roots'
reminder that the architect hasn't lost touch with his 1960s
who
Stirling'
deelares
orangery,"
"I think of the Clore as an
gallery by pushing it
strengthened the autonomy of his asymmetrical
a shady garden
back irom the frontal monumentality of the Tate into
a gate at the
from
leads
path
that
along a winding

i#ri.i.r_u

;;tt-C
104
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iecision'to unify their diverse elements in neuhal tones seems right'
Several ,oo,or ih"t the curators insisted on painting "strawberry
*oorr.," as Stirling calls the color, feel oppressive' The low volumes of
ceilings
the reserve gallerie-s, for example, are exaggerated by white
to
works'
lesser
Turner's
that step baik from red walls, crowded with
burst'
aboutto
clouds
rain
like
hover in the middle ofthe room
Stirling's interest in reinterpreting history has deepened over the
decadesi-ncehisGermanprojectsofthelatelg70s'Buthehasnever
pf"V"a tft. game straight, preferring to invent his own rules for using

ih" p".t. Ti'e results

""e

n"u"" easy, sometimes shocking' usually

"..unt"i.,andalwaysoriginal.TheClorereflectsthischaracteristic
;;[.ity with mixetl results. on the exterior, a contraposition of

classicisrnand abstraction ties a vibrant, contextual knot, achieving
a
what the Sackler conspicuously lacks-an inviting public image.and
the
reveal
galleries
new
the
But
hall.
enirance
rictrly emlroidered
overshadows
dart !. side of his referential treatment in decoration that

awellorderedsequenceofrooms.Inquotingtoomanysources,Stirling
runs the danger oi losing his own voice' Deborah K' Dietsch

The Clore Galleru rt:fler:t,s th.e contplctittt
c lto rrrcte ris t i r: o./' r L S ti r Li il s -d e s i g tt e d
b u i /,d i. no- u'it I t r t t i,.t't: cl res u lt s.

The Clore Gallery
The Tate Gallery
London
James Stirling Michael Wilford
and Associates, Architects
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Stirling

hos desi4ned the Clore as an
Lshaped transition between
architect Sidney Smithb 1897 Tate
Gallery and aformer military
hospital lodge at the southeastern
edge ofthe site, which now belongs to
the mu,seum. On the Clore's main
eleoation (opposite), the Portland
stone ofthe Tate is repeated by a

grid and new parapet
that eutends the corni.ce line of the
old,er building. An angled oriel
punctuates the center of this facade,
ofering uiews of the Thamesfrom
inside the galkrins. Relicffor weary
tisitors is prouid.ed bg benches placed
stucco-f.lled,

between the

"rustication" ofa heaoE

timber pergola at the base of the
south eleaation flanking the
reflecting pool in the forecourt
Around the corner, the Clore's west
eleaation (top leJt) rises to hou.se
curators'ofices in an attic story and
the grid is infilled with panels of
brick that step up to match the lodge.
"It's as monumental to go down into
a building as it is to up," declares
Stirling. As proof of his assertion,
the Clore is entered by stepping dourn
into a sunken temace, across a
forecourt, and through a huge
pediment in the side of the
buildingFa deferential appro ac h
that doesn't try to compete urith the
ntonumental staircase infront of
the Tate. The carued, pediment and
small lunette sumounding the

entrance are Neoclassical elements
borrowedfrom the old, mtrceum that
appear as sculptural, abstract
fornx, especially when uiewed at an
angle (bottom left). The acid green

that outlines the metal uindow
frames is, by now, Stirlingb

signature, but it is not, hef.rmly
insists, hisfaaorite color: "The

plastic-coated sections of these
G e rman - m anufac tu re d uindows
come in a oery limited color range
and the green is simply one of the
better aaailable."
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If the Clore's entrance hall looks
uaguely familiar, it is because
Stirling completed a similar section
for Hantard's Sackler Museum

before designing the London gallery.

In both build:ings, the primary
mearx of circulation is a skylit
staircase with two dffirent
handrails and walls that repeat the
pattem ofthe erteriors. While the

n&rrow staircose at the Sackler
straight up the building to the
gallerics, the open-sid,ed staircase at
shoots

the Clore leads away

from the

galleries to continue awind.ing
procession that begiru outside the

building.

To reach the

Turner

collectiora, ui.titors diagonally cross
the granitefloor of the lobby, climb
the stairs, and, d.raurn by a
brilliantly colored. arc hed opening,
retrace their steps along a low

afoyer behind. the arch
(right). Balconies on thefirst and

possage to

secondfloors ofer niews doum to the
triangularwinilow of the read'ing
roorn, o,cross to the spiral stair that
leads to the reserue galleries
(opposite), and through the gridded
window sur"rounding the entrance.
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1. Information/sales
9. Reading room
3. FraTnryg andmounting

workshon

!. Paper c6nseruation shtdio
5. Mechanical senices
6.

plant

Auditorium

7. Classroom
8. Schools'entrance

9. Reading room mezzanine
10. Storage
11.

12

L

Study roorn
Watercolors and drawings

AI paintings

The Clore's nine rooms that d:isplny

Tu,rnerb paint:ings are located in the
wing that ad.joins the Tatc (top plan)
on thef,oor aboae the aud.itorium,
clossroom" consentatian lnbs, and
ofi,c es ft o ttnn p lan). Th e ro o,rns are
sequentially amangedso that, when
mteringfrom the Clore, avisitor
proceeds tn the largestfirxt" then
follows ahng a "spine" (oppositn) to
four smal.ler g-al leries, before finallg

arTanryNna longerroom (top) that

conditiorus.

Stirling

has spotlig hted

uniform natural illumination of
thase rooms with artif.cial lighting
in upl,ights oaer the doors (oppositn)
uall s co nces, and fluo re scen t
the

fiitures in

the ceilings (top). In the
reserue galleries, Tumerb lesser

works are crowded onto red. walls in
thc manner of his oun studia, but
are oaerchad.owed fu a low ceiling
that steps down into the room
(abooe).

is connected, to the old Tate on the
same leael (top plan). In each space,
the oil paintings are whibited on

fabric panels and illurninatad bg
runlightrt.hered around the sides

of

sculpted ceilings throug h lsuoered,

roof lights that adjust autamatically
tn cornpensate for changing weather
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Stirling

hos enlfuened. the

cultural

purpose of the Clore withformal
iil:iosgncracies that pop up

throughout the building. In an

ancillary gallery,

he hos enclosed,
the angled oriel window ofthe south
eleaation with a half-cglinder tn ghte
rnluteum{oers a secluded plonefor
seated refl ection and esterior ltistas

(opposite).

In theauditorium,

he has

pitched the ceiling, prouided a stripillutninated handrail, and cttstom'
designed seating for comfortable
uiews (tnp right). In the gallery
deaoted to Tumerb watercolors
(bottom right), the architect yielded'
to the curators' request for
displaying the art:ist's sketchbooks in
gooernmmt-supplied coses and' his
paintings on dark walls---t
d.edationfrom the woodm benches,

Stidin4 b wife, Mary
Shand, anil light'colored f'nishes
the adj oining g all eri es.
d,esigned bg

in

The Clore

Gallery

TheTate Gallery

London
Architects:
James Stirling Michael Wilford. and
Associates-James S tirling, Michael

Wilfurd., principak; Russe ll
Beuington, project architect John
Cair-ns, John Cannon, Bobert DYe,
Lester Haaen, Toby Lewis, Walter
Naeoeli. Sheila O'Donnell, Richard
Poitc hmouth, S te p h en Wrig h t,
Philip Smithies, Peter RaY,
project team
Engineers:
FelinJ. Samuely and Partners
(structural); Steensen, Varming, - .
MulcahE Partnership (rnechanical/
electrical); John TaYlor & Sons

(public health)
Landscape architects'
B uild,ing Design PartnershiP
Landscape

ll2
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Consultants:

Property Sentices Agencg and The
C rourn Supp liers (Proj ect
rn an ao e mb n t) ; S t e erx e n, Varming,
Mulcahy Partnership Qighting); The
Walker Beak Mason PartnershiP
(acoustics); Theatre Deaelopments

Ltd. hudio/ui'sual); Herbert Spencer
(g raphics / signag e); M ary Shand. in
i"sociation with Ronald, Carter and

(furniture design);
Michael Haruey Aefier d'esign)
General contracton
Walter Lawrence and Son
Cluantity surveYorr:
Dauis, Belf.eld' and' Euerest
Peter Miles
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In the public interest:
Design gurdelines
By Jonathan Barnett
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The architectural harmony that is one of the attractions of central Paris
is not an accident; it is the result of a series of closely related design
guidelines imposed over more than two centuries. The facades of the
first buildings along the Rue de Rivoli, designed by Charles Percier and
Pierre [.6onard Fontaine in 1801, were officially adopted in Napoleonic
Paris as the design guideline for the entire street. Anyone who wished
to build had to follow the facade design exactly. As a means of creating
architectural continuity from building to building, this legislation has a

wonderful directness and simplicity. It is unquestionably autocratic,
however, and belonged to an era of relatively simple building types,
when height was limited by the distance that people would willingly
walk up stairs.
From 1?84 onward, development of buildings in Paris had been
controlled by legislation that related building height limits to street
width, and imposed a setback angle for attics. Under Napoleon III,
Baron Haussmann, who, among his other responsibilities, was what we
would today call the urban-renewal administrator for Paris, condemned
land on both sides of the new streets he was creating, and sold this
property to developers subject not only to the height regulations but to
.ontrols that impoied a strict architectural vocabulary' At the end of
the 19th century, there was a reaction against so much design
orthodoxy and, with the elevator in general use, height limits and attic
angles were raised. The buildings along the Rue de Rivoli now have a
onifo".n cornice line but irregular roofs. In the 1960s heights were
raised again, and there was a brief period of experimentation with taller
buildings set back from the street line; but public sentiment soon led to
amendments that reinforced the historic development patterns'
The planning of American cities has been heavily influenced by the
.*u*pi. of Paiis, at least since the City Beautiful Movement that
followed the chicago Fair of 1893. The renderings for Daniel Burnham
and Edward Bennett's 1909 Plan for chicago show great boulevards
lined with buildings of uniform height in the Parisian manner, although
the buildings were sometimes drawn as 11 or even 15 stories tall. But
how could such uniform development be enforced without the
dictatorial powers of a Napoleon III, and in a competitive, freeenterprise economy? The last chapter in the Chicago Plan document is
the "i,egal Aspects of the Plan of Chicago" by Walter L' Fisher,
counsel-for the Plan Committee of the Commercial Club, which
land
sponsored the preparation of the Plan. Discussing the control of
police
that
"The
concluded
Fisher
adjacent to parks and boulevards,

powe,ofthestateisnotavailableformerelyestheticpurposes,andis

quite inadequate to the solution of this special problem'" The only
alternative lhut Firh.r saw was the power to condemn land fronting on
new parks and boulevards, and resell it with restrictions, much as
Baron Haussmann had done in Paris. Fisherbelieved that the
legislature could give Chicago this power, and the power to borrow the
laige capital amounts required, but such action to control development
of private property was never taken.
New
Ottty fout years after Fisher's opinion was written, the City of
on
York established a commission to draw up zoning regulations based
promote
to
required
pass
legislation
the "police power" of the state to
public healti, safety, and welfare. The resulting ordinance, adopted in
igtO, i*po..d setback lines on buildings based on the widths of
streets-justified not by esthetics, but as the me-ans of preserving
to impose a
access toiight and air for health reasons' The effect was
avenues
Park
and
Fifth
upper
as
such
streets
uniform coinice line on
plan and
the
had
Chicago
1916'
after
redeveloped
largely
that were
long time
New York naa ttte implementation mechanism; it has taken a
and director of the
Jonathan Barnett, EA.I.A , A.I.C'P, is an urban-design corxultant
New York' He is the author
V;;;;;i;P-s;"- t" uruoi ijiign at the Citv Cotlise.of
Five
,r i"i""a".tioi t" urtan lesi'gn-o,ia the recentiy publisfted The Elusive city:
ienturies of Design, Ambition and Miscalculation'
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Wri ting desi g n g ui, de lines rneans c onfronting
basic architectural issues, such as def.ning the

public's interest in architecture and describing
the elements of a building that are essential
to its design. Jonatltan Barnett presents dffirent
approacltes, from uarious regions, to tltese
dfficult and important questions.
to put these elements together. Only in Washington, D. C., where Major
L'Enfant's 1793 street plan is an earlier version of the design principles
used to lay out Haussmann's boulevards, has a City Beautiful park and
boulevard plan had any substantial relation to private investment. The
plan was completed in 1901 under the direction of Daniel Burnham,
Charles McKim, and Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. Congress had the
authority to enact height limits for the District of Columbia, and had set
the maximum height for buildings on the widest streets at 180 feet in
1899. Although these height regulations have subsequently been
modified in some locations, an overall ceiling has been maintained. The
combination of height limits and demand for development has created
uniform building masses in keeping with the concept of the 1901 plan.
Congress did not, however, set any esthetic controls for private
development in Washington. Specific architectural controls in the
united States have historically been enacted in smalrer communities to
promote a particular style such as ,,Colonial', or ,,Spanish Colonial,',
with the correctness of proposed buildings evaluated by design review
boards. An early example is Santa Barbara, California, wh"r" th"
downtown was rebuilt in spanish styre after an earthquake in 1925, and
an Architectural Review Board was set up to monitorlhe rebuilding
process. other enforcement mechanisms for stylistic uniformity
ha-ve
been deed restrictions in suburban subdivisions, and, more r"a"ntly,
condominium agreements in planned communities. Modern methods of
3-story stone base
writing design guidelines derive from all three traditional approaches to
rine 70,-_zS,
development control: zoning, deed restrictions, and design review.
Whether "police power" can be extended to include zoning
regulations that are primarily "esthetic" in intention is still not a settled
issue. Proponents of design reguration look to the precedent established
by the Supreme Court in 19b4 in the case of Berman v. parker, which
upheld an eminent-domain action taken for an ,,esthetic,'purpose.
Justice Douglas, writing for the Court majority, argued t-hat^,,The
concept of public welfare is broad and inclusive. The values it
represents are spiritual as well as physical, esthetic as well
as
monetary. It is within the power of the legislature to determine that
the
community should be beautiful as well as healthy, spacious as well
as
clean, well balanced as well as carefully patrolled.', in any event,
whether zoning was intended to be an esthetic control or not, it has
acted as one' as bulk and floor-area regurations often added up
to an
exact prescription of what could be built-leading to the queslion:
if
you get what you ask for, why can,t you get what you want?
Also, not
understanding the esthetic implications oi zoning when it was enacted
does not relieve a legislature of responsibility foi the result.
There is no question that a government, or a private owner,
can place
_
design restrictions on a property before it is soli; these ,equirements
can then become part of the deed. Design neview is a much
cloudier
area. A large amount of review is part of the more or less
unacknowledged process that attends remapping to a different
land use
or a higher bulk category. Other design,euie* is performed
by
planning commissions as part of planned development
approvals, o,
site-plan review requirements. Then there are reviews by landmark
or
historic-district commissions, or by design review boards with
a more
general charter. The principle seems to be that the more
clearly review
criteria can be articulated in advance, the more effective a design
review process can become. Writing such criteria, or design grJdelnes
The lop t wo d ro u,i ngs a re pa rt ctf I ht
for zon_ing or development parcels, is still very much in
design guidelines bi Ateinder
stage. In a period when there is little consensus about "n'"if".i*"nLl Coope
what constitutes
r o nd Sta n lon EcA.st u I fo r
good design, reducing architectural concerns to
any kind of rule system residential buildings at Neu,'york's
is exceptionally tricky. And, as rules cannot cover every
Baltery Park Citg. They def ne the
aspect of a
location of buildino mass,'shou.
building, the guideline writer needs to decide which issues
are most
build-to lines that define streeLs, and
important-asking, in effect, what is the public interest in a building,
require special treatment of lower
and what are the essentiar erements of architecture that
affect this
foors. The samefirm's ouidelines
interest? The following article describes some of the best
.[or Hudson Center i n Eoboken, Nen.
eurrent
J,ersey, go a step further to de.fne
practice in drawing up design guidelines.
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Guidetines for a large-scale
urban development

L--,1

iL

Downtown development in many cities is taking place on big sites that
were formerly railway yards, piers and waterfront loading areas' or
warehouse and factory districts. These land parcels, often under one
ownership, are larger than many downtown urban-renewal districts put
together with federal subsidies a generation ago. cities also continue to
asiemble urban-renewal districts, although developers are now usually
expected to take over the land without a subsidy. The challenge in these
new developments, each likely to be completed by many different
developers and architects over a long span of years, is to avoid the
."u.r" "pur."Itis" to which most earlier urban-renewal projects
succumbed. Whatever coherence the original design drawing or model
may have possessed would be lost when individual parcels were
purchasedby separate developers and assigned to diferent architects.
Many devices now used to set design controls for large developments
*"r".odifi"d in New York city special zoning districts during the late
opposite
1g60s and early'?0s. They include the build-to line, which is the
define
buildings
that
requiring
in
is
useful
and
line
setback
F of the
E.o".", or view corridors and maintain continuity along streets; build-to
by building
{ pi"n"t, where a percentage of a plane must be filled out
routes'
circulation
planes;
mandated
and
,I st-cture; setback lines
Bincludirrg'arcades and pedeslrian bridges; special use-groups that, for_
.*a*ple] e*ctude banks and ticket agencies from retail frontages; and
requiiements for interior and outdoor public open spaces'
Park
What Alexander Cooper and Stanton Eckstut added at Battery
jn
sg,e,c.tal zo11S
found
provisions
design
of
kind
to
the
City
Tty l:tk]:
As
dislrict were massing and facade controls for individual buildings'
of
project'
most
urban-renewal
an
like
the land-fill site was essentially
City
Park
bV
the
p1ltey
developed
was
space
the public open
eoftrotity, rattrer than incrementally by individual developers' with
.orG uttign"O to the sales price of the parcels (see nEConl' March
facing
igsi, pugJt fl2-127.)The design controls shown on this and the
the
are
Thev
Citv'
Park
Battery
bv
influenced
been
;;g; h;;. in turn
goTA"nn"t for the Fan Pier project in Bosto.n, written by the master-

ifu*"tt
'".ir"ffy

for the site, Cesar Pelli and Associates' The guidelines have.

been adopted by the developer as part of a complex negotiation
*ilfr-iirl Boston Fiedeueiop*ent Authority, but the circumstances in
as
.which the guidelines were written are not as interesting
the individual
for
architects
the
immediate'test they have received from
& Associates;
Uoitaingt' Hammond Beeby and Babk4lrank O' Gehry
Venturi'
Architects;
M'
Stern
A'
nobert
Associates;
&
f<""tt Kim
itself'
_'.R.satBatteryParkCity,muchofthepublicenvironmentwillbebui]t
Rauch and Scott Brown; as well as Cesar Pelli Associates

the

i

A ntodel phtttograph undsitt plan
dtpir't ll,, Fn l l'i, , 1Lrt'.ir ' r irt

Bistott. T'hc sitt Plan' dt'si11n
quidelints, and tht buildin(ts in tht'
iotrer tell artrl u pptr riqhl lLu nd
corners are bY ('esar I7'lli &
rlssoci a1r's, The archittcts tt.f llte tu'a
olftce buildi rtqs that.fratrtt thc mottt
irttrunt'r' st rilet are Kot:tltr, Kint &
lssoclalcs and Honttrtottd Bcebu otttl

Babka. I'rank 0 Gehra c("-l'ssociolcs
desiened thc buiIdittg.l:ront u nd
centt'r; the T shuptd ayr.rlnttttI
hottsc is by lenturi, Rrtuch arrd Sctttl

Brott'n. tltt'r'urred building b4
Robert A. JI. Stt'nt 'ln'hiltt'ls'

individual parcels'
by lf,e oueratt development and is not assigned to
with a
envelopes
of
simple
form
the
take
tius
controls
a"tlgn
then a
and
line'
required base structure that must hold the building
Some
limit'
aheight
up-to
projected
p.tt"itt"a building envelope
different areas
lypecasting is visible in t]re assignment of -architects to
a relatively
where
site
given
waterfront
a
has
been
pr*]Cehry
o'rirt"
design would have little effect on other buildings'
given
"ttit"fatei
".ii".,
Beeby and Babka and Koetter, Kim have been
irrn*"tA
the
through
run
is
to
that
canal
of
the
side
the inboard
,it", *i,"t. the buildings have tole abackground or frame
have
io, ott ut development. Stern and Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown
the
and
canal
the
between
site
.u.ft l".n given a difficult transitional
too large-to.be
waterfrontl Both of these sites have building envelopes
bt residential structures, although it.would be easy to design
permitted mass' Stern has
an office tower that would use the entire

ii"

;;ildiG ;t
;il*t

;ffi;;t

fulfilled the requirements brilliantly by designing

a

semicircular form

,

thin enough
the desired impression of bulk while still being
building'
T-shaped
to provide efficient apartments' Venturi's original
ground floor, has now been
w6'icn aid not fill oufthe envelope above the

ir,"t.i"#,

job of holding theiuilding

..
recast as an H shape, which does a better
made by the B' R' A')'
lines (and is now shorter, in deference to changes
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proposed
max. height 300 fi

proposed max. height 210 ft

reoucd scale
alternative
max. hetght 250 ft
from el. +27 ft. to
highest poinl
el.

+49 ft.

to highesl
pornt

(i

18 in.)
setback requiaed
min. 15 fi. atong

el. +87 fl.

ponrco

er.+87

i. (r

er. +87 ft. (t 18 in.)
setback required
hin.7 tl.6 n. deep

1B in.)

horizonlal lacade
adiculation

eoge ot canal

(i

18 in.)

setback required
min. 7 ft.-6 in. deep
along canal

el.+

17

ft

antculaljon .equked
el. +87 fl. (1 18 in.)
honzontal facade
aniculation required

el.+49 ft. (a 18 in.)
grade al canal

srdewalk edge
along boulevard
15 tl. dep portico
arong plaza,

boulevard
grade at resid
boulevard. el. +27 tt

el.

setback req'd.

min.7'6'deep

17 fi.

md.
el.+49 tt.(t 18 in.)
el.+49.0 ft. (118 in.)
setback required
mjn. 7 tt.-6 in. deep

setback required
min.7 tt.6 in. d@p
md. 15 tl

15'

el.+27 ll.
tr.(r 18 in.)

selback required
mrn. 15 fl. deep

PARCEL G

For parcel F, Venturi, Rauch and
Scott Brown proposed d T-shaped
tower aboae a health club thai held
the required street lines on thefirst
floor. This design has now been
rep.la.ced with a lower, H-shaped
building that more complet;UrtUs
t.he guideline enuelope. fhe T,"ihlle
it broke the. rules, set up interesting

er.+49 fi.(1 18 in.)
setback required
min.7 fl. 6 in. deep
max. 15 ft.

graoe al ptda
and boulevard

el. 49

frax. 15 in.

PARCEL F

re I at i ons

+

er.+49 n. (r 18 in.)
selback required.
min. t5 tt. deep
along portico

max. height 130 ft
tom et. +27 11.
to highest point

On parcel G, Robert A. M. Stern
lrchitects cuned the buitding to giae
it sufi,cient bulk to achime tie
objecthe of the guideline enaelope.

boulevard el. +27 ft

PAFCEL H

Frank Gehryb designfor parcel H

hos a similar intention to Stern's
design fo.r parce I G Bg fragmenting
the building and slidin-s elernenx
fonoard, the building more
comp.le t e lg fi I ls the guide line
enoelope,

hi p s uri t h ad.i ac e n t

buildings and spaces.
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Interventions in existing
cities and suburbs

It is far more difficult to set design controls for individual buildings
in the midst of downtowns with strong real-estate markets, or for
projects in suburbs with little remaining vacant land, than to control the
design of parcels in a comprehensive new development such as Battery
Park City or the Boston Fan Pier.
San Francisco, Dallas, Pittsburgh, and Irvington (in suburban
Westchester County, north of New York City), each in a different way,
have tried to write design guidelines that accept uncertainties about
what land will be developed next, how much land and existing buildings
will be involved, and what developers will wish to construct'
San Francisco has been a leader in controlling growth of its
downtown business center, first through urban renewal and zoning
bonuses, and then, when development was unexpectedly successful,
through a series of ever more restrictive zoning changes-pushed
along by elections where height limits and other development
powerful
restr-ictions, placed on the bailot by voter initiatives, received
public support.

'

San Francisco downtown plan was adopted late in
powerful system of controls in this plan, working within a

fne most recent

1984. The

strong real-estate mirket, has brought San_Francisco closer than any
plan
other"major American city to designing its future growth' The
pressure
on
areas
relieve
to
shifts the focus of downtown development
fiftyhundred
Two
overbuilt.
be
to
of the financial district considered
for
one architecturally significant buildings are designated

rights on these sites mav be
freservation, but ihe unused development
to designated receiving areas'
iransferred
ihe plan also redluces allowable floor areas and height limits in

downtown districts, while creating new high-density
plan also requires
development areas to the south and west' The
housing improvements
foot
towards
developments to pay $5 a square
transit, $2 a square foot
towards
foot
square
a
,"Ut"d to downtown, $5
provisions'
for
child-care
parks,
and
$1
for
- downtown
are
Witttin this larger framework, controls for individual buildings
the
relate
to
floors,
upper
their
on
written to reduce the area of towers
to
widths'
street
and
structures
neighboring
to
bases of buildings
th; ptovlsion of iublic op"n tp"t, and to establish sunlight and
An additional
wind-velocify criteria to Le met at the base of buildings'
absolute
separate
a
been
h-as
provisions
ou"rtuy to these urban-design
space
office
downtown
of-new
feet
square
475,000
of
[mitation

,.u"r"i

An aronometric of the DalLas Arts

District (aboue) illustrates hou' the
nlan is orqonized around Flora
'Street
eait of the Dallos Museum of
Art. The towers shown are either as
nlonned bu the dereloPers orfor
'illustration
only' Design gu idel ines
bu Sasati Associates (below) do not

ittempt

to

control the mass of

ind.itiduat buildings ercept as they
relate to the street. There is a 50'foot
height limit at the Flora Street

buitding line and o 100-foot height
Iimit 50 feet behind the property Line'
Guidelines encourage small retail
uses alonQ t he FIora Sl teel frontage
that u'ilt relalc to lhe landscoped
street imProrcnents. A retail
prooram for thr distnct was
-prepared
by HolcYon Ltd

;;;it;

;r;;ait

Planning
Ea.h year. The allocation of this space is left to the
process
design-review
Commission, which has been using an advisory
San
develop'
to
permission
for
competition
ifruf urnountt to a design
guidance than
development
power
into
put
more
clearly
Francisco has
politically manageable
uny oit." U. S. city; whether so much control is
remains to be seen.

market but a
Dallas has-until recently-had a strong real-estate
new Arts District in
the
For
controls-'
zoning
of
set
permissive
relatively
guidelines stress
the northeast quadrant of the downtown, design
investment:
philanthropic
public
and
elements that can be controlled by
the street
of
design
the
and
institutions
ift" pi"."t*t of new cultural
portions
of
the
only.{or
guidelines
with
spaces'
and public open
public'
the
to
accessible
*"ri"ut.fu corrst oct"d buildings most
expansion of
6;;; il;;;tp"..t of the"Arts District is to direct the
a
desirable
creating
by
so
do
it
can
if
-..
the downtown odce center,
which
uii"i""tit". The key to the plan is the aptly named Flora Street' festive
[i.""tr lrt" district, and becomes a landicaped mall with special
li;;;i"g;;t;"cting the Museum of Art to the concert hall' andmajor
The
serving"as the main street for the whole area'
the lower floors of
for
"iri","ttfy
section
setback
a
is
guideline
or-t"*-autign
such as
illdings f-aciig Flora Street, which are meant for retail uses street'
landscaped
a
on
location
their
of
.uiZ* tfrrt.un 6ke advantage
than anyone
il..""t. tft" Dallas ordinance permits buildings farthelarger
of
placement
control
to bui]d, no attempl is made to
[

".p..t"a
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These maps are

part of the pubLic

open-space guidelines

for

the Vilkrge

o.f In'ington, Neu,York, bu Jonathan
Barnett, Stet:en Kertt Peterson &
Associat,es, u:ith. Manuel S. Eman uel
Assoc'iates. People not'e to such
suburbs.lbr the u,ooded hilLs attd
streams, but as the Village comes

close to

rt' tna t rti try1 en t'i ronme n t a I e le n ents,
o.nd shape thetn into a,.f ranteu,ork

lb r ftt t u re dercl opntent.
I tt p Ie nt.e n tati o n nrcc Jmttisns
rc m bin e resourc e-pro t (. c t ion

ctrcrlaus to zortirtg. public land
orq rr isi I iott, a nd ro nx' rral io rt

guidelinesfor i ndiriduaI sites.

build-out irt accordance u,ith

zoning, much of the natural
en rirorlrnen.t uould disappear.
G u id

e

li

n

es conse

ne sigtt if.can t

future buildings except by illustrations in the plan. The public sector
establishes a context for private investment but has relatively little
control over individual investors.
The City of Pittsburgh has instituted a system of reviewing all new
development in accordance with design guidelines issued as a direct
response to proposals to develop. General criteria for evaluation of
individual projects are spelled out in the zoning, but site-specific
requirements are left until it is clear what the scope of proposed
development will be. Pittsburgh has long had a site-plan-review
provision in its zoning ordinance, but the review powers were being
interpreted narrowly to deal only with site-planning issues such as curb
cuts and the placement of required open space.
The zoning was amended to provide for Project-Development-plan
Review, a phrase that makes it clear that the full three-dimensional
design of the building will be under consideration. Issues to be
considered during Project-Development-Plan Review, from the
composition of the building on the skyline to the size of truck-docks, are
listed in the zoning, but developers are supposed to notify the planning
Commission staff of their intention to bring a proposal for review. If
the developer does notify the staff, a written list of criteria relating to
the specific site is issued and becomes the basis for the review. There is
then a commitment not to bring up new issues at a later date. A
developer who skips preliminary discussions with the Planning
Commission staff could find the review process dealing with
unexpected questions, and risks having to make major changes in a
project (see " Designing Downtown Pittsburgh," REcoRD, January
1982, pages 90-107).

Irvington's design guidelines seek to preserve sensitive aspects of
the natural environment and also the village's traditional scenic
character, using a zoning system that permits different intensities of
development within the same zoning district, depending on the carrying
capacity of the land and the requirements of the master plan. The
project-development-plan review criteria are maps adopted as part of
the Master Plan for the Village. These maps include a recreation plan, a
public open-space plan, a map of protected scenic, environmental, and
historical resources, a street plan, and a land-use policy plan.
The Planning Board, under zoning and subdivision regulations, must
see that projects reviewed conform to these maps. For example, if a
portion of the site has been identified on the map as a recreation area,
that area should be deeded to the Village as part of the development. If
the recreation area is more than 10 percent of the development's land
area, the Village would pay for the additional land.
In addition, the Irvington guidelines include resource-protection
factors based on the ordinance developed for Lake County, Illinois, by
Lane Kendig and his associates in the county planning department.
Environmentally sensitive portions of the site are subtracted for zoning
calculation purposes by multiplying the area of sensitive land by a
protection ratio. Land in the Irvington reservoir watershed, or
wetlands, for example, has a protection ratio of 1, meaning none of this
land can be counted for zoning purposes. Land sloping at an angle of
more than 15 percent but less than 25 percent has a protection ritio of
0.50, meaning half of such land can be used for zoning calculations. For
land at slopes of more than 25 percent, the protection ratio goes to 0.?5.
The result of this system is that two pieces of land in the same overall
zoning district might have different permitted densities, based on the
carrying capacity of the land itself.
While there is no such thing as a self-enforcing design guideline, any
design guidance written for intervention in an already aevetopea ur"
even san Francisco-requires skillful administration to be successful.
Assessing what constitutes compliance is often a matter of judgment,
and knowing when to insist and when to give ground means bal-ancing
Jesign requirements of the district against valid design imperatives oT

-

[he individual building.

Th.e map
_shotts.e.risting deuelopment, opert sprtt'e, artd u,oodlartds (top). The
proposed public open-spacet pktn is belou:.
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Facade guidelines

Trying to unify the facades of a group of buildings that has not yet
been designed, and for which there may not even be a client, is a
difficult task. Neither the Napoleonic solution for the Rue de Rivoliuse this facade or else-nor Baron Haussmann's control system are
likely to be available. Even if this kind of power were in the hands of
urban designers, there is no modern equivalent to the uniformity of
building type and height taken for granted by Napoleon or Baron
Haussmann. Nor is there the relative consensus about what constitutes
correct architectural expression that was the hidden ingredient in 19th-
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century Parisian design guidelines.
When Koetter, Kim & Associates prepared facade controls as part of
its urban design pian for Miller Park district in downtown Chattanooga,
the firm decided to test the guidelines by inviting four architectural
firms: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Peterson/Littenberg; Tuck, Hinton,
Everton; and Robert Seals to participate in a charette in which each
firm would design a facade in accordance with the proposed rule
system.
The plan requires a uniform Z4'foot setback from the property line on
Markel Street and a uniform open loggia on the Market Street side'
There is also a requirement for a tower with a 36-foot diameter at the
southern end of the building group, and twin square towers flanking
the entrance to Miller Park from the east. While these are plan
requirements, the towers are clearly intended to make sure that the
facades are inflected at key locations.
Facades along Miller Park are limited to eight floors. The two-story
loggia must be ZFfeet high, plus or minus two feet. There is a required
stiingcourse between the third and fourth floors which tends to make
the entire third floor read as a band. A setback is required at the sixth

floor, and again at the seventh.
At the northern portion of the plan, on both sides of Martin Luther
King Boulevard as it enters the square, the permitted height of the
buildings, after a setback, goes up to 12 floors. The charette did not
deal with this change of height from eight to 12 floors, and thus missed
testing one of the most significant aspects of the design guidelines'
Witlin the horizontal framework created by the loggias, setbacks,
and height limits, Koetter, Kim tried to catalog acceptable variations in
proportions of column spacing for the loggias, window openings,
screening materials, and so on, for all bay spacings from 15 to 20 feet
between center lines of columns. A sample is shown at left'
The view of Koetter, Kim's own design, shown at the top of the
facing page, is taken from the west along Martin Luther King
Boulevard with Miller Park in the background. This is the area where
in
12 stories would be permitted. The facades facing Miller Park, shown
the studies by skidmore, owings & Merrill and Peterson/Littenberg,
are limited to eight floors. The guidelines up to the eighth floor define a
facade that is analogous to the traditional architecture along Parisian
Boulevards: arcade or loggia below, cornice and attic above' The
intention behind the guidelines, explored also in Koetter, Kim's
guidelines for the University Park development in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, is to establish a relationship between building and
street that is analogous to the way urban space was defined before the
elevator came into use. Taller buildings can then be set into this
framework. The six-story pavilions facing New York's Fifth Avenue at
Rockefeller center have a similar intent: they define a context for the
RCd and Associated Press buildings, each of which is set back from the
street on an axis framed by pairs of pavilions'
The difficulty in Chattanooga is that the facade guidelines assume

thatbuildingswil]conformexactlytopre-setheightsandbuilding

mass.But*t',tlttheownerofoneblockwishedtobuildamuchta]]er
_

-r-!-J

tower; would the city stop the tower from being built? What if the
owner of another block wished to build less than six stories? These
guidelines do show, however, that it is possible to have diversity of
iorm and expression within a single regulatory framework'
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Guidelines for a large-scale
suburban development

Tannin is a planned community in southern Alabama named for the
characteristic black lakes of the region, which are created by the
seepage of natural tannin into the water table. Black lakes have a
special beauty, with reflections of unusual intensity and brightness.
The designers of the community, Andres Duany and Elizabeth PlaterZyberk, convinced the owners that the black lakes were an asset that
should be reflected in the community's name.
A refinement of ideas the designers had originally developed for
Seaside, Florida, the guidelines derive with elegant simplicity from
elements to be found in any subdivision: streets, lots, setback and yard
requirements, plus the fact that most developers ofier buyers a choice
among a range of models.
Many of the key design decisions for Tannin were made in the street
plan, which is always true in a subdivision, but at Tannin the street
configuration is more clearly part of an overall design concept. The site
lies between a lake and a highway lined with commercial developments.
Tannin's own strip shopping center is treated as a town square, with
storefronts grouped around a green and a meeting hall.
The main boulevard leads from the town center to a hotel and marina
at the edge of the lake. The streets on either side of the Boulevard are
planned to create distinct precincts, each with either a public building or
a body ofwater as its own focal point. Individual lots are coded 1, 2, 3,
or 4, and each lot has its own house type, which can be built on that size
lot and no other. Each type of lot comes with obligations for treeplanting and landscaping along the street.
Type-l lots occur only in the town center. The Type-l building is likely
bo be constructed in increments of more than one lot, but conceptually is
a two-story row house with an arcade and shop on the ground floor.
Type-2 lots require a twoand-a-half or three-story zero-lot-line house
with a side garden and at least a partial side porch, a type characteristic
of Charleston, South Carolina. The lots nearest the town center are
coded for these Charleston houses.
Type-3 lots require conventional front, rear, and side yards. The
permitted height is lower than for the Charleston houses, and at least a
partial front porch is required. There is nothing in the code that actually
requires a bungalow, but the one illustrated would fulfill the
requirements of the lot. Type-3 houses also have to provide for off-

The site plan of Tannin, a planned
communitg in Alabama, was
designed by Andres Duany and
Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk. Each lot has
a deuelopment code, either 1, 2, 3, or
4, which indicates the only building
type permitted on that lot.

street parking.
The high-rent district of Type-4 houses is located along the lake front,
and there are more such houses across the street, backing onto a small
pond. A twostory verandah is required across the front of these Type-4
houses, which like the Type-3s must have front, back, and side yards,
and provide ofi-street parking.
As at Seaside, the regulatory system actually permits substantial
architectural diversity. Requirements are set down in a code, whose
format has been copyrighted by the designers' The design ideas
illustrated show what can be built in conformity to the code, although
other design ideas are permissible. Different types of houses are not
allowed to appear next to each other, however. Each house-type is set
out in groups related to the design of the streets and to the overall land
plan.
The enforcement mechanism at Tannin will be the condominium
agreement, a document which is customarily far more detailed than any
zoning approval. Approval was given under a Planned Unit
Development Ordinance, which accepted the design plan and code as
zoning for the whole planned community.
The superiority of Tannin's site plan over a typical subdivision is
accomplished with some loss of market flexibility. If more buyers than
predicted turn out to want \pe-3 houses instead of Type-2s, or the
other way around, whole segments of the plan would have to be recast,
as streets and lots are tied together. On the other hand, Tannin is far
more responsive to change than a planned-unit development, where the
building design is part of the site plan.
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Portions of the det;elopment code for
Tannin shou requirements for each

qf the four building types. This
forntat and the coding concept haue
been copgrighted by Andres Duany
an d E li zabeth P Later-Zg ber k.
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Guidelines for design review

Design review is a controversial subject. If there is no consensus about
what constitutes good design, how can a public body review buildings
and decide when a design is right or wrong? Many people would say
that they know good design when they see it, but it is much easier to
conduct a design review when some articulated standard or guideline
has been published in advance.
Without guidelines, the review process often degenerates into a
confrontation. A building has been designed and is fairly far along in
the design process, otherwise there would be nothing to review. The
architecture embodies a whole series of systematic and financial
decisions. A simple-sounding suggestion (why not set the building back
10 feet? why can't the roof line be five feet lower?) can have sweeping
consequences for an already developed design. All too often a
compromise involves both sides giving a little, with a result that is
worse than either the original design or the review board's original

tl rl
207"

33"h

500/"

15 - 25% hislorically

a large glass area

excessrve glass area
visuaily disruplive

suggestion.
The guidelines easiest to write are those intended to preserve an

existing historic or natural environment. Guidelines for preservation of
a scenic area, for example, can deal with visibility from significant
vantage points, as well as the general preservation of the ecology.
There is one clear, overriding design idea against which any
development proposal can be measured: the existing natural landscape
should be preserved as much as possible.
Guidelines for restoring old buildings in a historic district are
relatively easy to write; the major question is what should be done
about new buildings in the district. A younger generation of architects
is far less nervous about faking a historic building than its Modernist
elders, but a Colonial gas station remains a tough assignment.
Nantucket's design guidelines attempt to abstract design principles
from historic Nantucket architecture and present them in a form, such
as window-to-wall ratio, where they could be used without overt
historical references. It is possible to argue that these principles are
simplifications rather than generalizations, or that the historical
premises are debatable. The guidelines say that square window
openings should be avoided as untraditional, but it would certainly be
possible to cite historical precedents for them' Nevertheless, the
Nantucket guidelines are clear and go right down to details of building

materials. Such guidelines can prevent egregiously incompetent
buildings. Unfortunately they also screen out unconventional and
inventive designs. There have been several confrontations between
Robert Venturi and the Nantucket Historic Districts Commission, to
the point where Venturi's firm will no longer accept work on the island'
Where there is no historic district, guidelines for design review must
be based on such issues as overall coherence of design, spatial
definition, proportions, appropriate scale, and responsiveness to
context-as well as on such mundane problems as placement of
driveways and service docks. On the facing page are two examples
drawn from attempts to go beyond general principles to assemble a
handbook of architectural composition. one is a set of design guidelines
for development at a ski community called Sugarloaf, in Kingsfield,
Maine, by Sasaki Associates, the other is a set of residential design
guidelines for San Jose, California, by Daniel Solomon and Associates'
ihe Sasaki guidelines show examples of good and bad design; Solomon
catalogs acceptable and unacceptable alternatives. The illustrations
.o.pui" these two methods of guideline-writing as they deal with the
trealment and placement of garage doors and the placement of houses
on sloping sites.

In addition to official design review by boards and commissions,
there is a greatdeal of unacknowledged negotiation about design as
part of the approvals process for zoning map and text changes' Because
iesign is often not the official issue, there is little discussion of what
.onrlitut.. the public interest in urban and suburban design. However,
such design guidelines should be a part of every zoning ordinance'
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The University Hospital Center

atSartTilman
Lidge, Belgium
Cha^rles Vandenhove,

Architect

" . . .the building ltas no facade,'no 'front.'
It is neaer seen in totality; it is discouered by

ualking arolLnd."

This personal taste is the only connecting link in the list of the artists,
who first worked together in the earlier "decoration" of Vandenhove's
Hotel Torrentius, then at this Hospital Center: Daniel Buren, Oliver
Buren, Olivier Debr6, [.6on Wuidar, Sol Lewitt, Claude Viallat, Jo
Delahaut, Marthe W6ry, Niele Toroni, Jean-Charles Blais, Jacques
Charlier. They don't adhere to any particular technical methods nor to
any school but, even so, they form a distinct enough group. For most all
these artists, a work of art is not a testiinonial, but more an exploration
of ways of creating art, an exploration of their own sense of reality and
of reality in general. The relationship to the architecture of Vandenhove
is evident. With his architecture, Vandenhove doesn't want to
stylistically proclaim anything, but he wishes to create a building,
produce a world, in which everyone can live in his own manner. With
some of these artists, the reference to the architecture, or to the
environment in general, is direct enough: they don't create isolated
works, but relate their inventive art to the overall space'
The introduction of these works into the building largely surpasses
the traditional significance of the term "decoration." Or, perhaps more
correctly, it restores to the term decoration its full sense, like a sort of
taking possession or appropriation of the building-an individual,
interpretation of its infinite possibilities, an interpretation of its
richness, an invitation to dream. These works of art, disciplined and
free at the same time, prepare the architecture for a festival, for
pleasure: by their forms, their colors, their differences. Each space thus
acquires its own personality and, within each space, an imaginary

topography develops.
The great diversity of these artistic measures accentuates the
experience of the architectural qualities. It is like an invitation to a free
and personal way of looking at architecture and the environment'
Through architecture, the diversity restores man to himself' It is
without doubt there, in the true personalization of this architecture,
that one touches on one of the reasons why some have resisted
completion of this building. But it is too robust to be treated in an
indifierent manner. It is not an object to throw away. Architecture
shows its true moral value here, if it has one' In only being itself, not
wishing to prove anything, it demonstrates an attitude of integrity-it
is a practical building that still appeals to all the senses, to the
enjoyment of discovery, and in which one continually participates to
create its liveliness.
In this sense, the Centre Hospitalier atSaftTillman is in the great
architectural tradition that, according to the critic, Georges Bataille, is
directly tied to the foundation of a human order. Bataille, in his
Dictionnaire critique, also asks if it is not time to free architecture
from any slavery to dogmatism. The intrinsic freedom of the
architeclure here, which doesn't want to be anything but what it is,
tries to give an answer to this question. The building basically creates
an empty space, undefined, a space for the occupants to invent
unceaiingly. It is an architecture that creates spaces' but doesn't
occupy them.
This paradox is experienced in an impressionable manner in the
majestic entrance ha1l, a great pent-roof which ties together the diverse
places of this little town' It is perhaps an overly big space, butone that
L".o*.. the very heart of all this community, a place where life can
manifest itself, where patients, visitors, and staff can all mingle
together. It is here that vandenhove's image of a cathedral becomes
thi most evident, not so much by the resemblance of the forms as by its
nature of autonomous social space, uniquely reserved tbr the exercise
of the community conscience. The hall could be a substitution for a
town center-which is terribly lacking in this magnificent but deserted
is not used in this manner.
is sad when one sees that the hospital administration doesn't
employ the space as originally intended, and make it an animated space
pai eicettenie where pitients, visitors, and personnel encounter each

place-but it

It
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other, stroll around, talk, greet each other, recognize each other, as in a
true town.
If all the towers disposed around the center present a strict and
autonomous rectangular geometry, in the hall it is the diagonal that
dominates in a very dynamic manner. This diagonal motif is first
introduced into the central block via its sloped roofs that descend in
cascades, and extends even to overhead light strips in corridors. Even
the angled views of the visible solid roofs create diagonals between the
communal part, in the center, and the periphery. Across the open court,
the placement of the unfinished building housing the auditoriums again
accentuates the great diagonals crossing all the complex. This concrete
structure, the latest to be started, introduces the outside curb in this
orthogonal compound.
The transparent hall is differentiated from the rest of the building
complex, not only by the plan and the section, but also by the steel-tube
construction, and by its spectacular furnishings. It is true that one finds
echoes of this construction in steel tubes that support the glazing in
other parts of the building (for example, in the south fenestration of the
polyclinics), but they are only echoes of the grandiose shell of the great
hall.
Charles Vandenhove had already experimented with this singular
mode of construction in his own house. After it had been built for more
than 10 years, he constructed a lodge in steel and glass on the roof of
the hillside brick house, thus demonstrating that an architecture or a
work of art could have elements that were extremely different without
denying its coherence, could stay itself yet radically change.
The first impression that one feels in entering this great hall is that
of light. It is as if the architecture only existed to dramatize the light, to
render the light "luminous." For, even on dark days, one is surrounded
by luminous space. This ambience makes one pause' as if something
musthappenthere. This space is there to be enjoyed, a true space for
festivals; always restrained, but still exuberant and joyous'
Certainly, all this space superficially surpasses the current needs; but
it is a sort of promise for the future. One looks forward to the day that
this center will be finished and ready to function as planned, when one
will have-an d one wilt have sooner or later-the possibility of

completing all the elements; then the center will have the liveliness that
waslntended. The furnishings, although still only partially realized,
again reinforce this impression of grandeur-by the color of the
wlndows, the magnificent procession of bronze lamps, the kiosks wjth
their colored p"nel. by sol Lewitt, the wainscots of sol Lewitt and Niele
Toroni. Nevertheless, this glazed interior also serves a main role of
introduction to the rest of the building. At the back, one constantly sees
the masonry elevation, with its columns, its galleries, its balustrades'
And one is made conscious, by the big descending escalators, of the
lower levels that are hidden in the labyrinth of the basements'
At the present, only the basic structure of the auditorium building,
which is like a pendant to the great hall, is finished' But the same
exacting design concern leads here to an extreme refinement of the
overlapping spaces, the stairs which unroll, the lobby which embraces
all the-space, lhe columns which launch themselves by dividing into
two.
Once again, all these characteristics, as in the rest of the complex,
seem to be there only to assert, quite simply but firmly, the dign]ty o{
his
the work: to build a hu*un environment. Or even, as Cioran said in
create
"this
to
Perse,
saint-John
admiring writings about the work of
space oflelebration where the real, never lacking, tends toward an
a-bundance, where everything contributes to a supremacy, because

nothing falls under the curse of being replaceable'"

In contrn^st to the metal-and-glass
structure ofthe central hall, the
other units are all concrete, as can

be

in

the aiew across the entrance
court (top left). The emergency
entrance is on another side of the

seen

compler (center). The sumounding
towers are of uarying heights, and
are edged with balconies and sun
screens, as shown in the aieu across
the top ofthe auditorium building

(top

right)

strictlg rectangular plans of the
other unih, forms a cunilinear filip
to the center, and creates a focal
point across the courtfrom the
entrance hall (bottom left). Though
not yet finished, the interiors of the
c oncre t e audito rium s tructure
reaeal an almost Baroque delight
forrx, especiallg in the

in

flowing
lobby

with its dramatic statrs

(bottom right).

That building, unlike the
Francois Hers qnd CH. Bastin-./. Etrard photos
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the interior ofthe big entrance
hall, the interplag of structural
diagonak is as forceful as the

coscades of glazed roofs (preceding
page and. below). Som.ehow, all that

patterning-plus intricate detailing
of steel column bases, fenestration
with stained-glass ituerts, marble
fl,oors, and painted panels-4oes
coalesce into a festiae community
area. The only one of many planned
kiosks that has been built houses the
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center for ad.missiorx (opposite top).
That has dtrid panels bE the artist
Sol Lewitt, and nestles beneath the
concrete balconies ofthe main part
ofthe building. Such decoratiae art
is a sort of hallmarkfor the entire
compler, and, ranges from panels for
escalators by Niele Toroni (bottom
left), to ofr.ce corridors by Sol Lewitt
(opposite, bottom left), to patientcare areas by Oliuier Debrb
(opposite, bo ttom rig ht).

Le Centre Hospitalier Uniaersitaire

AuSartTilman

Alain Diria, Alain

Sabbe,

design team
Consulting engineers:

Liige, Belgium
Ownen

Tractionel, Bnnsels; Renb Greisch,

Unirwsitb de Liege,
H enri S c h lit z, adminis trator
Archit€ct
C har les Vanden hooe-C harles

Lidge

Van

d, e n

hoo e, p rin cip al -i n

-ch

ar g e ;

Jacques Sequaris,

Prudent De Wispelaere, MarieLouise Delairesse,

Interior wall decoration:
Oliuier DebrA, Daniel Buren, LAon
Wuidar, Marthe W6ry,
Sol Lewitt, Claude Villat. Jo
Delahaut, Nink Toroni, JeanCharles Blais, Jacques Charlier,
Ansh4 Romus
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Stone:
New technology and design
By Barry Donaldson
Stone has influenced architecture throughout history and continues to
be a source of inspiration for its qualities of color and variation and its
image of mass, permanence, and monumental scale. Its recent
popularity can be attributed to more permissive and experimental
design attitudes and to the availability of innovative construction
techniques that enable stone to be cut and fabricated in ways that
would not have been possible even 10 years ago. As a result, stone can
be expressed in a variety of ways: as a traditional, monolithic, loadbearing material; as a conventionally anchored thick veneer; or as a
thin-veneered stick or panel system.
The use of stone as a monolithic load-bearing material has been
changing gradually over the last century. Despite the growing use of
iron and steel, the work of most late l9th-century architects (for
example, H. H. Richardson, Richard Morris Hunt, and McKim, Mead &
White) expressed stone as sculptural, load-bearing masonry' There
were, however, a few architects who were advancing the use of the
steel skeletal frame and experimenting with lighter masonry materials
such as brick and terua cotta, expressed as a lightweight veneer. Adler
& Sullivan and Daniel Burnham were among those who had embraced
the new skyscraper esthetic. Burnham's Reliance Building of 1895 and
Louis Sullivan's Wainwright (1891) and Guaranty (1895) buildings
exemplified the new design esthetic of the skyscraper, with its
emphasis on expressing structural steel as a repetitive frame clad in
*"*onry propoitionately much thinner than had been considered
possible before.
Throughout the first few decades of the 20th century, European
design remained influential in America, and stone applications
contLued to express its monolithic or sculptural qualities even though
technological advancements accelerated the demand for taller and
lighter sieel-frame buildings. These somewhat conflicting
ci"rcumslances were often expressed in the design of stone facades:
Carrdre and Hastings's New York Public Library of 1911, for exampie'
shows a difference in architectural treatment between the three ..back,,
primary street e]evations (in a French Beaux-Arts style) and the
or Bryant Park elevation, which is a flat, repetitive facade clearly
influenced by the new skyscraper architects of Chicago'
During tnl lgzos and ''30s architects such as Bertram Goodhue and

Raymon"dHoodemphasizedsimplifiedmassingandcarveddetai]in
relatively thick limestone facades. Goodhue's Nebraska State Capitol

ffiiroirio

Mn""um of Fine Arts (west Winil bv Hard! Hotzman Pfetfer Associates

way
and Raymond Hood,s Rockefeller center both use limestone in a
that juxtaposes the solidity of the smooth stone against the verticality
of thl windows and overall facade. The uniformity of limestone color
and texture, joint treatment, and carved detail all accentuate
contrasting perceptions of limestone as a material with mass and
ut ttt" same time, a veneer supported on a steel frame'
weight
"na,
Diring the 1940s and '50s, glass curtain walls grew in popularity'
reaching"their peak in the late 1960s with a profusion of Miesian
,,boxes'ior minimalist glass towers dotting the skyline of every major
city in the country. Though the use of dimensionai stone declined
for
during these decades, many of the technological advances developed

theseglasssystems,suchaspolymergasketsandstructuralsi]icones,

u..no"*beingappliedtothethinstone-veneersystemsofthel980s.

Today, the*uniquely American emphasis on architectural eclecticism,
combinld with technological innovation, is very strong, and its
of stone
expression is especially clear in the design and technology
sculptural
rusticated,
the
from
range
may
thaf
facades-{esigns
treatment of Ilardy Holzman Pfeiffer's West Wing at The Virginia
of the
Museum of Fine Arts flett), to the massive carved treatment
(right)' to
Architects
Johnson/Burgee
by
Building
Af&t U.uaqoarters
Fox
Pedersen
the complex iayering of planar surfaces in Kohn
Barry Donaldson is

book on neu
Vice Presiden-t of Tishman Res.earch Coporation His
be published this year by Societd Editrice Apuana'

it'oni technology wiLl
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New erterior stone-cladding systems are lighter,
more economical, andfaster to erect than
conuentionally anchored stone. In the following
article, f,ue innouatiue system types are
described in terms of their technological and
esthetic imp lications.

Associates' One Logan Square (page 138) or the fanciful, coloristic
treatment of James Stirling's Stuttgart Museum (page 189). These
examples illustrate a variety of expression in the use of stone as a
material that reveals its "stoneness"-its inherent qualities of
permanence and mass---cither as a smooth panel or as a palette of color
and texture.
Recent developments in cutting and fabricating techniques allow the
use of thin lightweight stone veneers supported by steel truss frames,
precast concrete panels, glass-fiber-reinforced cement (GFRC) panels,
aluminum "stick frames," or diaphragm panel systems. In addition, the
application of latex Portland cements, structural silicones, and polymer
gaskets to stone veneers is providing new opportunities for the
fabrication of lightweight panel systems. The result is the availability
of systems that are lighter, more economical, and faster to erect than
conventionally anchored stone. Integration of various building
components, reduction of labor-intensive hand-setting, and acceleration
of construetion schedules have promoted greater use of stone even at a
time when skilled stonemasons are fewer and construction costs higher
than ever before.
Stone selection

Thin stone veneers of a substantial face area are now available as a
result of the development of sophisticated fabrication equipment that
uses laser-guided and computer-controlled diamond circular saws to cut
stone with less vibration and closer tolerances. This technology makes
veneers available fuomll/2in. to less than B/g in. in thicknesJ.
(Generally, larger stone slabs are cut in 1 l/4-in. tn I r/2-in. thicknesses,
and stone tiles, sometimes as large as 2 ft square, are cut in B/&in. to
3/4-in. thicknesses.) Although thinner veneers mean greater economy,
the specific stone specified for a facade system becomes structurally

critical when used in veneers I l/4in. or less in thickness. cutting klrfs
for clip or disk anchors and drilling holes for blind-pin anchors oispring
clips is much more difficult with thin stone, and especially with stone
that has a great deal of veining or physical impurities that witt affect its
strength, or stone that has a crystalline structure with dimensions
large enough to approach the thickness of the slab itself and therefore
substantially weaken it.
Not surprisingly, a great deal of controversy has grown around the
use of exterior stone veneers I rl4 in. and less in thickness. The concern
is that there is neither sufficient evidence of the long-term durability
of
such yeneers nor standard test procedures for measuring stone
ltrength, especially in terms of flexure and modulus of rupture.
Furthermore, international cooperation to support the sharing of
information on stone availability and performance is inadequut". wittt
the growing use of thin stone veneers, strength characteristics, factors
of safety, design tolerances, and quality of workmanship have L".o..
much more critical to ensuring the durability of the system. Tests for
determining compressive strength, flexural strength, and modulus of
rupture are defined by ASTM but may require modification to reflect
actual stone thicknesses and finishes for a particular job.

AT&T Corporate Head4uartere W Johwn/Burgee Architects

Selection of panel system
The decision as to whether to build a stone facade with conventionallv
anchored hand-set stone pieces or with prefabricated stone panels wiil
depend on specific details of the architectural design as well as
economic constraints. The primary design considerations are usually
stone color and texture, slab and panel size, joint treatment (e.g.,
stacked bond, running bond), and the ability to translate t"pJtiiiu"
design element into a repetitivebuilding component. cost" is affectcd
by
tne level of complexity of the facade and the difficulty of stone
!o!.1
delivery and erection.

Highly articulated sculptural detail with a great degree of variation
lends itself more readily to hand-set stone installationi. on the other
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Stone's durability, richness, and color haue no
equal. With the deuelopment of higlt-performance
gaskets and sealants, thin stone aeneers, and
framing systems that integrate components,
stone will continue to infl.uence the look of
buildings throughout the nert decade.

Jock Pottle

hand, a relatively flat faeade with a large number of repetitive elements
may be ideally suited for panelization and prefabrication. In some
cases, however, site restrictions or limited accessibility may preclude
the use of large prefabricated panels.
Many new stone systems involve fabrication of a number of
individual stone slabs into larger panels that are attached to the
building structure. Fanelization allows for faster building enclosure
and acceleration of the start time for interior trades, but requires that
repetition of wall elements (e.g., spandrel panels, window panels,
column covers, etc.) be distributed over a large enough volume to offset
the costs of machining, formwork, or hansportation associated with
panel fabrication.
The buildings illustrated on the following pages demonshate a
variety of new approaches to the design of stone facades. Although all
of these projects are high-rise buildings, the range of their appearance
and choice of building systems is quite broad, covering the full

spectrum of stone design and technology today.
Steel-truss-framed panels
The most widely used panel systems for high-rise buildings have been
steel truss frames. While some of the earlier steel truss systems
utilized heavy structural steel members, such as WF or S-shaped steel,
more recent examples have taken advantage of lighter steel memberschannel steel, tubular steel, or light-gauge metal studs. The stone
veneer is either prefabricated or sitefabricated to the steel Fuss, which
is then attached to the building structure (see 520 Madison Avenue,
page 140; ? World Ttade Center, page 141; and the United Nations

Development Center, Page 142).
The panel dead load is usually transferred to the building structure
with clip angles attached to the botbom edge of the stone slab' In
general, thJtruss is attached to the building structure at the columns
Jo that gravity loads are carried directly to compression members. For
especiatly large column bays that demand longspan truss panels,
however, it is often necessary to provide Cravlff supporbs at the
spandrel beam or slab edge at intervals betweenthe columns as well.
Bioth systems are designed to employ mechanical anchoring and are
widely accepted by building codes and standards'

One Ingan Square, bg Kohn Pedznen Fot Asociates

Precast concrete and GFRC Panels
Precast concrete/stone panels have been used widely in high-rise
commercial and residential construction. Such panels are especially
desirable if the building structure is concrete, or if the facade has
numerous threedimensional articulations such as deeply revealed
windows, inside and outside corners' or projections and setbacks'
Precast concrete/stone panels are prefabricated from a series of molds
and are generally designed so that the precast concrete funetions only
precast can
as a structural subshate for the stone veneer, although the
(see the Delmonico
also be partially exposed as an element of the design
Plaza, page 143).
A varia-tion on precast concrete, which has become more popular over
the last few years, is glass-fiber'reinforced cement (GFRC)' Like
precast concrete, GFRC can be used as a poured or sprayedon
cementitious mix formed in a mold or as a board product to provide the
substrate for applied stone veneers. (when used as a board product,
GFRC units are usually referred to as glass-mesh morbar units')

Aluminum'stick'framed" panels

from
The translation of aluminum stick-framed curbain-wall technology
glass/metal systems to glass/stone systelg is a. development of the
iast five y"".s 1t"" CiW Spire, page 144)' Drivel by a declining interest
most
in all-glass buildings and the enormous revival in the use of stone,
interests
their
broadened
have
manufacturers
curtain-wall
thJmajor
of
to meet those of architects and engineers, and thus maintain or expand
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their markets. Stick-framed aluminum/stone panels exemplify a
technology that has evolved to meet emerging trends in design.
Diaphragm panels
Steel diaphragm panels are similar to steel truss systems, but are
generally lighter because they use lightweight steel studs with a steel
deck, lath, or other substrate that acts as a structural diaphragm to
form the backup for the stone veneer. Usually, the stone is attached to
the diaphragm panel with a combination of shelf angles or clip anchors
to take gravlty loads and a structural adhesive to resist lateral loads.
Racking is handled entirely by the diaphragm panel itself and does not
require consideration of the stone veneer.
The first steel diaphragm panels were designed as systems for the
attachment of exterior ceramic tile cladding. Development of one of the
most promising systems began approximately six years ago, when
McOG Architects, in association with Buchtal Ceramics, engineered the
Keraion Fanel System (KPS), which consisted of a steel frame,
galvanized metal deck, and frostproof ceramic tile attached to the deck
with a silicone structural sealant. The original system has since
undergone a great deal of refinement and has been modified to
incorporate a variety of attachment methods and cladding materials,
including thin stone veneer. Extremely lightweight and durable, the
Keraion panel can accommodate much greater flexibility than many
other types of panels. Its use of lightweight framing and thin granite
veneer reduces the overall weight to a range between T and 10 lb/sq ft,
providing a light, cost-effective solution that allows great architectural
variety and interest. Now patented, the system has been used widely on
commercial and residential projects throughout the united States (sbe
the Citadel, page 145).
The use of structural silicone for exterior wall systems is somewhat
controversial since these relatively new applications are very dependent
upon the quality of workmanship, and their long-term resistance to
weather deterioration is untested. On the other hand, silicone has
served as a structural adhesive for glazing for many years prior to its
more recent applications as an adhesive for stone. Cygnus, the
manufacturer of the system, has tested the compatibility of granite and
silicone, demonstrating excellent bond strength after three-year
weatherometer, water, and freeze-thaw tests. To address any
remaining skepticism towards entirely adhered systems, the firm has
also developed a mechanical attachment to meet particular buildingcode requirements, solve tolerance problems of leveling and alignment,
and handle long-term shear stresses that silicone cannot accommodate
economically. The structural silicone handles a portion of the gravity
loads and such dynamic tensile loads as positive and negative wind
pressures, and provides support for the stone at 6-in. centers;
mechanical anchors carry the majority of the gravity loads.

Neue staatsgalerie and chamber Theater by James

stirling, Michut witford and Aswiates

Influencing the next decade
The growth of new building technologies and the renewed interest in
the use of natural stone have led to significant innovations in the ways
stone may be applied to the exterior of buildings. Curtain-wall
structures continue to become much lighter and faster to install. and
stone, as amaterial unequalled for durability, richness, and color, is
replacing the minimal glass curtain-wall designs so popular during the
1960s and'70s.

The development of high-performance gaskets and sealants, the
manufacture of thin stone veneers, and the introduction of framing
systems that integrate glass and stone will influence the look of
buildings throughout the next decade as the use of panelized and
framed stone construction systems, as well as thinner stone veneers
lnd laminates, becomes more widespread and technological advances in
ltone quarrying, cutting, and finishing are consolidated with further
:efinements in composite stone construction systems.
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520 Madison Avenue

520 Madison Avenue is faced in a

Dakota Mahogany (Sequoia)
granite, which is 1 5/8 in. (4cm)
thick. The prefabricated panel
system is made up of five stone
slabs attached to a structural-steel
truss by stainless-stpel clip angles
and threaded stainless-steel studs,
which are welded to the truss and
fixed to the stone with epoxy. The
steel truss consists of structural
wide-flange shapes (6WF16)
fabricated as a $ft-high, Z7-ft-long
simple frame. At the job site, each
pan-el is attached directly to the
Iteel columns with clip angles at the
slab to resist gravity loads, steel
channels at the bottom to resist
lateral loads, and shims to
accommodate construction
tolerances. Each panel is then
insulated. flashed, and caulked
with 2-in. rigid fiberglass insulation,
a continuous vinyl (5 mil) moisture
barrier, and an elastomeric butYl
caulk.
Design of the stone to resist
bending is based upon worst-case
wind-load conditions and an
assumption that the sPan between
supports is the distance between pin
anlhors. The strength of the stone
itself is the limiting condition for
defining stone thickness and anchor

1" insulating glass

window supports
(as req'd)
stone support
truss - 6WF steel
stainless steel

anchor - 3/8" diam.
fin tube radiation
fin tube enclosure

't

A

n"

Oo

.o.

are integral to the panel 6xcept for
fire-safing insulation that is
required at the floor slab. Provision
fofweepins is incorporated at the
windowheld and sill. All of the
insulation is mineral-fiber blanket,
and waterproofing is a continuous

acute angles.

os

d.
.

thermafiber fire safing

of anchors.
spacing
'Thermal
and moisture Protection

vinvl sheet.
Iirection of individual Panels
and closure of the building were
accelerated significantly by the use
of large prefabricated elements'
Completion of work on the vertical
tower was especially fast, although
particular attention was required
ior alignment of the Panels
at the iloped base of the building
where corners intersect at

.o

1

5/8" granite (4cm)

nervastral

waterproofing

2" thermafiber insulation
1

1/2

channel

stainless steel anchor

Madison Auenue
New York Citg
Owner:
520

3/B" diam.

Continental lllinois

Architects:
Swanke, Hagden, Connell &

Partners-Der Scutt,
principal-in-charge
Engineers:
The Ofice of

lrutin

G.

Cantor

(structural)
Construction managen

Tishman Realty & Construction
Contractor:
F.

E.I. Ltd.

Stone supplien

Georgia Granite
Fabricaton

Titan Granite Co'
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STRUCTURAL STEEL TRUSS FRAMED PANEL
scale: 1 1/2":1' 1-0"

7

World Ttade

Center

? World Trade Center is faced in

13/16-in.-thick (3cm) Carmen Red

granite, quarried in Finland and cut
and finished in Italy. The stone is
attached to a Gft by 18-ft by &in.deep (approx.) structural-steel truss
fabricated in Ireland. The truss is
made up of a combination of
structural steel (S-shapes), steel

insulating glass

channels, and steel angles welded
together in a panel.
Four slabs of the flame-finished
Carmen Red granite are anchored
to each truss by means of epoxied,
threaded stainless-steel pins (10mm
in diameter), which are shimmed
and bolted to steel angles on the
truss at 3-ft 2-in. intervals. After

perimeter heating

insulation, flashing, and caulking
are pre-installed, the stone-clad
truss is lifted onto three large
structural-steel angles welded to
the steel columns of the building
and attached to the supporting
structure. Five additional ties
resist wind load.

thermafiber
steel angle

/8x41/2
welding insert

7 World Trade Center

New York CitE
Ownen
Si la e rs

tein Prope rti es

e

Architects:

Emery Roth & Sons
Engineers:
The Ofice of

(structural)

lrutin

G.

Cantor

1Omm st. steel stud

embedded 22mmin
granite with epoxy

Construction managen
Ttshman Realty & Consttuction
Stone supplien
Saaema S. P. A.
Fabricaton

Carmen Red granite

E E.I. Ltd.

- 1 3/16" (3cm)
steeltruss (S5x20)
wind brace

3/4" lhreaded rod

$fm

ffi
IHNIII

STEEL TRUSS FRAMED GRANITE PANEL
Scale:

1'- 00
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United Nations
Development Center

The United Nations Development
Center, a 1Fstory office and

residential building in midtown
Manhattan, is clad in almost 72,000
so ft of Gris Mondariz and Verde
Laguna granite in alternating
horizontal bands.
The stone was site-fabricated
onto light-gauge steel support
trusses that span approximatelY
22 ft and are 4-ft ?-in. high. The
trusses are attached to the building
with steel shelf angles located at
the floor slab to resist gravity loads,
and steel angles located at the
bottom flange of the spandrel beam
to resist wind loads. Spandrel
trusses and column trusses are
used in combination to clad the

building.
The Spanish granite veneer is

vertical pivot window

3"x2x129a.
galv. steel channel
Gris Mondariz granite-

2 l l2 flamejinished

5/B" gypsum bd. on

15/8" metal

stud

fin tube enclosure
fin tube

relatively thick for such a Panel

syst€m: the Laguna Green granite
ii I 3/4 in. thick and the Gris
Mondariz granite is 21l2 in. thick,
providing bands of varying dePth as

well as color.
Generally, the stone is designed

6"x4"x3/8" stl. angle

for a flexuial strength of 1,500 Psi'
However, since there is an
enormous variation in flexural

a.!

0
Or

strength, esPeciallY for T,aguna
Green, which ean range from as
high as 2,000 psi to as low as
600 psi, it was necessary to select
and-test individual slabs to ensure
adequate strength. The relatively
thicli slabs of Gris Mondariz also
contributed to a higher safetY
factor.

Laguna Green granite13/4" flame finished

United Nations Deuelopment Center

st. steel disk

New York City
Ownen

3/16x2"

diam.

united Nations Deuelopment Center
Architects:
Keoin Roche, John Dinkeloo &
Associates

Gris Mondariz granite-

Engineers:
Robert Rosenwasser Associates

2

1/2 flamejinished

(structural)
Construction managen
Tishman RealtY & Constructton
Stone supplien
Rarnilo s. a.; Gramco
Truss fabricstor:

Hohmann & Barnard, Inc'
Installen
Peter Bratti Associates, Inc.

wind brace 2"x2"x1l8" stl. angle
stone support truss
3"x2"x129a. galv. steel strut

3/16"x6" st. steel bent Plate

w/ galv. steel shims

LIGHT GAUGE STEEL
TRUSS FRAMED PANEL

scale:
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Delmonico Plaza
Office Building

The curved precast concrete pieces
at the arcade and in the lobbv
demonstrate the three-dimensional
capabilities of this versatile
material. Precast panels allowed for
a much less expensive system for
securing the exterior walls to the
superstructure than would have
been provided by a system of
individually fastened pieces. The
largest panel is fastened to the
superstructure at only three points.
Although the architect initially
desired a limestone spandrel, the
superior quality of the precast.made
the alternative consideration of a
precast-backed limestone veneer
unnecessary. Thus, the desired
effect was achieved at the least cost
to the owner.
As a mediating gesture to the
building's two dissimilar neighbors,
the facade consists of a varietv of
materials, including light precast
concrete, green English slate, and
Solex green glass. The precast
panel color and acid-etched finish
were chosen by the architect from
among many alternative samples
formulated to resemble Indiana
limestone. Color uniformitv of all
panels is of very high quaiity, and
lactory inspections required no
rejections of panels.
Maximum panel size is 5 fL1 l/2
in. by 30 ftby 4l/2 in. False joints
occur typically at Fin. intervals and
are formed at 3/&in. thickness to
match true joints. All building
corners are mitred.
Honed green slate corner and sill
elements were placed in the forms
and cast together, except at the
round columns and in the main
lobby, where all pieces were set
individually. The color emphasis
?lso reverses in the building
lobby, the green slate
predominating and the concrete
becoming the accent.
Delmonico Plaza Ofice Building
New York City
Ownen
Cozwil Associates
Architects:
Datris, Brody & Associates
Engineers:
R o bert R osenw asse r A

(structural)

ss o ciates

Construction managen

HRH Construction
Precast contracton
Beer Precast Concrete Ltd.

Installen
K i rksto ne

G

ree ns

late

Qu a r

ries
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City Spire

This concrete-framed residential
tower is currently under
construction. City Spire's facade
incorporates an aluminum curtainwall svstem that frames vision
glass and granite spandrel panels in
a single system.
The stone used for the spandrel
panels is Sardinian "luna pearl,"
quarried, cut, and finished in ltaly.
ihe svstem is prefabricated at the
fabrication plant. Stone thickness is
13/16 in. (3im), and its weight
approximately 15 lb/sq ft.

lndividual stone slabs are

25/8"

CW-90
thermafiber insulation

head mullion
ceiling line

---l I

upper casement vent

attached on four sides by the

curtain-wall framing, without anY
additional structural backup to
resist lateral (wind) loads. The
aluminum framing supPorts the
stone by a continuous clip (which is
of the extrusion) that sits in a
nart
'kerf
cut into the four sides of the
stone.

Structural capacity is therefore
Iimited by the overall height, or
unbraced length, of the stone panels
alone. The panel is insulated with
2518-in. rigid fiberglass, seaied
with neoprene gaskets, and caulked
with silicone. All insulation,
sealants, gaskets, and caulking are
prefabricated. Glazing is
prefabricated within the Panel
system as well.
Citg Spire
New York City
Ownen

low modulus silicone seal
w/ backer rod
1" insulating glass

lower casement vent
sill mullion
neoprene sponge gasket
1

Eichner Properties
Archittcts:

1

/4" expansion joint
support mullion

Murp hg / J ahn Ass o ciate s
Engineers:
Robert Rosenwasser Assoctates

(structural)
Construction manager:
Tishman Realtg & Construction
Fabricator:

Glassalum CorPoration

Luna Pearl granite
1 3/'16" (3cm)

wing mullion

Installer:

Diamond Architecturals Inc.

anchor hook

outrigger Plate

Oo
PREFABRICATED'' STICK-FRAM ED'' GRAN ITE PAN ELS

scale:
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The Citadel

One of the great advantages of
diaphragm panel systems is their
inherent flexibility. The panel can
accommodate a much greater
amount of deflection than would
normally be allowed without
cracking or otherwise damaging the
stone. While normal deflection
limits for stone panels may be 1/600
or 1/700, the allowable deflection
for a silicone panel system may be
1/360. The stone veneers used in
panelized and framed systems
cannot themselves take the stresses
of wind, thermal, or moisturerelated movement, so this
movement is taken up by neoprene
gaskets and silicone ieaiants that

will accommodate a great deal of

movement without deterioration or

1" insulating glass
window sill
1

1/2x1 1/2" steel tube

1

1/2 galvanized metal

deck (22 gauge)

5/8" gypsum board

failure.

The Citadel is a seven-storv office

building faced in a gray Lombara
Izani granite prefabricated into

large panels. The composite
diaphragm panel is a lightweight
galvanized-steel stud fiaming with
a metal diaphragm attached with
screws or rivets. The 3/4-in.-thick
granite veneer is fastened with a
combination of structural silicone
and stainless-steel clip angles.
Polished and fl ame-hnished
granite are used in combination
(photos, far right). Each panel is
lifted into place and attaahed to the
building structure by conventional
means, using shelf angles and
adjustable bolt conneciions. Among
the innovative aspects of this
durable, versatile, and cost-efiective
system is its use of both adhesive
and mechanical attachments.
The Citadel

Denaer, Colorado
Owner:
Rosewood Properties

Architects:
IVZMH Groun
General contractor:

controljoint
adjustable hanger

tG'

'.

.

t,.g'

d"....:. .:Yo.:

i

6'

fire safing
spandrel beam
Lombara lzani
granite - 3/4"
steel stud
insulation

windbrace

PCL Constntction Ltd.
Fabricaton
Elward, Inc.

suspended

STEEL DIAPHRAGM/GRANITE PANEL

scale:

11/2:'l'-O"
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New products

1.

2.

Chaise Longue by Eklair
Mona Lisa Chatr by Jean-Claude
Maugirard

Arc

3. Bacchus Chair by Pierre Sala

An.toinc Bootz photos

Yive la VIA
"Seven or eight years ago,

.;;;;p;;;'- il...r'

i,i"'iito'.

*".

essentially a dead issue-Italy had
the monopolv," recalls Michael
Steinbers. piesident of Manhattanbased Fu-rniture of the Twentieth
Century, and France, aPParentlY,
aEreed. In 19?9, the French
M-inistry of Industry established the
Committee to Promote Innovation
in Furniture Design ftetter known

VIA for Valorisation de
I'Innoaation dans
I'Ameublementi), a nonProfi t

as

agency-funded by a tax Paid bY

French furniture manutacturersresponsible for putting France back
on the international furniture map.
VIA's various divisions Perform a
variety of industry-related services:
"Support for CreativitY in
Indfttry" unites designers and
producers of limited editions with
iurniture manufacturers; the
"Educational Assistance Program"
trains new designers; and
"Reproductionst' encourages the
rediicovery (i.e., reeditions) of the
best furniture designs of this
century. Additionally, VIA provides
financiirl assistance for design
development, research and tooling'
and prbtowpes. It also helPs with
distributioi; international trade fair
promotion, and exhibitions. To raise
public consciousness at home, VIA
recentlv opened a Paris showroom,
desiEn6d

6y-who else?-France's

mariof the hour, PhiliPPe Starck.

And at the Parc de la Villette, VIA

"HABITER," the first
public exhibition of creative designs
ior the home. Although American
specifiers can find a smattering of
VlA-sponsored Products at a
number of U. S. distributors, at
Miehael Steinberg's Furniture of
the Twentieth Century theY can
find the greatest concentratlonSteinberg holds exclusive stateside

has created

diskibution rights to some 150 of

500 furniture Pieces. As the
10 examples culled from Furniture

VIA's

of the Twentieth Century's
collection at right suggest, VIA is
without esthetic Prejudice: the
samut runs from th'e venerable and
fhe classic to the funkY and the
trendv. The leather club chair (?)
and eilvanized side chair (5) are,

quidobviouslY, courtesY of VIA's

'?Reproductions" division; the
som'ewhat threatening-looking
davbed (6) and the swirling wire
chiir (3) are no less obviously more
cont€mporary efforts. Somewhat
surprisinslv, there is even one plece
in tfie VIA product line that has its
roots in this country-Indiana to be
orecise. The wood-and-web
armchair (9) dates from 1910. It was
imported bv France, and now
Frince-vi-a VIA-is exPorting it
back. Furniture of the Twentieth
Century, New York CitY. C.K.G. ,
CircIeVA| on reader senice card
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4.
5.

KUB Table by Xavier Fauchard
456 Armchair by Xavier
Pauchard

Meduise Daybed by Jean Louis
Godivier
Z. Club Chair, Anonymous
8. De Andreis Desk by Martin
6.

9. Captain's Chair, re-edition 1910
10. Synthesis Chair and Stool

Christian Duc

by

For more information,
circle item numbers on
Reader Serttice Card

Szekely
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Finally, a CAD system created expressly for
architicts and building design professionals.

;.s
%o*o

re

"J
t"'r

,-nl*

is a generic product.
for architects and
speciflcally
created
has
been
ARRIS

Presentations. Ordinary CAD

building design pro{essionals. lt allows your clients to
visualizi your proiects from any perspective. With
sharp, colorful 3-D images that can be transferred
easily onto slides.

bading edge. Every designerwants it' But asthetin
change, soio the tools. And today ordinary Compute
Aided Design & Drafting is simply not enougn'

fhe

ARRIS* has arrived.
lmagine leavtng a meeting with a client, making a char
in ydur proposed design -with revised graphics and d
returning to the same meetingiust minutes late'

-and

ARRIS has arrived.
lmagine a CAD system that will not only move a d00r,
window or wall, but will automatlcally and accurately
cos
adjust everyihing affected. And generate a revised
estimate based on the changes.

ARRIS has arrrved.
Plus. Ordinary CAD was designed and intended for
one person, one project. ABRIS is a multi-user, multltask UNIX-based system. It was designed for the way
architects and building designers real/y work, and to
allow for f uture growtn. lt gives you the competltlve
edge, and will keep you competitive for years to come

lmagine lruly relational CAD - a single database that
incoiporates 2D design data and accurate and realistic
modeling and rendering. lt includes the most advance
techniquls available to allow you and your client to vle
your project f rom any perspective. Any anglg Any time
"walk throug!1 every r00r
day or night. And allorns you to
and every corrloor, as if the building actually existed'

Product literature

For more information,
circle item nuntbers on
Reader Seruice Card

Panel system
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A lightweight steel-framed exterior
treatment, the Cygnus panel can be
clad in granite, marble, or ceramic
tile, bonded to the steel deckins
with structural silicone. A coloi
folder provides test data on both
natural-stone and ceramic-tile

;i

r

panels. Cygnus, Inc., Denver.
Circle 400 on reader seraice card

Curtain-wall seal extrusions

A Designers Guide profites typical
applications of silicone, dry, and

wet/dry glazing seal extrusion

products. The complete line
of Vati-Seal curtain-wall seals
includes sponge and wedge gaskets,
setting blocks, and spacers for
structural glazing. Vari-Seal Corp.,
Parkman. Ohio.
Circle /101 on reader seruice card

Structural glazing
An information kit introduces two
products engineered to meet
structural glazing performance
criteria: one-part UI t ro g|aze 1000
tor on-site work. and Ultroglaze

/t200for shop assembly of glazed
components. Product features for
all of this maker's silicone glazing
sealants are listed. Generaf Electiic
Co., Waterford. N. Y.
Circle 402 ott reader semice card

Architectural panels

A 24-page catalog includes
structural, dimensional. and test
data on wall panels and framinq

W6|oil
DAIAFO*

Curtain-wall framing
A brochure describes how the
Uniuerse 2000 curtain wall system
interlocks any of four different
panels with the attachment
members to fom a weather-tieht
seal guaranteed not to leak foi flr'e
years. The aluminum system can be

contoured to create geometric
shapes. Dunmon Corp., St. Louis.
Circle 406 on readet'seraice card
Curved aluminum

A capabilities folder explains how
metal can be stretch-formed into
practically any curve in almost any
extrusion; individual application
sheets illustrate various
architectural uses of curved
aluminum. Versaform Corp.,
Santa Ana. Calif.
Circte 407 on read,er seruice card

Dual window systems
Projected, casement, and fixed
aluminum window svstems are
shown in a four-pagb catalog. The
dual-glazing technique described
allows for vandal-resistant windows
with polycarbonate sheet in the
exterior light; the interior pane can
be glass or other material as
required. Win Vent, Inc., Nixa, Mo.
Circle 408 on reader seruice card

Architectural aluminum

A capabilities brochure highlights

systems; color photos show the'
manufactured masonry panels used
on commercial, multiunit
residential, and institutional
buildings. Manville, Denver.
Circle 403 on reader seruice card

the shapes possible in curvedarchitectural aluminum and glazing
units. Common bendine terms and
shapes are illustrated; photographs
of the Washinston Har-bour
complex, Was[ington, D. C., are
featured. Dlubak Studios, Inc.,
Freeport, Pa.
Circle 409 on reader seruice card

Veneer wall systems
Written by a structural engineering
firm as a reference euide for

A color brochure explains how the

architects. "Designing metal stud/
llnek veneer curtain wall svstems"
contains technical informaiion on
cavrty size. brick-tie spacing. meralstud design, etc. Ther-e is an
appendix of manufacturer
information. O'Donnell &
Naccarato, Inc., Philadelphia.
Circle !0! on reader sei-uice card

Installation materials

A l2-page booklet uses color
application photographs to illustrate
the variety of materials suitable for
installation with the Laticrete
system for thin veneer on
prefabricated panels. These include
ceramic tile, pavers, brick, marble,
and natural stone. Laticrete
Ilrtemational, Inc., Bethany, Conn.
Circle 105 on reader seruice card,

Highrise window washer
Skywasher, a mobile robot, cleans
up to 5Q000 sq ft of windows a day.
'
The 44tb machine, equiptjed wirh
wiper blades and wadhiirg fluid,
crawls along a building's vertical
surface on suction-cup feet. Its cost
is said to be substantiallv less than
manual washing. I. R. T., Inc.,
Marina del Rev. Calif.
Circle 410 onVead,er seruice carcl
Stone panels
The 181 rigid-steel truss

system for constructing exterior
walls of granite, marble, and
limestone is explained in an
illustrated folder. Recent projects
using this panelized method are
listed. FEI, Tarrytown, N. Y.
Circle /111 on readey seruice card
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wlth Laticrete" Panel Systems
Specifying a panel system that is efficient, field proven, and
economical can result in a building that is visually exciting as
well as functionally efficient. At Laticrete, we've built these key
design features into our panel system:

Ceramic Trle Thin Brick
Nalural Stone

. thin light weight construction
. quick quality controlled fabrication and installation
. variety of form and surfacing materials

. independent laboratory tested
. in shoo or on-site fabrication -

wind load proven

Build your reputatton by building on our reputatlon . .
specify The Laticrete " Panel Systems.
LAIICBETE 4237

See us

Latex Thrn Set Morlat

LATICRETE 9235
Waterproof Metrrbrane

LA

in Sweets, Section 09394

Call for techntcal and archttectural servrce

IICR:TE3EP

(800)243 -4788

Cement Backer Board

nrjllrf,ff,fl

.

'

lNc.
LATICRETE INTERNATIoNAL'
cr 06525-3498 U.S.A.
1 LATTCRETE PARK NORTH, BETHANY,

zTel:(203)393-0010,TELEX:96-3541,TOLLFREE:(800)243-4788
Circle 55 on inquirY card

r
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New products

Faster and smarter
Hydraulic elevators are widely used
in buildings of up to six stories.
Usually installed singly or in two
car units, they cannot achieve the
speed nor have the programming
options of multiple+ar, high-rise
traction systems. But a new
mlcroprocessor control svstem can
make hydraulics excel at what thev
can do: move people between floori
with minimal waiting time (l). The

D M C- t

controller (4)-replaces
electromechanical contiols with a
three-element computer network,
linking the door op-erators, car logic
(the integral elevator dispatcher),
and the position selector.
C_a1s ar9 dispatched according to
position, direction of travel, andthe
priority of registered calls. Once the
system is installed, lhe DMC-I
software allows adjustments to
more than 40 elevator functions,
responding to occupancy or code

For rnore information,
circle item num,bers on
Reader Seruice Card

changes. It also reduces travel time
between floors. For example, when
someone holds the doors open, or
enters the car as thev have started
to close (2), the doorj reopen just
enough, not completely, shdving
seconds off travel time. If a user
continues bo hold the doors open-to
finish a conversation or wait'for

stragglers-a chimed warning will
will gently,

soun-d, then the doors

but firmly, shut. They start closing
as soon as a button is pushed. with
no annoying pause before the car
moves. Said to be extremelv

reliable, microprocessors aie small
enough to be located at point of use:
inside the cab behind the control
panel, and on the top and sides of
the car, precluding damage from
heat and vibration of the machine
room. Maintenance and changes are
effected with a hand-held computer,
called a Field Adjusting and S-ervice
Tool (E4SZ) (3). Modifications can

be made to door times, rate

of

travel, slowdown positions, and to
proglam fire emergency or security
floor lockout. The DMC-I also actsas an on-site observer: any slight inservice malfunctions are stored in
its memory and read by the service
technician using the .tXSZ device

during regular maintenance.
Dover Elevator Systems, Inc.,
Memphis, Tenn.
Circle 301 on reader serice card
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Laboratory surfaces
Fiber-cement panels engineered for
the stain-, solvent-. and flameresistant requirements of
laboratory work surfaces are
covered in a l2-page catalog.

Colorlith

Patient-transfer shelter

A color folder explains how customdesigned C omfoit- S e at f abric
shelters extend from the hosnital
building to protect patients entering
mobile diagnostic units. Rollingframe, inflatable, and slidinecurtain configurations are some of
the installations shown. Frommelt
Industries, Inc., Dubuque, Iowa.
Circle 418 on reoder sbruice card

II and (olorcerin II

counters are pictured in place;
economical natural grav nanel
products are also incturieU.

Manville, Denver.
Circle 412 on reader seraice card
Hand-made sheet glass

Architectural fabrications
A color catalos illustrates
architectural ceiling, soffit, and
column installations usins
prefabricated and custom--molded
shapes. Made of high-strength
gypsum cement reinforced with
glass fiber, Plastrqlas has a zero

A mouthblown glass from
Germany, Restoration Glass is
available in 42-by 42-in. sheets for
use in landmark and oeriod

restoration projects. A data sheet
explains how the slight distortions

and occasional pits and

imperfections of the glass provide

flame spread, and ls said to be
economical and easv to decorate.
Plastrglas, Inc., Omaha, Neb.

an antique appearance. S. A.
Bendheim Co., Inc., New York Citv.
-lJi:r.rdheirrr

Circle /113 on reader seruice card
Wood doors

Deeply carved passage and
entrance doors of red oak.
Ponderosa pine, walnut, and

Philippine mahogany are illustrated
in a product brochure from
Customwood. Doors are shown in a
double-door installation;
coordinating bronze pulls are
featured with each dbor.
Customwood. Albuquerque, N. M.
Circle lll on reader seruice card
High-performance glazing

A five-section technical euide to
insulating and low-emissivity
AIDIRSr. \TI'MI
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glazing describes how heat is

transmitted through various

glazing configurations. The text
compares optical and thermal
properties of glass. and explains the
differences between "soft"- and
"hard" glass coatings. Andersen
Corp., Bayport, Minn.
Circle /115 on reader seruice card

Drafting supplies
uRre&jkr^rr
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A full-line catalog from a national
distributor of dralting and print
equrpment presents furniture,
lights, files, and similar items for
the architectural office. New
products featured in the 64-page
brochure include an expandedline
-and
of plotter media, pens,
inks.
D_ataprint Corp.. San Mateo, Calif.
Circle /116 on reoder serliie cord
Handcrafted ceramic tile
An information packet from Epro
oescnDes the vanous steps in the
production of hand-crafted ceramic
tiles, and illustrates Herituge,

Sandstone, and Galleru pr"oduct
lines. Glazed and unglaZed riles are
offered for residential and
commercial applications, both
interior and exterior. Epro, Ine.,
Westerville, Ohio.
Circle /117 on reader seruice card,

Circle /119 on reader senice card
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WetJocation fixtures

Wallmount light fixtures have a
hinged front housing that facilitates
relam.ping. A catalog sheet explains
how light from various HID sources
is spread out and down from a
vertical surface, and suggests
Wallmount units for garages,
ramps, security lighting, and
recreational areas. Hazlux.
Div. FL Blackburn, St. Louis.
Circle /120 on reader seruice card
Earthquake design
A newsletter published bv a

manufacturer of lead-rubier
bearings, Seismic Isolation
['pdate deals with the application of
advanced seismic technol-ogy to
buildings and bridges. Case-studies
demonstrate how seismicallv
isolated structures behave durine
earthquakes. Dynamic Isolar,ion Systems, Inc.. Berkeley, Calif.
Circle !21 on reader ieruice card
Concrete maintenance

A four-page guide charts the proper
selection and application of lalex,
cement-based, and epoxy materials
desrgned fbr concrete repair and
maintenance. Admixtures, patch
and joint mortars, and fasi-settins
products are included. The Euclid
Chemical Co., Cleveland.

Circle /122 on reader ser-uice card,

Fountains/coolers

Product photos and dimensional
drawings illustrate a color catalog
on the full line of Haws drinkingfou.ntains, electric water coolers]
and emergency equipment. Sensoroperated coolers are featured.
Haws Drinking Faucet
- Co
-- '
Berkeley, CaliF.
Circle 423 on reader sentice card.
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The Winning Bid Combinqtiot
Dodge Remodel/Retrofit Estimqtor
crnd Dodge Corstruction Dcrtcbctse
From Dodge MicroSystems

.,,The soffwcffe estimcrting pqckoge thcrt provides q dcrtqbqse you cctn
use todcqf....The soffwqre thcrt produces bids thcrt qre flexible,
fcrst,

qnd right on the moneY.

chorges, sqles tqx, qnd q "whqt-if "
feature to check the effect Price
chonges would mqke on Your
bottom line.
Input residentiql or commerciol
project inlormcrtion into the
progrqm, then let the softwqre
cqlculote Your lincl estimqte.
Desigrned to run on crnY IBM PC or
compctible, the menu-driven
progicm feqtures hondY butlt-in
brompts to gruide You through eqch
ltep, tnere's also o HELP function to
turn to lor direction. You ccrn print out
reports by trcde for eoch estimqte, or
clioose c vcriety of printing options
including one estimqte qt q time, uP
to tive copies oI the scme estimqte in
succession, qnd o list of oll rePoir
descriptions ond costs in the Price
Toble.
toi "write-ins" include custom
Try the Demo Kit First
overhecrd
guonttty
override,
repoir,
You can Preview RemodeliRetrofit
ond profit, PoYroll tqx, insurqnce

Your bids win more jobs becouse
Remodel/Retrofit Estimotor Puts
Dodge's dqtabose of labor qnd
moteriol prices right into your PC.
Dodge hqs been trcrcking
construction costs since 1891, ond no
other source hqs the sctme
experience or exPertise, So Your
estimqtes reflect current costs tor the
crrecr you're working in. QuorterlY
updatesore olso cnroilqbleto keep
your bids upto{he'minute.
Verscrtile Softwcne for Flexible Bids.
Of course, you cqn insert Your own
pricing dqtq for q more customized
estimcrte or to meet sPeciol
conditions, Remodel/Retrofit
Estimotor qlso lets You inPut
descriptions qnd notes on specilic
repoirs into your estimcte, Options

158
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Circle 57 on inquirY card

Estimcrtor in your own ollice

witl

our detailed Tutorial/Demo Disk
The kit costs $25, which cqnthe
be deducted when You order tI
tulI progrcm,
Or order the full Progrctm now c
receive the current volume of
Dodge Remodeling/Retrofit Ct
Dcrtc-free. (S45 vclue) Price of
Dodge Remodel/RetroIit Estimat
5545, Americqn ExPress, MSA c
MosterCqrd occePted'
For more informqtion or to orde:
Remodel/Retrofit Estimqtor or th'
Demo Kit, simPlY cqll our toll-tre
number todoY' SOO1 257 -529 5 (tr
New JerseY , co,Il 6091426:7 3OO)
qsk for Lee \Alhite.

r

titt

Dodge Cost SYstems
McGrcrw-Hill Inlormqtion
SystemsComPanY

Continuedfrom page 155

Vandal-proof light
The !B00 Deco-Cell is one of a series
of fixtures designed for unattended
areas in public housing or other
sites requiring extremely durable,
energy-efficient lighting. It has lowprofile, twin-tube 13W lamps set
into a 3-in.-deep polycarbonate
housing to look recessed without
the additional installation cost.
Kenall Mfg. Co., Chicago.
Circle J02 on reader seruice card

Static-dissipative fl oorins
Designed for the higherllectricalresistance requirements of
electronics manufacturing,
computer-equipment installations,
and clean rooms, Slalizole solid
vinyl tile, adhered with conductive
eopxy adhesive, creates a path of
moderate electrical conduclivitv to
drain personnel-generated static
charges to ground. The Statmate
floor comes in t2-in. square tiles,
and 36- by 36-in. sections for colormatched, seam-welding
installations; its marble chip pattern
is available in four shades. VPI.
Sheboygan, Wis.
Circle 303 on reader seraice card

Desktop CAD software
Described as a major enhancement
of this vendor's 3-D CAD software.
Personol Desigtter Version J.0
provides.a multiple-view capability,
rmproved geometrv-associated
dimensioning, and an undo function
that allows the user to cancel one or
more previously executed
commands. In the multiple-view
mode (shown), a three-dimensional
part is seen from several
orientations at once; changes
made ln one vlew are automaticallv
updated in the others.
Computervision Corp.,
Bedford, Mass.
Circle J)l ort reader seruice card,

Library bookcases
Made of hardwood veneered in
birch, oak, or walnut, book and
Desk accessories
Both of the Modu P/as deskaccessory lines from Smokador are
now available in a suedelike,

textured Nerlel plastic finish
called Soy'Sloze. The accessory
collection comes in lieht and dark
gray and black colors. Smokador,
Edison, N. J.
Circle 305 on reader ser.uice card

display cases are available in a
European style, with radius
corners, as well as Lhe Ba,nister
sectional case shown here.
Constructed for librarv and office
use, cases have solid hardwood
shelves; finish options include
custom-match, natural, and opaque
stains. F. E. Hale Mfg. Co., Inc.,
Herkimer, N. Y.
Circle 306 ott reader seruice card

Executive desk
Designed by O. J. Holohan for the
Hantpton 9500 executive office line,
this traditional-style desk may be
specified in four tops, including burl
walnut and leather. Desk is finished
in scratch-resistant catalvzed
lacqucr. JOFCO. Jasper,ind.
Circle J07 on reoder seruice card
Continued on page 165
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Exhaust laboratorl' cabinet
Dcsigrr,'rl I',,r' Cllrss JI Ial'oratorit's
rvoi'king ri'ith lou' to moderate risk
triologicals, Lhe PtLr i./i e t Tota l.
E., Jranst Sulety Cubinc1 r-ents :rll
aii' through a HEP'\ filter. I'ith no
lecirculation into the laboratort.
C:,l,in*t. (.utrt', ilt l- ltrrd ti-li lengths
The clear gliiss rloor st'ings open

Foundation drainage
Prefabricated of high-impact
st-vrene, 4- bv 8-ft AqtLadrairt 15X
panels are said to eliminate the
uner en placement. coml):lcting. and
soil clogging problerrrs of aggregate
backfill foundation drain s\.stenls .
A durable filter fabric rs gluod to
the raised cups that form the drain
itself, creating a void network to
carrr off subsoil rvater. Amencalr
Colloid Co., Arlington Heighrs, Ill.
Ci rcle,ll 1 ott recLdc t' se rticc ca t'tl

Fire-resistive fabrics
A textured',r'eave, Glniri te Clot h
from Arc-('onz is part of a recentlv
irrtroduced collection ol cusernent,
upholst,,r'r'. pan"l. irrrd hosl,italitr'

fabrics made of Trrn:ira.for FR
polvester. Produced to meet the
flame-resistive requirements of
contract applications, Tre ri m.lb t
FR is said lo prutide sulreriur
drapability and a soft hand rvithout
anr' stiffness. Hoechst Fiber-s
Industries, New York City'
Circle jl2 on recLdct serricc ccrrd

Side chair
This ulrdated versior.r ol the Enrico
Elite cb.av features a chrome-plated
fnLn.re rvith mitered joints. The chair
is sr"rggested for reception areas and
ofl ice use. Loelvenstein/ Oggo,
Pompano Beach, Fla.
Ci rcle ,l1J ort t'ccLder serrice
Cotttittued oil pa{le 16i

ccLt

d

lis ir, tl,r','" I'r'.it i,,r,s it<
slope design is said to provicle a
;,t.,1 lo,

ciosci'r'ieg than let'tical sash.
I-alicor-rco, Kansas Citv, Mo.
Cttle .i0E on t'(e(l(t' s(t't'ic( cot d

Sound-reduction door

A lighter-u'cight, competitiveh-l,rired Iine of sound tloors includes
this 3- b1. ?-ft perrsonnel door. For
theaters, TY stLrdios, industrv, and
test facilities, doors are said to be
easier to install and operate, \i-itlt
gasketing able to pruvitle both RFI
and Elll shielding. I)oor assembiies
come irt r-arioris thicknesses, for
certified test values of up to STC 5?,
anrl in units up to ll0- bv ;10-ft.
Jamison Door (1o., Hagerstor,vn, Md.
Cir'r:le J09 ott rcctclti set.rit'c t'ctt.cl
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DRY-BIOCK@ waff on left, standard block
fnterlor ralalf on rlght showlng v€ter absorption.

Fire-door operator
Electron-iagnetic holders for fire
ancl smoke barlier doors har.e been
added to ZC,\rls line of door
actirator pi'oducts. The LL-listed
Serttrottic device mar. be mounted
on the floor or u'all surface, or
recessetl into the g'all. Hear-r'-dntv
magnetic holders are rvired into the
alnl'nt s\'steut, and release the doors
u'ith a spring-loaded positir.e action
\\ llprr ti'lf g( i'pd I't ,, UOr*"a aU,.
H',l,ler'. rnil also be usp,lon pocliet
dool installations. LC\ Closers,
Pi'inceton. I ll.
Cit'cl.e J10 on. trrtrJt,t, set.L:ice car.cI

Thousands of applications

throughout the United States
and Canada prove that the
DRY-BLOCK@ system realty
works. Don't be misled by
cheap imitations, speciry the

fications, producen and applications
in lour area availabfe upon reguest.

onb/ prc^,en one... DRY-BLOC|€

from Forer Chemical.
Complete test results, specF
7221 WstParkland Court, Mitwaukee, Ws consin 53223. l-g0G55g-7066

Circle 61 on inquiry card
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PlU$
MGLAS'
The Advantages of

J,"":":--:;'

3" UNDERLAYMENT
1%" UNDERLAYMENT

The nucleus of the three
PC PLUSYSTEMS'" is
FOAMGLASo cellular glass
insulation
- it Provides all the
Systems with constant insulating value because it is totallY
resistant to moisture.
PC PLUSYSTEMS* take ad'
vantage of the suPerior insulating properties and PhYsical
characteristics of Pittsburgh
Corning's cellular glass and
foamed plastic insulations. All
three systems are comPatible
with modified bitumen, built'uP
roof, and single-ply membranes.

Each PC PLUSYSTEM has a Top Layer of Tapered
FOAMGLASo Insulation and an Underlayment tha
Satisfies Specific lnsulation Requirements.
PC PLUSYSTEM 1 'TaPered

FOAMGLASo Insulation with ar
derlayment of Pittsburgh Cornin
Pl (Polyisocyanurate Foam) Ins
lation boards. This sYstem offer,
the stability of FOAMGLASo Ins
tion and the high R-value of the
Pl Underlayment. Recommende
buildings with normal interior tet
peratures and humidities which
quire a high R-value roof, or wht
low cost is imPortant.

warranty.

For more information, contacl
Pittsburgh Corning CorPoration,
Marketing DePt. FB-7, 800 Pres
lsle Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15239
call 800-992-5769 (in PennsYlvt
800-992-5762). In Canada, 106
Lansing Square, Willowdale, Or
M2J 1T5. Tel: (a16) 222-8084.

PCPLUSYSTEM2-TaPered

PIITSzuRG}I

-I
r-

-

r---

DlttlI^

THE
l]llrlOYATlVE

rltsuLATlo]l
PEOPLE

PCPLUSYSTEM3-TaPered

FOAMGLASo Insulation with an
underlayment of FOAMGLAS@Board or Block insulation, The All'
FOAMGLASo system is recommended where long-term reliability
and total resistance to moisture is
critical. ldealfor roofs over high
moisture, high humiditY areas and
on refrigerated structures. This
system carries Pittsburgh Corning's
excl usive 20-y ear Perf ormance

FOAMGLASo Insulation with an underlayment of Pittsburgh Corning's
PF (Phenolic Foam) Insulation
boards. PC PLUSYSTEM 2 offers
the stability of FOAMGLASo insula'
tion and the highest R'value of these
systems. lt's recommended for build'
ings with normal interior temperatures and humidities and when
insulation thickness is limited by
physical or cost restrictions. Limited 20-year warranty,

Circle 62 on inquirY card
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Breuer seating
\Vorking from chairs designed b1,'
llarcel Breuer but not produced
before his death in 1981, long-time
Breuer partner Herbert Beckhard
has developed a furniture collection
Ior Cn rl sr t tt t. This double.spring
chair has an aluminum frame, with
i1 structural leather seat stitched
in a manner lecalling the u'ooden
sluts of the original chaise.
A foamladded fabric construction
is also available. Cadsana,
Greenwich, (lonn.
Circte J14 ort reoclt,r sert:ice crtrd

Outdoor exercise system
The Fit-Trail is a self-instructed,
self-paced series of exercises using
wooden apparatus set at intervals in
a landscape, or clustered rvhere
space is limited. A 10-station -Fif
Trail is norv offered for smaller
sites, as well as a 20-station
installation and a less-strenuous
series for seniors. Polvcarbonate

signage is guaranteed unbreakable.
South\lbod Corp., Charlotte, N. C.
Circle 317 on reader senice card

Portable light lab
Tbe Colite light vieri'ing displal'
case provides trvo vieu'ing
compartments for testing the effect

of eight difierent sources of
artificial light (six fluorescent and
two incandescent with dimnrer
controls) on the appearance of

fini-shes and fabrics u,sed

il

interiors. The portable
(30-lb) unit comes in an impactresi-stant .\B-S case, and contai's
travs for storage and protection of
thc vzrrious lamps. Colite,
San Diego, Calif.
Cirrlc .118 on reader sert'irc cnrd
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Site directory

A large-scale directory provides
both site identitication anc
changeable panels for tenant
names. It mav be ordered up to 6-ftu'ide. The aluminum sign comes in
metallic and polvurethane enamel

colors. Charleston Industries, Inc.,
Elk Grove Village, Ill.
Circle 315 on reoder seruice cttrd

Dimension calculator
The pocket-siz e I n c h - Ma te directly
calculates feet, inch, and fraction
ciimensions, frorn measurements
entered just as they n'ould be
rvritten. It also converts figures to
decimal feet or meters. Inch-Mate
n as developed by architects and
builders to speed up the lowest
common denominator process, with
:rccuracv to 1/16 of an inch. Digitool
C'orp., Aspen, Colo.
Ci t cle .116

on rcadcr serrice card
Circle 63 on inquiry card
.\rcl'it,., trrral Reeorrl.lulu
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PROFESSIONAT SERVICES

POSITIONSVACANT

BINKLEY & HOLMES, INC.
CONSULIING ENGINEERS

Project Architect

1710 SEAMIST DB. HOUSTON, TX 77008
101 stMoNToN. coNBoE. TX 77301
409/760 3371

Come join us and share the

78m

beauty of Maine!
We are seeking a Proiect Architect with
good interpersonal skills, minimum 5 years'
experience, skilled in design, design development
and project management.
Excellent compensation and benefits package.
Send resume or call: John A. Missell.

STEMMONS FWY,

*360,

OALLAS. TX 7524

.
I
I

WATER RESOURCES

r
r
I

POWER & INSTRUMENTATION

WASTE MANAGEMENT
TRANSPORTATION

CONSTRUCTION

MANAGEMENT

COMPUIER OESIGN A DBAFfING

POSITIONS VACANT

Architects/Engineers

Coordinator of Chinese Historical Art ar
chitectural Research and Design. Full tim'

292 Court Street, Auburn, Maine 04210
(2071784-5728
An equal opportunity employer m/f

tion available in experimental design stud'
ties include: research of contemporary at
torical Chinese art and architecture; de:
commercial and residential interiors and
ors, blending Far East and Western desig
ceots; servels liaison with Chinese const
or6oare scaled drawings and models; ct
bn-iite inspections of -works in progrel

ouirements: BA deeree in Architecture

PROJECT

MANAGER
Interstate Hotels

corporation-the largest

owner and operator of Marriott

Hotels-is

currently seeking a Proiect Manager.
Based in Pittsburgh, this executive would
have on-site responsibility for management overview of general contractor, separate owner-orovided contractors and
consultants. While also conscientious oJ
design, the Project Manager must meet
critical deadlines and manage uncler
demanding budgets Jor up to lwo new
hotel pro.iects at any one time. The Project
Manager would additionally coordinate

the installation and turnover aspects of
Hotel pre-opening with operations stafJ.
The position requires at least three years
of prime responsibility in the construction
ol f irst-class, f ull-service hotels with a degree in Architecture Engineering or Construction. The ideal candidatewould also
be a Registered Professional. Compensation includes comDetitive base and insurance with bonus, car allowance, and

relocation.
Send resume or letter, or call: Michael
Lawrence or Leslie Braun-lnterstate
Hotels Corporation, 218 Frick Building,

PROJECT DIRECTORS
PROJECT ARCHITECTS
N.Y., Chicago

POSITIONSVACANT

Michael Latas & Associates, Executive Search
Professional Recruiting Consultants,

and

Specialists in the architectural and engineering
fi'elds. Ooeratine nationallv. lnquiries held in

the striciest of-confidenie. 1311 Lindbergh

Plaza Center, St. Louis, Missouri 63132; (314)
993-6500.

168

Architectural

Record,

Julu

1987

40* hrs. per wk. $8.28 per hr. Time anc
for overtime. Apply to: Job Service, 5
Trade St., Charlcitte, NC 28202.

Job

#NC6602056. DOT code 001.061-010.

HEALTH CARE
MARKETER
Orlando

SR. PROJECT DESIGNER
SR. MECHANICAL

ENGINEER
SR. ELECTRICAL

ENGINEER
lowa City
Due to statf expansion and new, large longterm prolects, Hansen Lind Meyer Inc.' is

otfering you the opportunity to join one of
the largest A/E design firms in the country.
Share in a variety of challenging opportunities with a growth-oriented firm. Enioy a
diversilied client base and be part of our
leam approach to proiects. Please submit
letter ol application, resume and salary
requirements to Director of Personnel.
HANSEN LIND ltlEYER lNC.
Pleza Centre One
Drawe]310
lowa CitY, lowaS?f24/

Architectural Designer
lay'
- Formulale
sign proposals for commercial,
industr
public buildinss in compliance with s
Lode restrictio-ns. Consult with clients tc

that design meets requirements of budg,
gram, function and soace. Conduct mate
iechnology research. Prepare informat
design splcifications, maierials and est
costs..Prepare graphic and large format.
graphrc layout and computer grapr
proiect. Integrate architectural elemer
Lnified desigi. Prepare scale model,
drawings anJ contrdct documents for'b
contradtors to bid on and to build. Provi<
tract administration services. Photograpl
tecture f or publicatio ns. $27 ,2Od.OO/
hrs.,/wk., Ba.m.-5p.m. Requires Master's
in Architecture and 2 ybars experienc
years experience as Craphic Designer. S,
sume to Job Service of Florida, 105 E. B
Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33301, Attn: Job
#FL5748241.

New York City Architectural firm seekir
cioal Level Peison or Persons to lead a nt
ri6r Desien Aff iliate Firm. Current volun
terior de"sign commissions will support
B-12. Prov6n design in mixed use off
soecialized care seittings. Client relatio

Pittsburyh,PA15219,

ryltii'ffii{

e'ual in Chinese andTnglish; Basic knowle
e hinese Weslern art ad'd architectural hir

POSITIONSVACANT
Architect / Chiel Designer. We offer t-op clleer oooortunitv, Ieading to Director ot Architectuiti oositiori and f ull-partnership in our wellestablislied A-E firm. W6 have provided quality
service over four decades to institutions, maior

coroorations and various state and federal agenciei. Location in Midwest regional center with
oualitv universitv and other cultural enterprises.
Please submit pbrsonal letter and resume with
comoensation'requirements, in confidence to:
P -2153. Architectural Record.

business development-and managemet
ties important. Base compensation o
2124.

Aichitectural Record.

Architects

-

$25,000-85,000 Grou

Search Executive Architectural Recruit
positions nationwide at all levels with I
& National f irms. Experience in research

ooment, health car'e, commercial, crim
iiLe. educational, institutional, indust
Confidential. No
mulii-family projects.
'reqi-rirements'
4917 Ehrlic
clude salary
suite 103, fampi,

FL 33624, (813)

969-05

Sometimes what you thought Would last, lasted.

waypu thought.
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Ifyou'r'e been su'ayed to belieye that
glazed tile is a good chbice for high traffic
floors. )'ou'\..e been presented u.ith a lopsided vielr'.
Real quarry tile is the only smart choice
for long-lasting r-esults in heavv traflic areas.
Surnmitr.ille quarry tile is made frorn the
finest clav and shale. extruded to
provide unilbrm densitr'. strengtlr

r."':i
',J'

and color

,^#&^
'

-

a

full 1 3" ofsolid

color that lasts and lasts.
Compare that to the.0025"
surface treatment oia glazed paver tile that
has been advertised as suitable for high
traffic areas.
Wh'r'risk performance u'ith a product
that claims to be "the smart choice o\ier
quarr\"'u-hen )'ou can have the real
thing...summitville quarry tile, a proven
performer that passes the tests oftime and

hear,\'trafIic.
Check the standards before vou specifi'.
'
Glazed tile that \r/ears out before its time
could set your best laid plans asker,r'. But
Summitr.ille quarr\/ tile rr.'ill lastjust like
-t'ou thought it u'ould.

,'

Summiffiille
Summitville Tiles Inc.. Summitville. Ohio 43962
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Circle 83 on inquiry card

Sixm{or
reasons
to specify
Sloanooo

the first
timG.

At first glance, it's difficult to imagine how
these six different buildings are related.
But if you take a closer look at their
histories, you'll find they all share a
common theme: the washrooms in all six
buildings have been refitted with Sloan
flushometers.
True, these buildings don't look old
enough to need major plumbing repairs.
But the fact is, the original flushometers
that were installed just didn't hold up.
Even after repeated servicing, they continued to malfunction. They didn't shut off
properly. They leaked at the stops. In some
cases, they even flooded the washrooms.
In short, they weren't Sloan flushometers.
Unlike substitutes, Sloan fl ushometers
offer proven, reliable service. With built-in
quality at an affordable price. That's why
today more buildings are equipped with
Sloan flushometers than with any other
brand.

Only Sloan's rugsed, tamper-proof design
can assure the quiet, dependable operation
so critical in buildings like these. Plus,
Sloan flushometers are built to last for
years with only minimal, routine maintenance-an important consideration for
specifiers who value time and money.
The next time you consider specifying a
substitute. think about these six
buildings. Then specifo Sloan. The first

time.

Ml

2. YMCA ol Raleigh, NC
Psvchiatric Center ol Michiqan HosDital, New Baltimore,
Bainett Bank. TamDa. FL tr. S E Louisrana University School of Nursing. Baton Rouge, LA
Southwest Financill Plaza, Phoenix, AZ 6. North Central Htgh School. Spokane. WA

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY

10500 Seymour Avenue, Franklin Park, lL 60131

A Tradition of Quality

and Pride

Circle 84 on inquiry card

